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Abstract
Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted, directed graph subject to a sequence of adversarial edge
deletions. In the decremental single-source reachability problem (SSR), we are given a fixed
source s and the goal is to maintain a data structure that can answer path-queries s ֌ v for
any v ∈ V . In the more general single-source shortest paths (SSSP) problem the goal is to
return an approximate shortest path to v, and in the SCC problem the goal is to maintain
strongly connected components of G and to answer path queries within each component. All
of these problems have been very actively studied over the past two decades, but all the fast
algorithms are randomized and, more significantly, they can only answer path queries if they
assume a weaker model: they assume an oblivious adversary which is not adaptive and must
fix the update sequence in advance. This assumption significantly limits the use of these data
structures, most notably preventing them from being used as subroutines in static algorithms.
All the above problems are notoriously difficult in the adaptive setting. In fact, the state-
of-the-art is still the Even and Shiloach tree, which dates back all the way to 1981 [ES81] and
achieves total update time O(mn). We present the first algorithms to break through this barrier:
• deterministic decremental SSR/SCC with total update time mn2/3+o(1)
• deterministic decremental SSSP with total update time n2+2/3+o(1)
To achieve these results, we develop two general techniques for working with dynamic graphs.
The first generalizes expander-based tools to dynamic directed graphs. While these tools have
already proven very successful in undirected graphs, the underlying expander decomposition they
rely on does not exist in directed graphs. We thus need to develop an efficient framework for
using expanders in directed graphs, as well as overcome several technical challenges in processing
directed expanders. We establish several powerful primitives that we hope will pave the way for
other expander-based algorithms in directed graphs.
The second technique, which we call congestion balancing, provides a new method for main-
taining flow under adversarial deletions. The results above use this technique to maintain an
embedding of an expander. The technique is quite general, and to highlight its power, we use it
to achieve the following additional result:
• The first near-optimal algorithm for decremental bipartite matching
∗This work was done while funded by NSF Award 1942010 and the Simon’s Group for Algorithms & Geometry
†The author is supported by Basic Algorithms Research Copenhagen (BARC), supported by Thorup’s Investigator
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1 Introduction
Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted, directed graph that is subject to dynamic updates that change
the edges of G. We consider three closely related problems. In single-source reachability (SSR),
we are given a fixed source s, and the goal is to maintain a data structure that can answer path
queries s֌ v for any v ∈ V . The single-source shortest path problem (SSSP) is a generalization
of SSR where the goal is return an approximate shortest path from s to v. Finally, in dynamic
strongly-connected components (SCC), the goal is to maintain a data structure such that given any
two vertices u, v ∈ V , it can determine whether they are in the same SCC, i.e. whether u and v
are on a common cycle in G, and if yes, can report a path between them in either direction.
All three of the above problems have received an enormous amount of attention in the dynamic
setting. The most general model is the fully dynamic one, where each adversarial update can either
insert or delete an edge from G. But in this model there are very strong conditional lower bounds
for all the above problems [AW14, HKNS15].
For this reason, much of the work on these problems focuses on the weaker decremental model,
where the algorithm is given some input graph G = (V,E,w), and the adversary deletes one edge
at a time until the graph is empty. Here, results are typically expressed in terms of the total update
time over the entire sequence of deletions. Let n be the number of vertices in the original input
graph, m the number of edges. The first algorithm for these problems is the Even and Shiloach
tree [ES81] from 1981, which achieves total update time O(mn) (amortized O(n)); See [HK95] for
a simple extension to directed graphs. A long line of work has since led to near-optimal algorithms
for these problems in undirected graphs, including some in the fully dynamic model [Fre85, HK99,
HdLT01, Tho00, PD04, NS17, Wul17, NSW17, CGL+20]. The directed version is more difficult, but
a series of results culminated in a near-optimal total update time O˜(m) for decremental SSR/SCC
[HKN14b, HKN15, CHI+16, IKLS17, BPWN19] and moderate improvements for decremental SSSP:
for example, total update time O˜(mn3/4) in [GW20] and an extremely recent O˜(n2) result [BGW20].
But all of the above o(mn) algorithms for directed graphs suffer from a crucial drawback:
they are randomized, and more significantly, they are only able to return paths if they assume an
oblivious adversary. Such an adversary cannot change its updates based on the algorithm’s answers
to path-queries: put otherwise, the adversary must fix its entire update sequence in advance. Much
of the recent work in the field of dynamic graphs as a whole has focused on developing so-called
adaptive algorithms that do not assume an oblivious adversary. This is important for two reasons.
Firstly, adaptive algorithms work in a less restrictive model. Secondly, several recent papers have
used dynamic graph algorithms as subroutines within the multiplicative-weight update method to
speed up static algorithms; for example, decremental shortest paths to speed up various (static)
flow algorithms [Mad10, CK19, CS20], or incremental min-cut to speed up a TSP algorithm [CQ17].
These applications to static algorithms all require adaptive dynamic algorithms.
Despite all the progress for non-adaptive algorithms, the fastest adaptive algorithm for all the
directed problems mentioned above remains the Even and Shiloach tree from 1981, which has total
update time O(mn). In this paper, we present the first algorithms to break through this barrier.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a directed graph. There exists an algorithm for decremental single-
source reachability and decremental strongly connected components (SCC) with total update time
mn2/3+o(1). The SCC algorithm not only explicitly maintains SCCs, but can answer path queries
within an SCC. The algorithms can, respectively, determine whether a vertex v is reachable from
s, or whether two vertices are in the same SCC, in O(1) time. The time to answer a path query is
P · no(1), where P is the length of the (simple) output path.
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Theorem 1.2. Let G be a directed graph with positive weights and let W be the ratio of the
largest to smallest weight. There exists an algorithm for decremental (1 + ǫ)-approximate single-
source shortest paths with total update time n2+2/3+o(1)log(W )/ǫ. (An update can delete an edge
or increase an edge weight.) The query time is O(1) for returning an approximate distance and
|P | · no(1) for an approximate path, where |P | is the length of the (simple) output path.
Related Work Probst Gutenberg and Wulff-Nilsen considered a relaxed version of decremental
SSSP that can only return distance estimates, not an actual path. They showed an adaptive
(randomized) algorithm for this problem with total update time O˜(m2/3n4/3) = O˜(n2+2/3) [GW20].
The adaptivity of this result crucially depends on the assumption that the adversary cannot see the
paths used by the algorithm, so these results cannot be extended to the problems we are solving in
this paper. Secondly, there are several results (both adaptive and oblivious) on dynamic SSC/SSSP
in the incremental setting, where the algorithm starts with an empty graph and edges are inserted
one at a time (see e.g. [HKM+12, BFGT15, BC18, GWW20]). These incremental-only results use
a very different set of techniques that do not transfer to the decremental setting.
Directed expanders, key objects in this paper, are closely related to the notion of directed
tree-width introduced in [Ree99, JRST01], which is a key concept in deep structural statements,
including the directed grid-minor theorem [KK15, HKK19] and the directed Erdos-Posa theorem
[RRST96, AKKW16, MMP+19].1 The approximation algorithm for a variant of the disjoint paths
problem by [CE15] exploits the directed well-linked decomposition which is related to directed
expander decomposition stated in this paper. However, their technique is static and not concerned
with time-efficiency beyond polynomial time.
1.1 Techniques
Our techniques are mostly very different from those of the earlier randomized algorithms, because
those crucially relied on “hiding” their choices from an oblivious adversary. Our algorithms instead
rely on expander-based tools. While these have previously been used to break long-standing barriers
for adaptive algorithms in dynamic undirected graphs [NS17, Wul17, NSW17, CK19, CS20], our
paper is to first to successfully apply them to dynamic algorithms for directed graphs. Our results
require a large number of new techniques; we highlight the most significant ones below.
An efficient framework for directed expanders (Section 4) Expander-based algorithms in
undirected graphs rely on the following basic decomposition: given any graph G = (V,E), it is
possible to partition E into sets X and R, such that X is the union of disconnected expanders, and
|R| ≪ |E|. The idea is then to use expander-tools on X and deal with the small set R separately.
Unfortunately, such a guarantee is not possible for directed graphs: if G is a dense DAG, then R
must contain all the edges of G.
This paper explicitly shows the following decomposition for directed graphs: E can be parti-
tioned into three sets X,D,R such that X is the union of disconnected (directed) expanders, D
is acyclic, and |R| ≪ |X|. (We actually use an analogous decomposition for vertex expanders.)
We then use this decomposition as the crux of our new framework, which weaves together new
fast algorithms for directed expanders with existing fast algorithms for DAGs. We hope that this
framework will pave the way for future work that applies expander-tools to directed graphs.
1In particular, directed expanders are graphs that contain a large well-linked set [CE15, CEP18] and directed
tree-width of a graph is approximated, up to a constant, by the maximum size over all well-linked sets [Ree99].
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Congestion-balancing flow (Section 5) One of our main technical contributions is a new
approach to maintaining a large flow in the presence of adversarial edge deletions (it is new to
undirected graphs as well). Intuitively, a flow solution is more robust if it spreads out the congestion
among all the edges of the graph. There are, however, two main challenges to formalizing this
intuition. The first is that some edges may be more “crucial” than others, so will necessarily have
a higher congestion. The second is that these crucial edges might change over time, whereupon the
flow must be rebalanced. We introduce a general approach for efficiently computing the “right”
congestion of each edge. We then show that a potential function based on minimum-cost flow allows
us to cleanly analyze the total amount of rebalancing necessary.
In our decremental SSR/SCC/SSSP results, we use congestion-balancing flow to maintain an
embedding of an expander. But the technique is quite general, and to highlight its power, we use it
achieve significantly improved bounds for the seemingly unrelated problem of decremental bipartite
matching (see below).
New Primitives for Directed Expanders (Sections 6 and 7) Our new framework requires
generalizing the essential expander primitives to directed graphs. While some of the primitives
transfer almost automatically (e.g. unit flow), others pose significant technical challenge. We
highlight two in particular.
In expander pruning (Section 6) we are given an expander G = (V,E) subject to adversarial
edge deletions. The goal of pruning is to dynamically maintain a set of pruned vertices P ⊆ V such
that the induced graph G[V \P ] remains an expander. There are two known approaches to pruning
in undirected graphs [NSW17, SW19], but both break down in directed graphs because a sparse
cut in one direction may not be sparse in the other. Our approach takes inspiration from [NSW17],
but requires a different key subroutine to work in directed graphs. In addition to generalizing the
result of [NSW17], our approach also ends up being simpler and cleaner.
The cut-matching game (Section 7) is the well-known tool for certifying expansion of graphs
and was first introduced in [KRV09]. There are two state-of-the-art variants: one is randomized
but works in directed graphs [Lou10], while the second recent variant is deterministic but limited
to undirected graphs [CGL+20]. In this paper, we develop a cut-matching game that achieves the
best of both worlds: it is deterministic and works in directed graphs. To do this, we generalize
several of the lemmas in [KKOV07] to bound a more complex entropy-based potential function,
and generalize the key subroutine for the cut player in [CGL+20] to work directed graphs.
Both our pruning result and our new cut-matching game are stated as black-box results that can
easily be plugged into other algorithms. Given how essential these tools have proven in undirected
graphs, we think it is likely our contributions will prove useful for future work on directed expanders.
1.2 An Additional Result: Decremental Bipartite Mathing
As mentioned above, along the way to our main results we develop improved algorithms for dynamic
matching. Consider the problem of maintaining a (1 − ǫ)-approximate maximum matching in an
unweighted dynamic graph. In the fully dynamic setting, although there is a wide literature on faster
update times for larger approximations, the best known update time for a (1 − ǫ) approximation
is O(
√
m) [GP13], and there is evidence that O(
√
m) is a hard barrier to break through [HKNS15,
KPP16]. For this reason, there has been a series of upper and lower bounds in the more relaxed
incremental model, where the algorithm starts with an empty graph and edges are only inserted
[Dah16, BLSZ14, Gup14, GLS+19]. Most relevantly to our result, there is an incremental (1 − ǫ)-
approximation with amortized O(log2 n) update time in bipartite graphs [Gup14], later improved
to O(1) update time in general graphs [GLS+19]. But the techniques of both papers are restricted
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to the incremental setting, and nothing analogous is known for decremental graphs; in fact, here
O(
√
m) remained the best-known.
We show that a simple application of our congestion-balancing flow technique yields a near-
optimal algorithm for (1 − ǫ)-approximate matching in decremental bipartite graphs; achieving a
similar result for non-bipartite graphs remains an open problem. See Section 5.1 for details.
Theorem 1.3. Let G be an unweighted bipartite graph. There exists a decremental algorithm with
total update time O(m log3(n)/ǫ4) (amortized O(log3(n)/ǫ4)) that maintains an integral matching
M of value at least µ(G)(1 − ǫ), where G always refers to the current version of the graph. The
algorithm is randomized, but works against an adaptive adversary; if we allow the algorithm to
return a fractional matching instead of an integral one, then it is deterministic.
2 Preliminaries
We usually refer to n as the number of vertices in a graph. We use O˜(·) and Ω˜(·) to hide poly logn
factors in the big-oh notations. Similarly, we use Ô(·) and Ω̂(·) to hide no(1) factors.
Graphs in this paper are directed. Given a graph G, the reverse graph G(rev) of G is obtained
from G by reversing the direction of every edge in G. For any subset S, T ⊆ V , E(S, T ) is a set
of directed edges (u, v) where u ∈ S and v ∈ T . Let G[S] denote the induced subgraph on S. Let
w : E → R be an edge weight function of G. Given F ⊆ E, let w(F ) = ∑e∈F w(e) be the total
weight of F ; more generally, for any function g on the edges g(F ) =
∑
e∈E g(e). The weighted
in-degree and out-degree of a vertex u are degin(u) = w(E(V, u)) and degout(u) = w(E(u, V )),
respectively. The weighted degree of u is deg(u) = degin(u) + degout(u). The volume of a set S is
vol(S) =
∑
u∈S deg(u). Several of our subroutines on expanders will use small fractional weights.
For any S with vol(S) ≤ vol(V \ S) we refer to (S, V \ S) as a cut in G. Let δout(S) =
w(E(S, V \S)) and δin(S) = w(E(V \S, S)) denote the total weight of edges going out and coming
in to S, respectively. We say that cut (S, V \S) is ǫ-balanced if vol(S) ≥ ǫvol(V ), and it is φ-sparse
if min{δin(S), δout(S)} < φvol(S). We say that (L,S,R) is a vertex-cut of G if L,S, and R partition
the vertex set V , and either E(L,R) = ∅ or E(R,L) = ∅. Assuming that |L| ≤ |R|, (L,S,R) is
ǫ-vertex-balanced if |L| ≥ ǫ|V |, and it is φ-vertex-sparse if |S| < φ|L|. We add the subscript G to
the notations whenever it is not clear which graph we are referring to.
We say that a data structure supports SCC path-queries in G, if given vertices u and v, it either
correctly reports that u and v are not strongly connected in G in O(1) time, or returns a directed
simple path Puv from u to v and a directed simple Pvu from v to u. We say that the data structure
has almost path-length query time if, whenever a path P is returned, the data structure takes only
Ô(|P |) time to output the path. We emphasize that the returned path must be simple.2
A decremental graph G is a graph undergoing a sequence of deletions of edges and of isolated
vertices. There is an easy reduction from decremental SSR from source s to decremental SCC: just
add an edge from every v ∈ V to s.
3 High-level Overview
We start with the definition of directed expanders which are the central object of this paper.
2Otherwise one can arbitrarily increase the length of the returned path through cycles and hence it can be trivial
to achieve almost path-length query time.
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Definition 3.1 (Expanders). A directed graph G is a φ-vertex expander if it has no φ-vertex-sparse
vertex-cut. Similarly, G is φ-(edge) expander if it has no φ-sparse cut.3
Intuitively, expanders are graphs that are “robustly connected” and, in particular, they are
strongly connected. It is well-known that many problems become much easier on expanders. So,
given a problem on general graph, we would like to reduce the problem to expanders.
It turns out that every undirected graph admits the following expander decomposition: for any
φ > 0, a O˜(φ)-fraction of vertices/edges can be removed so that the remaining is a set of vertex-
disjoint φ-vertex/edge expander. Unfortunately, this is impossible in directed graphs. Consider,
for example, a DAG. However, a DAG is the only obstacle; for any φ > 0, we can remove a O˜(φ)-
fraction of vertices/edges, so that the remaining part can be partitioned into a DAG and a set of
vertex-disjoint φ-vertex/edge expanders. This observation can be made precise as follows.4
Fact 3.2 (Directed Expander Decomposition). Let G = (V,E) be any directed n-vertex graph and
φ > 0 be a parameter. There is a partition {R,X1, . . . ,Xk} of V such that
1. |R| ≤ O(φn log n);
2. G[Xi] is a φ-vertex expander for each i;
3. Let D be obtained from G by deleting R and contracting each Xi. Then, D is a DAG.
The edge version of Fact 3.2 can be stated as follows: for any unweighted m-edge graph G =
(V,E), there is a partition {X1, . . . ,Xk} of V and R ⊂ E where |R| ≤ O(φm logm), each G[Xi] is
a φ-expander, and D is a DAG (where D is defined as above). It can be generalized to weighted
graphs as well.
This decomposition motivates the framework of our algorithm, although for the sake of efficiency
we only maintain an approximate version (see Invariant 4.2 below.) The decomposition suggests
that we need four main ingredients:
1. a dynamic expander decomposition in directed graphs,
2. a fast algorithm on vertex-expanders,
3. a fast algorithm on DAGs, and
4. a way to deal with the small remaining part R.
Our algorithm will run in time Ô(m|R|) = Ô(mn2/3), as we choose φ = n−1/3. Note that we do
not work with edge-expanders because then R would have size |R| = O˜(φm), which is too big for
us. See Section 4 for how all components fit together.
Here, let us focus on fast algorithms on expanders. One of our main tasks is to certify that a
given (sub)-graph G is a vertex-expander. This leads us to the notion of embedding:
Definition 3.3 (Embedding and Embedded Graph). Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. An
embedding P in G is a collection of simple directed paths in G where each path P ∈ P has
associated value val(P ) > 0. We say that P has length len if every path P ∈ P contains at most len
edges. We say that P has vertex-congestion cong if, for every vertex v ∈ V , ∑P∈Pv val(P ) ≤ cong
3Note that an isolated vertex is an expander (in both edge and vertex versions).
4Although this decomposition is easy to prove by simply recursively cutting a φ-sparse cut, it was never explicitly
stated before to our best knowledge.
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where Pv is the set of paths in P containing v. We say that P has edge-congestion cong if, for every
edge e ∈ E, ∑P∈Pe val(P ) ≤ cong where Pe is the set of paths in P containing e.
Given an embedding P, there is a corresponding weighted directed graph W where, for each
path P ∈ P from u to v, there is a directed edge (u, v) with weight val(P ). We call W an embedded
graph corresponding to P and say that P embeds W into G.
The following fact shows that, to certify that G is a vertex expander, it is enough to embed an
(edge)-expander W into G with small congestion.
Fact 3.4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Let W = (V,E′, w) be a φ-expander with minimum weighted
degree 1. If W can be embedded into G with vertex congestion cong, then G is a (φ/cong)-vertex
expander.
Proof. Consider a vertex cut (L,S,R) in G where |L| ≤ |R|. Suppose that E(L,R) = ∅, otherwise
E(R,L) = ∅ and the proof is symmetric. Observe that each edge e ∈ EW (L, V \L) inW corresponds
to a path inG that goes out of L and, hence, must contain some vertex from S. So the total weight of
these edges inW can be at most δoutW (L) ≤ |S| ·cong. At the same time, δoutW (L) ≥ φvolW (L) ≥ φ|L|
as W is a φ-expander with minimum weighted degree 1. So |S| ≥ φ
cong
|L| as desired.
In our actual algorithm, instead of certifying that G is a vertex expander (i.e. G has no sparse
vertex-cut), we relax to the task to only certifying that G has no balanced sparse vertex-cut. This
motivates the definition of φ-witness which is used throughout the paper:
Definition 3.5 (Witness). We say that W is a φ-witness of G if V (W ) ⊆ V (G), W is a Ω̂(1)-
(edge)-expander where 9/10-fraction of vertices have weighted degree at least 1/2, and there is an
embedding of W into G with vertex-congestion 1/φ. (Note that E(W ) does not have to be a subset
of E(G).) We say that W is a φ-short-witness if it is a φ-witness and the embedding has length
Ô(1/φ). We say that W is a large witness if |V (W )| ≥ 9|V (G)|/10.5
We sometimes informally refer to a graph that contains a large witness as an almost vertex-
expander. This is because of the below fact whose proof is similar to Fact 3.4.
Fact 3.6. Let G = (V,E) be a graph that contains a large φ-witness W . Then G has no 1/3-vertex-
balanced (φ/no(1))-vertex-sparse vertex cut.
Now, we have reduced the problem of certifying an almost vertex-expander to maintaining a
large witness. Although finding a low congestion embedding in vertex expanders can be done very
efficiently in the static setting (using the well known cut-matching game), there is one crucial
obstacle in the dynamic setting.
Consider the following simple scenario. We start with a complete graph G and parameter
φ = Ω̂(1). A standard (static) construction of a large φ-witness runs in Ô(m) time and gives an
unweighted Ω̂(1)-expander W where all vertex degrees are Θ(log(n)). Let P be the embedding of
W . Observe that each path from P has value 1 and |P| = O(n log n).
Unfortunately, once the adversary knows P, he can destroy each embedding path P ∈ P by
deleting any edge in P . In total, he can delete only O(n log n) edges in G to destroy the whole
embedding of W . The algorithm would then have to construct a new witness, which the adversary
could again destroy with O(n log n) deletions. This process continues until G has a balanced, sparse
vertex-cut, which might not happen until Ω(n2) deletions. That is, this standard approach requires
the algorithm to re-embed a new witness Ω˜(n) times, which is not only slow, but requires too many
changes to the witness.
5The constant 9/10 is somewhat arbitrary.
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To overcome this obstable, we use the idea called congestion balancing to maintain a witness
W that only needs to be re-embedded O˜(1/φ) times throughout the entire sequence of deletions
(formally stated in Theorem 4.3). As a warm-up to the proof of Theorem 4.3, we show in Section 5.1
how to apply this idea to the simpler bipartite matching problem.
4 The Main Components
In this section, we state all the algorithmic components formally and show how to combine them
to prove Theorem 1.1. As we mentioned in Section 3, our framework needs 1) A dynamic expander
decomposition 2) a fast algorithm on vertex expanders, 3) a fast algorithm on DAGs, and 4) a
way to deal with the small remaining part Sˆ.
It turns out that the existing algorithm of Lacki (unrelated to expanders) for separating out
any small set of vertices [Lac11] is a handy tool for taking care of the DAG part and the small
remaining part, and allows us to focus on almost vertex expanders. This algorithm has previously
used in a similar way in [CHI+16]. We state the algorithm as a reduction below and defer the proof
to Appendix C.
Proposition 4.1 (see [Lac11, CHI+16]). Let G = (V,E) be a decremental graph. Let A be a data
structure that 1) maintains a monotonically growing set S ⊆ V and after every adversarial update
reports any additions made to S and 2) maintains the SCCs in G\S explicitly in total update time
T (m,n) and supports SCC path queries in G \ S in almost-path-length query time.
Then, there exists a data structure B that maintains the SCCs of G explicitly and supports
SCC path-queries in G (in almost-path-length query time). The total update time is O(T (m,n) +
m|S| log n), where |S| refers to the final size of the set S.
As we usually use G to denote an input graph to each subroutine. We denote the input to the
top-level algorithm by G∗ = (V ∗, E∗). Motivated by the directed expander decomposition from
Fact 3.2 and Lacki’s reduction above, we maintain the following invariant:
Invariant 4.2. Our decremental SCC algorithm will maintain an incremental set Sˆ such that
|Sˆ| = Ô(n2/3) and at the end of processing any update, if the (non-singleton) SCCs of G \ Sˆ are
C1, ..., Ck, then each Ci contains a large Ω̂(1/n
1/3)-short-witness. To ensure that Sˆ remains small,
the algorithm will only add set S to Sˆ if S corresponds to some sparse vertex cut (L,S,R).
Robust Witness via Congestion-Balancing Let G be some SCC in G∗ \ Sˆ at some point
during the update sequence. To preserve Invariant 4.2, we need a subroutine that maintains a large
φ-witness of G where φ = Ω̂(1/n1/3). If the subroutine fails to find such a witness, it returns a
Ω(1/no(1))-balanced, φ-sparse vertex-cut (L,S,R); that is, it certifies that G is far from being a
vertex expander, and must be further decomposed. (In particular, the top-level algorithm will add
S to the boundary set Sˆ and recurse on both L and R.) Our new technique congestion-balancing
flow will allow us to construct a robust witness that is suitable to the dynamic setting; see Section
5 for more details.
Theorem 4.3 (RobustWitness Maintenance). There is a deterministic algorithm Robust-Witness(G,φ)
that takes as input a directed decremental n-vertex graph G and a parameter φ ∈ (0, 1/ log2(n)].
The algorithm maintains a large (weighted) φ-short-witness W of G using Ô(m/φ2) total update
time such that every edge weight in W is a positive multiple of 1/d, for some number d ≤ 2davg ,
where davg is the initial average degree of G. The total edge weight in W is O(n log n). After every
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edge deletion, the algorithm either updates W or outputs a (φno(1))-vertex-sparse (1/no(1))-vertex-
balanced vertex-cut and terminates.
Let W (i) be W after the i-th update. There exists a set R of reset indices where |R| = Ô(φ−1),
such that for each i /∈ R, W (i) ⊇ W (i+1). That is, the algorithm has Ô(φ−1) phases such that,
within each phase, W is a decremental graph. The algorithm reports when each phase begins. It
explicitly maintains the embedding P of W into G and reports all changes made to W and P.
The reason that W only shrinks between each phase is as follows. Whenever the adversary
deletes some edge e in an embedded path P that corresponds to an edge e′ in W , we will delete e′
from W . To guarantee that W remains an expander after edge deletions, we run our new expander
pruning algorithm in directed graphs (Theorem 6.1) on W that further removes a small part from
W and guarantees that the remaining is still an expander. Nevertheless, after too many deletions,
W will be too small and we need to re-embed W .
To highlight the strength of this result, the above theorem shows we only needs to re-embed a
witness Ô(φ−1) times throughout the entire sequence of deletions, whereas the standard technique
might require Ω˜(n) re-embeddings in the worst case as mentioned in Section 3.
Maintaining Short Distances from a Witness Consider some SCC G of G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ] with
a large φ-witness W . We build two separate data structures on G. The first, given any vertex
u ∈ V (G) \ V (W ), returns a path between u and some w ∈ V (W ). The second can answer path
queries for any w1, w2 ∈ V (W ). It is easy to see that the two combined can answer SCC path-
queries in G. The statement of the first data structure is a bit subtle; we give a formal theorem,
followed by some intuition for what the theorem statement means. (See Section D for the proof.)
Theorem 4.4. There is a data structure Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ) that takes as input
an n-vertex m-edge graph G = (V,E), a set W ⊆ V with |W | ≥ |V |/2 and a parameter φ > 0.
The algorithm must process two kinds of updates. The first deletes any edge e from E; the second
removes a vertex from W (but the vertex remains in V ), while always obeying the promise that
|W | ≥ |V |/2. The data structure must maintain a forest of trees Fout such that every tree T ∈ Fout
has the following properties: all edges of T are in E(G); T is rooted at a vertex of W ; every edge
in T is directed away from the root; and T has depth Ô(1/φ). The data structure also maintains a
forest Fin with the same properties, except each edge in T is directed towards the root.
At any time, the data structure may perform the following operation: it finds a Ô(φ)-sparse
vertex cut (L,S,R) with W ∩ (L ∪ S) = ∅ and replace G with G[R]. (This operation is NOT
an adversarial update, but is rather the responsibility of the data structure.) The data structure
maintains the invariant that every v ∈ V is present in exactly one tree from Fout and exactly one
from Fin; given any v, the data structure can report the roots of these trees in O(log(n)) time.
(Note that as V may shrink over time, this property only needs to hold for vertex v in the current
set V .) The total time spent processing updates and performing sparse-cut operations is Ô(m/φ).
Although the data structure works for any set W , W will always correspond to a φ-witness in
the higher-level algorithm. The adversarial update that removes a vertex from W corresponds to
the event that the witness shrinks in the higher-level algorithm. The forests Fin and Fout allow
the algorithm to return paths of length Ô(1/φ) from any v ∈ V (G) to/from W : find the tree that
contains v and follow the path to the root, which is always in W . The requirement that each tree
has low-depth will be necessary to reduce the update time. But once we add this requirement, we
encounter the issue that some vertices may be very far fromW , so we need to give the data structure
a way to remove them from V (G). This is the role of the sparse-cut operation: we will show in the
proof that if v is far from W , it is always possible to find a sparse vertex cut (L,S,R) such that
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v is in L and hence removed from G. (The higher-level algorithm will process this operation by
adding S to Sˆ, so that L becomes part of a different SCC in G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ].)
Maintaining Paths Inside the Witness The second data structure shows how to maintain
short paths between all pairs of vertices in an (edge) expander. The inputW will always correspond
to a large φ-witness, and will thus have expansion 1/no(1). This data structure is not new to our
paper, as it is essentially identical to an analogous structure for undirected graphs in [CS20]. The
only major difference is that we need to plug in our new expander pruning algorithm for directed
graphs (Theorem 6.1). Note that the theorem below will only allow us to find paths in E(W ), not
E(G); we show later how to use the embedding of W to convert them to paths in E(G).
Theorem 4.5. There is a deterministic data structure Path-Inside-Expander(W ) that takes as
input an n-vertex m-edge 1/no(1)-expander W subject to decremental updates. Each update can
delete an arbitrary batch of vertices and edges from W , but must obey the promise that the resulting
graph remains a φ-expander. Given any query u, v ∈ V (W ), the algorithm returns in no(1) time
a directed simple path Puv from u to v and a directed simple path Pvu of v to u, both of length at
most no(1). The total update time of the data structure is Ô(m).
The Algorithm
The proof of Theorem 1.1 combines all the above ingredients. See Algorithm 1 for pseudocode.
Analysis Sketch The full details of the analysis are left for Section A.1. The argument has
three main parts. The first is that each call SCC-Helper(G) re-initializes data structure in Line
14 only Ô(1/φ∗) times, since that is the number of phases in Robust-Witness (Theorem 4.3).
The second is that every time a vertex v participates in a new call SCC-Helper(G), |V (G)| must
have decreased by a (1−1/no(1)) factor, so v participates in Ô(1) calls. The third is that we always
have |Sˆ| = Ô(nφ∗) = Ô(n2/3), because vertices added to Sˆ always correspond to a φ∗-sparse cut.
The basic idea for the query is that given any u, v in some SCC C ∈ C with Witness W , we
use Forest-From-Witness to find paths from u and v to W and use Path-Inside-Expander
to complete the path insideW . The complication is that the resulting path P might not be simple.
We can always extract a simple path P ′ ⊆ P , but the query time would be proportional to |P |, not
|P ′|. We thus use a more clever query procedure; see Section 8 for details.
Comparison to Previous Work Our framework combines many old and new techniques, so we
briefly categorize them. Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 follow from ideas in two earlier papers
[Lac11, CHI+16] that are unrelated to expanders. Theorem 4.5 easily generalizes from an existing
result for undirected graphs [CS20], but only once our new directed primitives are in place.
Our primary new contributions are threefold: 1) A new framework which integrates dynamic
expander decomposition with earlier tools for directed graphs in [Lac11, CHI+16], 2) Robust wit-
ness maintenance and congestion-balancing flow, and 3) New primitives for directed expanders –
especially directed expander pruning (Theorem 6.1) and cut-matching game (Theorem 7.1) – which
are crucial for Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 in this section.
5 Maintaining a Witness via Congestion-Balancing Flow
In this section, we present Algorithm Robust-Witness from Theorem 4.3. The algorithm has
several components, but the main innovation is a new approach we call congestion-balancing flow.
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Algorithm 1: Maintaining an SCC-oracle for the main graph G∗ (Theorem 1.1)
1 Initialize Sˆ ← ∅, φ∗ ← n−1/3, C ← {V ∗} // C is the collection of SCCs in G∗ \ Sˆ
2 Initialize the framework of Proposition 4.1
3 Run SCC-Helper(G∗) // Will always run SCC-Helper(C) for every SCC C ∈ C
4 Procedure Setup for SCC-Helper(G)
5 Initialize Robust-Witness(G,φ∗). Let W be the large φ∗-witness maintained
6 Initialize Path-Inside-Expander(W )
7 Initialize Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗)
8 Procedure Updating the data structures in SCC-Helper(G)
9 All adversarial edge deletions are fed to Robust-Witness and Forest-From-Witness
10 if Robust-Witness in Line 5 terminates with a cut (L,S,R) then
11 Sˆ ← Sˆ ∪ S; remove V (G) from C; add L,R to C
12 Initialize SCC-Helper(G[L]) and SCC-Helper(G[R])
13 Terminate call SCC-Helper(G) // V (G) is decomposed into L and R
14 if Robust-Witness in Line 5 starts a new phase and hence creates a new W then
15 Initialize new data structures Path-Inside-Expander(W ) and
Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗) and terminate existing ones in Lines 6 and 7
16 if Robust-Witness deletes vertices/edges from W within a phase then
17 Feed these deletions as a batch deletion to Path-Inside-Expander(W )
18 if vertex v is deleted from W then feed to Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗) an
update that removes v from W
19 if Forest-From-Witness returns a Ô(φ∗)-sparse vertex cut (L,S,R) and replaces G
with G[R] then
20 Sˆ ← Sˆ ∪ S; add L to C; replace G ∈ C with G[R] // L is removed from SCC G
21 Initialize SCC-Helper(G[L]) // L is a new SCC in G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ]
To highlight this approach, we first show how it can be used to yield new results for the simpler
problem of decremental bipartite matching (Theorem 1.3).
5.1 Warmup: Decremental Bipartite Matching
Informal Overview: We focus on the following problem: say that we are given a bipartite graph
G0 = (L0 ∪R0, E) with |L0| = n and |E0| = m, and say that the graph has a perfect matching (i.e.
µ(G0) = n). We assume that n is a power of 2. Let ǫ < 1 be some fixed constant. Now, consider
any adversarial sequence of edge deletions, and let G always refer to the current version of the
graph. The algorithm must maintain a fractional matching in G of size ≥ (1−5ǫ)n OR certify that
µ(G) ≤ (1 − ǫ)n, at which point it can terminate. In other words, the algorithm must maintain a
matching until µ(G) decreases by a (1 − ǫ) factor. The total update time should be O˜(m). This
algorithm gets us most of the way to proving Theorem 1.3. (The conversion from fractional to
integral matching is done via the black-box of Wajc [Waj20].)
Consider the following lazy approach. Start by computing a matching M of size (1 − ǫ)n in
O(m) time (using e.g. Hopcroft-Karp [HK73]). The adversary must now delete Ω(ǫn) edges before
M has size < (1 − 5ǫ)n, at which point we compute a new matching. This algorithm is too slow:
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we spend O(m) time to compute a matching that survives for O(n) deletions, for a total update
time of O(m2/n).
We would like to construct a robust matching that can survive for more than Ω(n) deletions.
We will construct a fractional matching M that attempts to put low value on each edge; this way,
the adversary must delete many edges to remove ǫn value from M . It may not be possible to put
low value on all edges, as some edges may be “crucial” for any matching, but we present a technique
for efficiently balancing the edge-congestion. We will then show that over the entire sequence of
deletions there can only be a small number of crucial edges, so the adversary cannot profit too
often from deleting them.
Our algorithm will run in phases. Each edge is given capacity κ(e), which intuitively captures
how crucial e is. The algorithm initially sets κ(e) = 1/n, but κ(e) can increase over time; these
capacities transfer between phases. At the beginning of each phase, we first run Hopcroft-Karp to
ensure that µ(G) ∼ (1 − ǫ)n; if not, we can terminate. So we can assume that we always have
µ(G) ≥ (1− 2ǫ)n. We now try to compute a fractional matching M such that val(M) ≥ (1− 4ǫ)n
and val(e) ≤ κ(e) ∀e ∈ E. If we find such an M , we use the lazy approach from before: we wait
until the adversary deletes ǫn value from M , and then we initiate a new phase. If the algorithm
fails to find such an M , it instead returns a cut C where the edge-capacities are too small. The
algorithm then doubles κ(e) for all e ∈ C, and again tries to compute a matching M . This process
will eventually terminate because we know that µ(G) ≥ (1 − 2ǫ)n; thus, once the edge-capacities
are high enough, there will certainly be a matching M with val(M) ≥ (1 − 4ǫ)n. (Note that we
never increase κ(e) beyond 1, because a matching already has vertex capacity 1, so any edges with
capacity ≥ 1 effectively have infinite capacity.)
The crux of our algorithm is showing that the total number of doubling steps, across all phases,
is only O(log(n)). Assuming this fact, let K =
∑
e∈G0 κ(e). We will show that each doubling step
only doubles κ along a low-capacity cut, so K only increases by O(n). Since the number of doubling
steps is O(log(n)), we always have K = O(n log(n)). This upper bound on K in turn implies that
there are only O(log(n)) phases, because each phase must delete Ω(n) value from the matching M ,
which clearly involves deleting at least Ω(n) edge-capacity.
To show that the number of doubling steps is O(log(n)), we introduce the following potential
function Π(G,κ). Let the cost of each e be c(e) = log(nκ(e)). Now, let M be the set of all integral
matchings M (ignoring edge capacities) of size at least (1 − 2ǫ)n; recall from above that we can
assume M 6= ∅. Define Π(G,κ) to be the minimum cost among all matchings from M. It is easy
to see that each Π(G,κ) is initially zero and is non-decreasing. Moreover, since every edge has
κ(e) ≤ 1 and c(e) ≤ log(n), we also have Π(G,κ) = O(n log(n)) at all times. We now argue (at a
high level) that each doubling step increases Π(G,κ) by Ω(n). Let C be the cut that prevented the
algorithm from finding a fractional matching M with val(M) ≥ (1 − 4ǫ)n. Any integral matching
M ∈ M has val(M) ≥ (1 − 2ǫ)n, so it must have ≥ 2ǫn edges that cross C. Moreover, since
the cut-capacity is small, Ω(ǫn) of these crossing edges must have capacity < 1. The doubling
step then doubles κ(e) for each such edge, increasing each c(e) by 1, and thus increasing c(M) by
Ω(ǫn) = Ω(n), as desired.
Formal Description and Analysis: We now formally state our main subroutine for decremental
matching; to avoid the assumption above that µ(G) = n, the input parameter µ controls the target
matching-size. Our decremental matching result (Theorem 1.3) follows quite easily from the lemma
below; see Section A.2 for details. (The conversion from fractional to integral matching is done via
a black box of Wajc [Waj20].)
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Lemma 5.1. Let G0 = (L0 ∪ R0, E0) be an unweighted bipartite graph subject to a sequence of
adversarial edge deletions. Given any parameters µ ∈ [1, n], ǫ ∈ (0, 1), there exists an algorithm
Robust-Matching(G,µ) which processes the deletions in total update time O(m log2(n)/ǫ3) and
has the following guarantees:
1. When the algorithm terminates, we have µ(G) ≤ µ(1− ǫ).
2. Until the algorithm terminates, it maintains a fractional matching M with val(M) ≥ µ(1−5ǫ).
See Algorithm 2 for pseudocode of Robust-Matching. The algorithm relies on the following
static subroutine for finding a fractional matching of target size µ that obeys edge capacities κ(e)
(see Appendix B.4.3 for the proof).
Lemma 5.2. There exists an algorithm Matching-Or-Cut(G,κ, µ, ǫ). The input is a graph
G = (L ∪ R,E) with |E| = m and |L| = n, a positive edge-capacity function κ, and parameters
µ ∈ [1, n] and ǫ ∈ (0, 1). In O(m log(n)/ǫ) time the algorithm returns one of the following:
1. A fractional matching M of size µ(1− ǫ) such that ∀ e ∈ E, val(e) ≤ κ(e).
2. Sets SL ∈ L and SR ∈ R such that κ(SL, R \ SR) + |SR| ≤ µ+ |SL| − n.
Observation 5.3. Case 2 of the above lemma certifies the non-existence of a large matching. In
particular, any matching with edge-capacities κ can achieve value at most κ(SL, R \ SR) + |SR|
from vertices in SL, so the matching has value at most (κ(SL, R \ SR) + |SR|) + (n − |SL|) ≤
(µ+ |SL| − n) + (n− |SL|) = µ.
Algorithm 2: Algorithm Robust-Matching(G0 = (L0 ∪R0, E0), µ, ǫ)
1 Assume that |L0| = n is a power of 2 // otherwise replace n with n′ = 2⌈log2(n)⌉
2 Initialize G = (L ∪R,E)← G0
3 Initialize κ(e) = 1/n for every edge e ∈ E0
4 Procedure Begin New Phase // execute before processing adversarial deletions
5 if Matching-Too-Small(G,µ, ǫ) then Terminate Algorithm
6 Repeat until Matching-Or-Cut(G,κ, µ(1 − 3ǫ), ǫ) returns a matching
7 Let SL, SR be the cut-sets returned by Matching-Or-Cut
8 Let E∗ = {e ∈ E(SL, R \ SR) | κ(e) < 1} \∗ If e ∈ E∗ then κ(e) ≤ 1/2 \∗
9 κ(e)← 2κ(e) for all e ∈ E∗
10 Set M to be the matching returned by Matching-Or-Cut
11 Counter ← 0 // tracks value deleted from M due to deletions in G
12 Procedure Processing Deletion of edge (u, v)
13 Remove edge (u, v) from G; if (u, v) ∈M then remove it from M
14 Counter ← Counter + val(u, v)
15 if Counter ≥ ǫµ then
16 RESET PHASE: go back to Line 5 // capacities κ NOT reset between phases
17 Procedure Matching-Too-Small(G,µ, ǫ)
18 Compute a (1− ǫ)-approximate matching M in G in O(m/ǫ) time (using e.g.
Hopkroft-Karp)
19 if |M | < µ(1− 2ǫ) then return True; else return False
Now, we analyze Algorithm 2.
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Observation 5.4. Throughout Algorithm 2, κ is non-decreasing and in particular can only change
via doubling in Line 9. Moreover, if κ(e) < 1 then κ(e) ≤ 1/2, and we always have κ(e) ≤ 1 ∀e ∈
E(G) (here we use the assumption n is a power of 2; see Line 1).
We now introduce our potential Π(G = (V,E), κ), and state a few simple observations.
Definition 5.5 (Min-cost Matching). Recall that κ(e) ≥ 1/n ∀e ∈ E. Let M contain all in-
tegral matchings M in G for which |M | ≥ (1 − 2ǫ)µ. Define the cost of edge e to be c(e) =
log(nκ(e)), and note that c(e) is always non-negative. For any fractional matching M , define
c(M) =
∑
e∈E val(e)c(e). Define Π(G,κ) = minM∈M c(M); we refer to the matching M that
achieves this minimum as the min-cost matching. If M = ∅ then Π(G,κ) =∞.
Observation 5.6. If κ(e) increases for some edge e, then Π(G,κ) cannot decrease as a result.
Similarly, an edge deletion cannot decrease Π(G,κ).
Observation 5.7. At the beginning of Algorithm 2 we have Π(G,κ) = 0 (because for all edges
κ(e) = 1/n, so c(e) = 0). Moreover, Π(G,κ) only increases throughout the algorithm and if at any
point Π(G,κ) = ∞, then it will remain infinite forever (this follows from the observations above,
as well as the fact that G is decremental).
Observation 5.8. If Π(G,κ) =∞ then invoking Matching-Too-Small in Line 5 returns True
and terminates the algorithm.
We have established that Π start at 0 and only increases. We now show that as long as the
algorithm does not terminate, Π is never too large.
Lemma 5.9. Consider any phase in which the algorithm did not terminate. Let G be the graph
and κ the capacities at the end of initialization of this phase (Line 10), but before any deletions
have been processed. Then Π(G,κ) = O(µ log(n)).
Proof. Since Line 5 did not terminate, there must exist a matching M in G with |M | ≥ (1− 2ǫ)µ.
Let M∗ be an arbitrary subset of M with ⌈(1 − 2ǫ)µ⌉ edges. Note that M∗ is a matching with
|M∗| ≤ ⌈µ⌉ ≤ 2µ. Every edge e has κ(e) ≤ 1 (Observation 5.18), so c(e) ≤ log(n), so Π(G,κ) ≤
c(M∗) ≤ |M∗| log(n) ≤ 2µ log(n).
Definition 5.10. Let E0 be the edge set of the initial graph G0. We define κ(E0) =
∑
e∈E0 κ(e);
If e ∈ E0 is deleted by the adversary, then κ(e) is the capacity of e right before the deletion.
Lemma 5.11. Consider some invocation of Matching-Or-Cut(G,κ, µ(1− 3ǫ), ǫ) in Line 6 that
returns cut-sets SL, SR. Let κ be the capacities before the doubling step in Line 9, and κ
′ the
capacities after doubling. We then have:
1. k′(E0) ≤ k(E0) + µ. AND
2. Π(G,κ′) ≥ Π(G,κ) + ǫµ.
Proof. The first property is simple. By Lemma 5.2, κ(E(SL, R \ Sr)) ≤ µ(1 − 3ǫ) + |SL| − n ≤ µ.
Since E∗ ⊆ E(SL, R \ Sr) (see Line 8) and the algorithm doubles all capacities in E∗, we have
κ′(E0)− κ(E0) = κ(E∗) ≤ µ.
To prove the second property, note that since the algorithm did not terminate in Line 6, we
must have µ(G) ≥ (1 − 2ǫ)µ. Now, let M be any matching in G with |M | ≥ (1 − 2ǫ)µ. We will
show |M ∩ E∗| ≥ ǫn.
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Define Efull = E(SL, R \ SR) \ E∗ = {e ∈ E(SL, R \ SR) | κ(e) = 1}. Define M∗ = M ∩ E∗,
Mfull = M ∩ Efull, MR = M ∩ E(SL, SR), Mother = M ∩ E(L \ SL, R). We know that |M∗| +
|Mfull| + |MR| + |Mother| = |M | ≥ (1 − 2ǫ)µ. On the other hand, we have |Mother| ≤ n − |SL|
and |Mfull|+ |MR| ≤ |Efull|+ |SR| ≤ µ(1− 3ǫ) + |SL| − n, where the last inequality follows from
the guarantee of Lemma 5.2. Combining the two inequalities above yields |M∗| ≥ ǫµ, as desired.
Now, let c and c′ be the corresponding cost functions c(e) = log(nκ(e)) and c′(e) = log(nκ′(e)).
letM ′ be the min-cost matching that minimizes c′(M) for potential function Π(G,κ′). By the above
argument |M ′ ∩ E∗| ≥ ǫµ. For each edge e ∈ M ′ ∩ E∗ we have κ′(e) = 2κ(e), so c′(e) = c(e) + 1.
Thus, Π(G,κ′) = c(M ′) = c(M ′) + |M ′ ∩ E∗| ≥ c(M ′) + ǫµ ≥ Π(G,κ) + ǫµ, as desired.
Corollary 5.12. In any Execution of Algorithm 3, the total number of times that Matching-Or-Cut
in Line 6 returns a cut is O(log(n)/ǫ). Moreover, we always have κ(E0) = O(µ log(n)/ǫ).
Proof. First we argue that whenever Matching-Or-Cut(G,κ, ...) is called, Π(G,κ) is finite.
Note that κ only affects the magnitude of Π(G,κ), not whether it is finite or infinite. Thus,
if Π(G,κ) is finite the first time Matching-Or-Cut is called in a phase, it will be finite ev-
ery time Matching-Or-Cut is called in that phase. We begin every phase with a call to
Matching-Too-Small (Line 7), and by Observation 5.8, if Π(G,κ) were infinite, then the al-
gorithm would terminate.
By Lemma 5.11, every time Matching-Or-Cut returns a cut, Π increases by at least ǫµ. This
completes the proof of the first statement, when combined with the fact that the potential starts
at 0 and never decreases (Observation 5.7), and that if finite the potential is always O(µ log(n))
(Lemma 5.9). The bound on κ(E0) then follows from Property 1 of Lemma 5.11.
Lemma 5.13. The total number of phases in any execution of Algorithm 3 is at most O(log(n)/ǫ2)
Proof. Let Φdel =
∑
e∈Edel κ(e), where E
del contains all the edges deleted by the adversary so far
(among all phases). Consider any phase that does not terminate the algorithm in Line 5. By Line
15, the phase can only end when the adversary deletes at least ǫµ value from the matching for that
phase; since every edge obeys val(e) ≤ κ(e), this implies that over the course of the phase, Φdel
increases by at least ǫµ. By Corollary 5.12, we always have Φdel = κ(Edel) ≤ κ(E0) = O(µ log(n)/ǫ).
Thus, the number of phases is O([µ log(n)/ǫ]/[ǫµ]) = O(log(n)/ǫ2).
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We are now ready to prove that algorithm Robust-Matching (Algorithm
2) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 5.1. The algorithm can only terminate if the (1 − ǫ)-
approximate matching M in Line 18 has size |M | < (1 − 2ǫ)µ. But this implies that µ(G) ≤
|M |/(1 − ǫ) < µ(1− 2ǫ)/(1 − ǫ) < µ(1− ǫ), as needed in Case 1 of Lemma 5.1.
For case 2, consider any phase of the algorithm. At the end of initialization for that phase (Line
10), but before any deletions are processed, Lemma 5.2 guarantees that the matching M returned
by Matching-Or-Cut(G,µ(1− 3ǫ), ǫ) has val(M) ≥ (1− 3ǫ)(1− ǫ)µ ≥ (1− 4ǫ)µ. By Line 15, the
phase ends after the adversary deletes more than ǫµ value from the matching. Thus, throughout
the phase we have val(M) ≥ (1− 5ǫ)µ, as desired.
We now bound the running time. Each phase is dominated by the run-time of Matching-Or-Cut
(Line 6), which is O(m log(n)/ǫ). This subroutine might be run multiple times per phase, all but
one of which return a cut. The total time is thus O((m log(n)/ǫ) · ([# phases] + [# invocation
of Matching-Or-Cut that return a cut])). By Lemma 5.13 and Corollary 5.12, the run-time is
O((m log(n)/ǫ)(log(n)/ǫ2 + log(n)/ǫ)) = O(m log2(n)/ǫ3).
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5.2 Overview of Algorithm Robust-Witness
The algorithm for maintaining a witness follows the same congestion-balancing approach as the
decremental matching algorithm, but the details are significantly more involved.
The algorithm will again run in phases. Just as algorithm Robust-Matching began each
phase by checking that the graph contains a large matching, now the algorithm checks that the
graph contains a very large φ-witness; if not, the algorithm is able to find a sparse, balanced cut
and terminate. From now on we assume such a witness exists.
As described in Section 3, an arbitrary embedding P might not be robust to adversarial dele-
tions, because a small number of edges might have most of the flow. To balance the edge-congestion,
we introduce a capacity κ(e) on each edge. Initially we set κ(e) = 1/d, where d is the average de-
gree in the input graph. At each step, the algorithms uses approximate flows and the cut-matching
game to try to find a witness with vertex congestion O˜(1/φ) and edge-congestions κ(e). If it fails,
the subroutine finds a low-capacity cut C; it then doubles capacities in C and tries again. Since we
assume a witness does exist, the algorithm will eventually find a witness once the edge-capacities
are high enough.
Once we have a witness W with embedding P, we use the lazy approach. Say the adversary
deletes an edge (u, v). Because our embedding obeyed capacity constraints, this can remove at most
edges from W of total weight at most κ(u, v). To maintain expansion, we feed these deletions into
our expander pruning algorithm (Theorem 6.1) to yield a pruned set P , and shrink our witness to
W [V (W )−P ]. To guarantee thatW remains a large witness, we end the phase once the pruned set
P it too large. We will show that we end a phase only after the adversary deletes Ω̂(n) edge-capacity
from the graph.
As with Robust-Matching, the crux of our analysis will be to show that the total of number
of doubling steps is Ô(1/φ). To do so, we again use costs c(e) = log(dκ(e)) and use a potential
function Π(G,κ) which measures the min-cost embedding in G among all very large φ-witness. As
the vertex congestion is 1/φ, this potential Π(G,κ) is at most n/φ. Also, we are able to show that
each doubling step increases the potential by Ω̂(n) using an argument that is more involved than
the one for matching. Therefore, there are at most Ô(1/φ) doubling steps as desired.
Given this bound, we can bound the total number of phases: each doubling step adds at most
n to the total capacity κ, and the initial capacity is at most 1/d ·m = n. So the final total capacity
is at most Ô(n/φ). As each phase must delete Ω̂(n) capacity, there are at most Ô(1/φ) phases.
5.3 Subroutines Used by Algorithm Robust-Witness
The rest of this section is devoted to the formal proof of Theorem 4.3. For convenience, we restate
the theorem below
Theorem 4.3 (RobustWitness Maintenance). There is a deterministic algorithm Robust-Witness(G,φ)
that takes as input a directed decremental n-vertex graph G and a parameter φ ∈ (0, 1/ log2(n)].
The algorithm maintains a large (weighted) φ-short-witness W of G using Ô(m/φ2) total update
time such that every edge weight in W is a positive multiple of 1/d, for some number d ≤ 2davg ,
where davg is the initial average degree of G. The total edge weight in W is O(n log n). After every
edge deletion, the algorithm either updates W or outputs a (φno(1))-vertex-sparse (1/no(1))-vertex-
balanced vertex-cut and terminates.
Let W (i) be W after the i-th update. There exists a set R of reset indices where |R| = Ô(φ−1),
such that for each i /∈ R, W (i) ⊇ W (i+1). That is, the algorithm has Ô(φ−1) phases such that,
within each phase, W is a decremental graph. The algorithm reports when each phase begins. It
explicitly maintains the embedding P of W into G and reports all changes made to W and P.
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Just as in Robust-Matching we began each phase by making sure that the matching was still
large enough (Line 5), so in Robust-Witness we begin each phase by running Certify-Witness
(Line 7) to ensure that the graph is still close enough to a vertex expander. Formally, we certify
that there exists a very large φ-witness W that can be embedded into G. Note that we will never
actually use this witness; we only need to ensure that it exists, as this will allow us to bound
the running time of the algorithm. If such a witness does not exist, we return a balanced, sparse
vertex-cut and terminate the entire algorithm.
We start with a subrotuine Vertex-Congested-Matching that is given two vertex sets A,B
and uses approximate flow to embed a single matching between them with small vertex-congestion,
or returns a balanced, sparse vertex-cut. We then show how to use this subroutine as the matching-
player in the cut-matching game (Theorem 7.1) to embed a witness. In the algorithms below, φ
controls the congestion of the embedding, while ǫ controls the size of the witness. Think of ǫ as
1/no(1) and of φ as n−1/3.
Lemma 5.14. There is a deterministic algorithm Vertex-Congested-Matching(G,A,B, φ, ǫ)
that, given a directed n-vertex graph G = (V,E), two disjoint terminal sets A,B ⊂ V where
n/4 ≤ |A| ≤ |B|, φ ∈ (0, 1), and ǫ ∈ (0, 1) , in O˜(m/φ) time, either
• returns a O(φ log n)-vertex-sparse Ω(ǫ)-vertex-balanced vertex cut (L,S,R), or
• a directed (integral) matching M of size at least (1− ǫ)|A| from A to B such that there is an
embedding P that embeds M into G with vertex congestion 1/φ.
The idea of the above algorithm is to perform O˜(1/φ) blocking flow computations. We defer
the proof to Appendix B.4.4.
The following algorithm finds either a Ω̂(ǫ)-vertex-balanced sparse cut, or a φ-witness W that is
unweighted and |V (W )| ≥ (1− ǫ)n. As |V (W )| is very close to n, we say W is a very large witness.
Theorem 5.15. There is a deterministic algorithm Certify-Witness(G,φ, ǫ) that takes as input
a directed n-vertex graph G = (V,E), φ ∈ (0, 1/ log2(n)], and ǫ ∈ (0, 1) in Ô(m/φ) time, either
• finds a O˜(φ)-vertex-sparse Ω(ǫ/no(1))-vertex-balanced cut S, or
• certifies that there exists a φ-witness W of G such that |V (W )| ≥ (1− ǫ)n and every edge in
W has weight at least 1. Let αex = 1/n
o(1) be the precise expansion factor of W guaranteed
by this lemma (we will use this parameter in other lemmas).
Proof. Although there a lot of technical details involved, conceptually speaking the lemma follows
quite easily from the cut matching game (Theorem 7.1) and Vertex-Congested-Matching
(Lemma 5.14). Define R = O(log(n)) to be the maximum number of rounds in the cut-matching
game. Define φ′ = 4Rφ < 1 and ǫ′ = ǫ/β, where β = no(1) will be set later in the proof.
Now, we initiate the cut-matching game. The cut player from theorem 7.1 provides the terminal
sets Ai, Bi at every round i. The algorithm of this lemma then acts as the matching player: in round
i, it either return a sparse cut and terminates or embeds matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i. In particular, for
each round i of the cut-matching game, the algorithm runsVertex-Congested-Matching(G,Ai, Bi, φ
′, ǫ′)
as well Vertex-Congested-Matching(G,Bi, Ai, φ
′, ǫ′) which tries to embed a matching in a re-
verse direction. We focus on the first of these two invocations, as they are symmetrical.
If the subroutine Vertex-Congested-Matching returns a cut (L,S,R), then our algorithm
returns the same cut and terminates. Lemma 5.14 guarantees that this cut is O(φ′ log(n)) = O˜(φ)-
sparse and Ω(ǫ′) = Ω(ǫ/no(1))-vertex-balanced, as desired. So we assume from now when it returns
a path set Pi at every round.
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Now let us say that Vertex-Congested-Matching returns a path set Pi that embeds match-
ing M∗i from A to B. We cannot use this exact matching in the cut matching game because The-
orem 7.1 requires a matching of value |A| (a perfect matching), while Property 2c only guarantees
a matching of value |A|(1 − ǫ′). We thus construct another matching Fi from A to B (F for fake)
such that M∗i ∪ Fi is a matching of value |A|; it is easy to construct such an Fi by starting with
M∗i and repeatedly adding edges from free vertices in A to free vertices in B. (Note that we do not
embed these fake edges into G.)
Let M∗ be the union of all the M∗i , including those “reverse-direction” matching from Bi to Ai.
Let F be the union of all the Fi, including those in the reverse direction. Let W
∗ = (V,M∗ ∪ F ).
Theorem 7.1 guarantees that W ∗ is a αcmg = 1/n
o(1) expander. Note, however, that we cannot
return W ∗ as our witness because there is no path set corresponding to edges in F (we never
embedded the edges in F ). We also cannot simply remove F as M∗ on its own might not be an
expander.
Instead, we apply directed expander pruning from Theorem 6.1 to W ∗. We feed in all the
edges in F as adversarial deletions in the pruning algorithm; since the expansion of W ∗ is at
least αcmg = 1/n
o(1), we can use Corollary 6.2. Let P be the set returned by pruning, and set
W =W ∗[V \ P ].
We now show that W is a φ-witness of the desired size. Let parameter L for pruning be chosen
according to Corollary 6.2, and define γ = γL(αcmg) as the parameter from Theorem 6.1; note that
γ = no(1). By Theorem 6.1, the expansion factor of W is at least 1/γ = 1/no(1). We can thus set
parameter αex in the lemma statement to be αex = 1/γ. Now, recall that we set ǫ
′ = ǫ/β. We now
define β = γ log2(n). By Lemma 5.14, each set Fi has size at most ǫ
′|A| ≤ ǫ′n = ǫn
γ log2(n)
, so F has
size at most O( Rǫn
γ log2(n)
) = O( ǫnγ log(n)), where the last step follows from R = O(log(n)). Thus, by
Theorem 6.1 the pruned set P has volume in W at most volW (P ) ≤ |F | · γ = O(ǫn/ log(n)). As W
has maximum degree 2R, so |P | < ǫn and |V (W )| = |V | − |P | ≥ (1 − ǫ)n. Finally, every edge has
weight 1 because Vertex-Congested-Matching returns integral matchings, so every vertex in
W has weighted degree at least 1 (there are no isolated vertices because W is an expander.)
We must now show that W can be embedded into G. We use the embedding PW ⊂ P that is
formed by taking all paths in P that start AND end in V \ P , where P is the pruned set from the
previous paragraph (note that the middle of the path may still leave V \ P ). It is easy to see that
every edge in W has a corresponding path in PW , and that the vertex congestion in PW is strictly
smaller than in P. By Lemma 5.16, each Pi has vertex-congestion φ′, so since there are at most 2R
such Pi (one in each direction per round of the cut-matching game, which has at most R rounds),
P has a vertex-congestion of 2R/φ′ < 1/φ, as desired.
Finally, we analyze the running time of the algorithm. Each call to Vertex-Congested-Matching
has a running time of Ô(m/φ′) = Ô(m/φ); the algorithm makes O(R) = O(log(n)) calls, for a total
run-time of Ô(m/φ). The time to construct each Fi is only O(n). Finally, by Corollary 6.2, the
time for pruning is Ô(n) as W ∗ has O(nR) unweighted edges.
5.4 Embedding a Witness that Obeys Edge Capacities
We now present an algorithm that tries to find a witness which also obeys the edge capacities
κ(e). We start by presenting a subroutine that uses an approximate flow algorithm (Lemma B.8)
to embed a single matching. We then combine this with the cut-matching game to embed a whole
witness. If the algorithm fails to find a witness, then one of the approximate-flow computations
must have had insufficiently high capacity. We then return the cut L,S,R that certifies this failure.
Note that L,S,R might not be sparse in the uncapacitated graph G; instead we refer to it as a
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bottleneck cut because the capacities are too low.
Note that the parameter d establishes a minimum edge-capacity of 1/d. We will end up setting
d to be around the average degree in the input graph. Since the cut-matching game yields a witness
with total weight O˜(n), the witness will have a total of O˜(nd) = O˜(m) edges, which will allow us
to efficiently run our pruning algorithm on the witness.
Lemma 5.16. There is an algorithm Embed-Matching(G,κ,A,B, φ, ǫ, d) with following inputs:
an m-edge n-vertex graph G = (V,E), terminal sets A,B ⊂ V where n/4 ≤ |A| ≤ |B|, parameters
φ ∈ (0, 1/2) and ǫ ∈ (0, 1), a number d = O(davg) where davg is the average degree in G, and an
edge capacity function κ where κ(E) = Ô(n/φ) and, for each e ∈ E, κ(e) ∈ [1/d, 1/φ] is a positive
multiple of 1/d. In Ô(m/(ǫφ)) time the algorithm returns either
1. a partition L,S,R of V where ǫn ≤ |L| ≤ n/2 and κ(E(L,R)) + |S|/(2φ) ≤ |L| − ǫn
2. a collection P of directed paths from vertices in A to vertices in B such that
(a) Each path P ∈ P has associated value val(P ) which is a positive multiple of 1/d,
(b) Each path P ∈ P has length at most O˜(1/(φǫ2)).
(c) The total value
∑
P∈P val(P ) ∈ [(1 − 10ǫ)|A|, |A|],
(d) For each v ∈ V , ∑P∈Pv val(P ) ≤ 1/φ where Pv consists of all paths in P that contains
v.
(e) For each e ∈ E, ∑P∈Pe val(P ) ≤ κ(e) where Pe consists of all paths in P that contain
e.
Proof. First, to allow for vertex capacities, we create a graph G′ where each v ∈ V is split into two
vertices vin and vout. All edges entering v now enter vin and all edges leaving v leave vout; there is
also a directed edge (vin, vout).
We invoke Global Flow (Lemma B.8) on G′ = (V ′, E′) with the following input: ∆(vin) =
1 ∀v ∈ A and T (vout) = 1 ∀v ∈ B. Set z = 2ǫn, Cmin = 1/d. The capacity c(e) of edge e ∈ E is
set to κ(e) and the capacity of every edge (vin, vout) is set to 1/φ. Note that c(E
′) = n/φ+ c(E) =
n/φ + κ(E) = Ô(n/φ), where the last inequality follows from the bound on κ(E) assumed in the
lemma. Finally, set parameter h in Lemma B.8 to be h = c(E′)10 log(c(E
′))
ǫn = Ô(
1
ǫφ). By Lemma
B.8, the running time is then Ô(mh+∆(V )h/cmin) = Ô(h(m+ nd)) = Ô(mh) = Ô(
m
ǫφ).
First consider the case that Lemma B.8 returns an (edge) cut S′ in G′. We transform this into a
(vertex) cut (L,S,R) in G as follows: L = {v | vin ∈ S′ ∧ vout ∈ S′}, S = {v | vin ∈ S′ ∧ vout /∈ S′},
R = {v | vin /∈ S′}. Lemma B.8 guarantees that
c(E(S′, V \ S′)) ≤ ∆(S′)− z + c(E′)10 log(c(E
′))
h
≤ ∆(S′)− 2ǫn + ǫn = ∆(S′)− ǫn.
Now, since ∆ is only non-zero on vertices vin, we have that ∆(S
′) = |L|+ |S|. By construction of
set L,S,R, as well as the fact that every edge (vin, vout) has capacity 1/φ, we also know that
c(E(S′, V \ S′)) ≥ c(E(L,R)) + |S|/φ = κ(E(L,R)) + |S|/φ.
Combining the above we have that
k(E(L,R))+
|S|
2φ
≤ k(E(L,R))+ |S|
φ
−|S| ≤ c(E(S′, V \S′))−|S| = c(E(S′, V \S′))+|L|−∆(S′) ≤ |L|−ǫn.
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The above clearly implies that |L| ≥ ǫn, as desired. We also have that |L| ≤ n/2 because
|L| ≤ |S′|/2 ≤ (|V ′|/2)/2 = n/2.
We now turn to the case where Lemma B.8 returns a flow f in G′, which corresponds to a set
of paths P in G. Let us prove that P satisfies all the properties of the lemma being proven except
2b. Properties 2d and 2e follow immediately from the capacities used in the flow. Property 2a is
true because Lemma B.8 guarantees that the value of every path is a multiple of Cmin = 1/d. For
Property 2c, note that by Lemma B.8 we have that∑
P∈P
val(P ) = val(f) ≥ ∆(V ′)− z ≥ |A| − 2ǫn ≥ |A|(1 − 8ǫ), (1)
where the last inequality follows from the assumption of the lemma that |A| ≥ n/4.
To ensure Property 2b, let Plong = {P ∈ P | |P | ≥ 4h/ǫ}, and let P ′ = P \Plong. The algorithm
returns P ′ instead of P as the final path-set. Clearly, since P ′ ⊆ P, Properties 2a, 2d and 2e
continue to hold. Property 2b also holds by definition of P ′ and the fact that h = O˜( 1φǫ). All we
have left is to prove 2c for P ′. By Equation 1 above, we have that∑
P∈P ′
val(P ) ≥ |A|(1 − 8ǫ)−
∑
P∈Plong
val(P ).
We now complete the proof by showing that
∑
P∈Plong
val(P ) ≤ ǫn/4 ≤ ǫ|A|. To see this, note
that Lemma B.8 guarantees that
∑
P∈Plong
|P | · val(P ) ≤ hn. But since |P | ≥ 4h/ǫ ∀P ∈ Plong we
have that
∑
P∈Plong
val(P ) ≤ hn4h/ǫ = ǫn/4, as desired.
Lemma 5.17. There is an algorithm Embed-Witness(G,κ, φ, d) with the following inputs: an
m-edge n-vertex graph G = (V,E), parameter φ ∈ (0, 1/2), a number d = O(davg) where davg is the
average degree in G, and an edge-capacity function κ where κ(E) = Ô(n/φ) and, for each e ∈ E,
κ(e) ∈ [1/d, 1/φ] is a positive multiple of 1/d. In Ô(m/φ) time the algorithm returns either
1. a partition L,S,R of V where ǫwitn ≤ |L| ≤ n/2 and κ(E(L,R)) + |S|2φ ≤ |L|, where ǫwit =
1/no(1) is a parameter we will refer to in other parts of the paper.
2. A (weighted) O(φ log(n))-short-witness W of G and a corresponding embedding P, with the
following properties:
(a) For every edge e ∈ E, ∑P∈Pe val(P ) = O(κ(e) log(n)) where Pe is the set of paths in P
containing e.
(b) |V (W )| = n− o(n).
(c) The total edge weight in W is O(n log(n)), and every edge weight is a multiple of 1/d.
(d) There are only o(n) vertices in V (W ) with weighted degree ≤ 3/4.
Proof. Although there a lot of technical details involved, conceptually speaking the lemma follows
quite easily from the Cut Matching Game (Theorem 7.1) and Embed-Matching (Lemma 5.16).
Define R = O(log(n)) to be the maximum number of rounds in the cut-matching game. Recall
that ǫwit = 1/n
o(1) is a parameter we set later.
Now, we initiate the cut-matching game. The cut player from theorem 7.1 provides the terminal
sets Ai, Bi at every round i. In round i, our algorithm will either return a sparse cut and terminate
or embed matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i. In particular, for each round i of the cut-matching game, the
algorithm runs Embed-Matching(G,κ,Ai, Bi, φ, ǫwit, d) as well as
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Embed-Matching(G,κ,Bi, Ai, φ, ǫwit, d). We focus on the first of these two invocations, as they
are symmetrical.
If the subroutine Embed-Matching returns a cut (L,S,R), then our algorithm returns the
same cut and terminates. Lemma 5.16 directly guarantees the properties of (L,S,R) that we need
in the lemma being proven.
Now let us say that Embed-Matching returns a path set Pi. We turn this into a fractional
matching M∗i from A to B in the natural way: for every path P ∈ P from a ∈ A to b ∈ B, we
add an edge from a to b of weight val(P ). By property 2a, the resulting matching is 1/d-integral.
The only issue is that Theorem 7.1 requires a matching of value |A| (a perfect matching), while
Property 2c only guarantees a matching of value |A|(1 − 10ǫwit). We thus construct another 1/d-
integral matching Fi (F for fake) such that M
∗
i ∪ Fi is a perfect matching. It is easy to construct
such an Fi in O(nd) = O(m) time by starting with M
∗
i and repeatedly adding edges of weight 1/d
from free vertices in A to free vertices in B until the matching is perfect. (Adding multiple copies
of the same edge corresponds to increasing the weight of that edge.) Note that we do not embed
these fake edges into G.
If in any round i the subroutine Embed-Matching returns a cut, then the algorithm termi-
nates. Thus the only case left to consider is when it return a path set Pi at every step. Let M∗
be the union of all the M∗i , including those in the reverse graph. Let F be the union of all the Fi,
including those in the reverse graph. Let W ∗ = (V,M∗ ∪F ). Theorem 7.1 guarantees that W ∗ is a
αcmg = 1/n
o(1) expander. Note, however, that we cannot return W ∗ as our witness because there
is no path set corresponding to F (we never embedded the edges in F ). We also cannot simply
remove F as M∗ on its own might not be an expander.
Instead, we apply directed expander pruning from Theorem 6.1. Let W ∗ = (V,M∗ ∪ F ). We
would like to apply pruning directly to W ∗, but Theorem 6.1 only applies to unweighted graphs.
Since the cut-matching game (Theorem 7.1) guarantees that all edge weights in W are multiples
of 1/d, we can convert W ∗ to an equivalent unweighted multigraph W ∗u in the natural way: every
edge e ∈ W ∗ is replaced by w(e) · d copies of an unweighted edge. Note that W ∗ has total
weight O(n log(n)), because it contains O(log(n)) matchings; thus Wu contains O(nd log(n)) =
O(m log(n)) edges. We now apply directed pruning to W ∗u , where we feed in all the edges in F as
adversarial deletions; since the expansion of W ∗u is at least αcmg = 1/n
o(1), we can use Corollary
6.2. Let P be the set returned by pruning, and set Wu =W
∗
u [V \ P ] and W =W ∗[V \ P ].
We now show that W is a O(φ log(n))-witness with the desired properties. Let the pruning
parameter L be determined by Corollary 6.2 (with αcmg as input variable φ), and define γ =
γL(αcmg) = n
o(1), which is precisely the parameter from Theorem 6.1. By Theorem 6.1, the
expansion factor of Wu, and hence of W , is at least 1/γ = 1/n
o(1), as desired. We now define
ǫwit = γ/ log
2(n). We know that each set Fi has size at most 10ǫwit|A| ≤ 10ǫwitn = 10nγ log2(n) , so
F has size at most O( Rn
γ log2(n)
) = O( nγ log(n)), where the last step follows from R = O(log(n)). By
Theorem 6.1 the pruned set P satisfies
w(P, V ) ≤ |F | · γ = O(n/ log(n)) = o(n).
Recall that the cut-matching game (Theorem 7.1) guarantees that every vertex inW ∗ has weighted
degree at least 1; combined with the above bound on the volume of w(P, V ), this proves Properties
2b and 2d. Finally, Property 2c follows from the fact that W ⊆ W ∗, and W ∗ is the union of
O(log(n)) matchings.
We must now show that W can be embedded into G. We use the embedding PW ⊂ P that is
formed by taking all paths in P that start AND end in V \P (note that the middle of the path may
still leave V \ P ). It is easy to check that every edge in W has a corresponding path in PW , and
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that the vertex/edge-congestion in PW is strictly smaller than in P. By Lemma 5.16, each Pi has
edge-congestion φ, so since there are at most 2R such Pi (one in each direction per round of the
cut-matching game, which has at most R rounds), P has a vertex-congestion of 2Rφ = O(φ log(n)).
Similarly, the congestion on edge e is at most 2Rκ(e) = O(κ(e) log(n)), which proves Property 2a.
Finally, we analyze the running time of the algorithm. Each call to Embed-Matching has a
running time of Ô(m/(ǫwitφ)) = Ô(m/φ); the algorithm makes O(R) = O(log(n)) calls, for a total
run-time of Ô(m/φ). In each round of the cut-matching game, the cut-player from Theorem 7.1
requires Ô(nd) = Ô(m) time to compute the terminal sets Ai, Bi. The time to construct each Fi is
O(nd) = O(ndavg) = O(m). Finally, by Corollary 6.2, pruning requires Ô(m) time.
5.5 Analysis of Robust-Witness(Algorithm 3)
Recall that φ′ from Line 2 is the input to Algorithm Embed-Witness(Line 10).
Observation 5.18. Throughout Algorithm 3, κ is non-decreasing and in particular only changes
by doubling in Line 13. Moreover, if κ(e) < 1/φ′ then κ(e) ≤ 1/(2φ′), and we always have κ(e) ≤
1/φ′ ∀e ∈ E(G) (here we use that fact that in Line 3 we set d so that d/φ′ is a power of 2).
Definition 5.19 (Min-cost Embedding). Define potential function Π(G,κ) as follows. Let d be the
parameter from Line 3 of Algorithm 3, and recall that κ(e) ≥ 1/d ∀e ∈ E(G). Let P be a collection
of all path sets P such that P embeds a φ-witness W into G for which |V (W )| ≥ (1 − ǫwit/2)n
and W is a αex-expander. Define the cost of an edge e to be c(e) = log(dκ(e)); note that since
κ(e) ≥ 1/d, c(e) is always non-negative. For any path set P, define val(e) = ∑P∈Pe val(P ),
where Pe is the set of paths going through e. Define c(P) =
∑
e∈E c(e)val(e). Then, we define
Π(G,κ) = minP∈P c(P), and we call the corresponding P the minimum cost embedding into G.
If P = ∅ then Π(G,κ) =∞.
We now state a few simple observations
Observation 5.20. If κ(e) increases for some edge e, then Π(G,κ) cannot decrease as a result.
Observation 5.21. Let G = (V,E) and G′ = (V,E′) an edge-subgraph with E′ ⊂ E. Then, for
any capacity function κ, Π(G,κ) ≤ Π(G′, κ) (they could both be infinite).
Proof. Let P ′ be the minimum-cost embedding into G′. It is not hard to check that P ′ is also a
valid embedding into G.
Observation 5.22. At the beginning of Algorithm 3, Π(G,κ) = 0 (because for all e ∈ E, κ(e) = 1/d
so c(e) = 0). Moreover, Π(G,κ) only increases throughout the course of the algorithm, and if
Π(G,κ) = ∞ then it will remain so forever (this follows from the observations above, as well as
the fact that G is decremental, so edges are never inserted).
Observation 5.23. If Π(G,κ) =∞ then Certify-Witness(G,φ, ǫwit/2) from Line 7 of Algorithm
3 returns a sparse cut and terminates. (Because Π(G,κ) = ∞ means that P = ∅, so there is no
valid witness.)
We have established that Π starts at 0 and only increases. We now show that as long as the
algorithm does not terminate, Π is never too large.
Lemma 5.24. Consider any phase in which the algorithm did not terminate. Let G be the graph
at the beginning of that phase (before any deletions have been processed in that phase), and let κ be
the capacities at the end of initialization for that phase (Line 14). Then Π(G,κ) = O˜(n/φ).
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Algorithm 3: Algorithm Robust-Witness(G0 = (V0, E0), φ) (see Theorem 4.3)
1 Let n = |V0|,m = |E0|
2 Initialize φ′ = φαex/ log
2(n) // αex = n
o(1) is the parameter from Lemma 5.15
3 Set d to be the smallest number ≥ davg such that d/φ′ is a power of 2 // Note that
d ∈ [davg , 2davg ]
4 Initialize G← G0
5 Initialize κ(e) = 1/d ∀e ∈ E0
6 Procedure Begin New Phase // execute before processing adversarial deletions
7 Certify-Witness(G,φ, ǫwit/2) // ǫwit is the parameter from Lemma 5.17
8 if existence of witness certified, then continue
9 else return cut given by Certify-Witness and Terminate
10 Repeat Until Embed-Witness(G,κ, φ′, d) returns a witness
11 Let (L,S,R) be the vertex-cut returned by Embed-Witness
12 E∗ ← {e ∈ E(L,R) | κ(e) < 1/φ′} // will show: κ(e) ≤ 1/(2φ′) ∀e ∈ E∗
13 κ(e)← 2κ(e) for all e ∈ E∗
14 Set W to be the witness returned by Embed-Witness(G,κ, φ′, d) and set PW to be the
corresponding embedding
15 Create unweighted multi-graph Wu as follows: V (Wu) = V (W ) and for every edge
(u, v) ∈W add d · w(u, v) copies of edge (u, v) to Wu. (Here, we use the fact that all
weights in W are multiples of 1/d; See Lemma 5.17.) // Wu is basically
identical to W; we convert to an unweighted graph only so that we can
apply pruning from Theorem 6.1
16 Initialize the pruning algorithm from Theorem 6.1 on Wu
17 Counter ← 0 // Tracks volume of vertices are pruned from W.
18 Procedure Processing Deletion of edge (u, v)
19 W0 ← W // W0 will always refer to the original witness returned in Line
14, before deletions are processed in this phase
20 Let P∗ contain all paths in PW that go through (u, v)
21 Let E∗ ⊆ E(W ) contain the edges in W corresponding to P∗
22 PW ← PW \ P∗; E(W )← E(W ) \ E∗
23 Input all copies of edges in E∗ as adversarial deletions into the pruning algorithm on Wu
from Line 16. Let X contain the vertices in Wu that were added to the pruned set as a
result of these deletions
24 Counter ← Counter + volW0(X) // tracks total volume pruned from W0
25 if Counter ≥ n/50 then
26 RESET PHASE: go back to Line 7 // Note: capacities κ are NOT reset
between phases
27 W ←W [V (W ) \X]
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Proof. Since the algorithm did not terminate in this phase, Certify-Witness in Line 7 must have
certified the existence of some φ-witness W with embedding P. Note that this witness satisfies all
the properties in the definition of Π(G,κ); thus, Π(G,κ) ≤ c(P). We complete the proof by showing
that c(P) = O˜(n/φ). Firstly, note that because P has vertex-congestion 1/φ, ∑P∈P |P | ≤ n/φ.
Secondly, by Observation 5.18, for every edge e we always have c(e) ≤ log(dκ(e)) ≤ log(d/φ) =
O(log(n)). We thus have c(P) =∑P∈P∑e∈P c(e) = O(log(n)∑P∈P |P |) = O(n log(n)/φ).
Definition 5.25. Let E0 be the edge set of the input graph to Algorithm Robust-Witness(G0, φ),
before any adversarial deletions. Note that even if e ∈ E0 is later deleted by the adversary, κ(e) is
still well-defined: κ(e) cannot increase after e is deleted, so it is equal to the capacity right before
e is deleted. We can thus define κ(E0) =
∑
e∈E0 κ(e).
Lemma 5.26. Consider some invocation of Embed-Witness(G,κ, φ′, d) in Line 10 of Algorithm
3 that returns a cut (L,S,R). Let κ be the capacity function before the doubling step in Line 13,
and κ′ the capacity function after the doubling step. Then, the following holds:
1. κ′(E0) ≤ κ(E0) + n.
2. Π(G,κ′) ≥ Π(G,κ) + n1−o(1).
Proof. The first property is simple. By Lemma 5.17, we have κ(E(L,R)) ≤ |L| ≤ n. Since
E∗ ⊆ E(L,R) (see Line 12), and the algorithm doubles all capacities in E∗, we have that κ′(E0)−
κ(E0) = κ(E
∗) ≤ κ(E(L,R)) ≤ n, as desired.
To prove the second property, note that since the algorithm did not terminate in Line 7, there
must exist some embedding P of a φ-witness W = (VW , EW ) as in Lemma 5.15. In particular, W
has expansion αex and
|VW | ≥ V − ǫwitn/2. (2)
To complete the proof, we now establish the following claim:
Claim 5.27. Let W = (VW , EW ) be any witness satisfying the properties of the witness certified
by Certify-Witness(G,φ, ǫwit/2) (Lemma 5.15), and let P be the corresponding embedding. Let
LW = L∩W . Recall the set E∗ from Line 12 and let Pcrit be the set of all paths in P that contain
at least one edge in E∗. Then, the following holds:
1. |EW (LW , R ∪ S)| ≥ |L|αex/2.
2. |Pcrit| = Ω(|L|αex).
Proof of First Claim Property: Lemma 5.17 guarantees that |L| ≥ ǫwitn. Combined with
Equation 2 we have
|LW | ≥ |L| − ǫwitn/2 ≥ |L|/2.
Since W is an expander, it contains no isolated vertices, so we clearly have |EW (LW , VW )| ≥ |LW |.
Thus, by the expansion of W ,
|EW (LW , R ∪ S)| ≥ αex|EW (LW , VW )| ≥ αex|LW | ≥ αex|L|/2. (3)
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Proof of Second Claim Property Let P be the embedding ofW into G. Let Efull = E(L,R)\
E∗ = {e ∈ E(L,R) | κ(e) = 1/φ′}. Note that E(L, V \ L) is the disjoint union of E∗, Efull and
E(L,S). Consider any path in P that corresponds to an edge in EW (LW , V \ LW ) in W . We will
categorize these by the first edge on the path that goes from L to V \L: if that edge is in E∗ then
we put P in P∗; if that edge is in Efull then we put P in Pfull; and if that edge is in E(L,S) then
we put P in PS . By the first property of this claim we have
|P∗|+ |Pfull|+ |PS | ≥ αex|L|/2.
Now, by Lemma 5.15 P has vertex-congestion 1/φ (and hence edge congestion 1/φ), so |Pfull| ≤
|Efull|/φ and |PS | ≤ |S|/φ. But now, recall from Lemma 5.17 that κ(E(L,R)) + |S|/(2φ′) ≤ |L|.
By definition of φ′ in Line 2 of Algorithm 3 this implies
|PS | ≤ S
φ
=
S
2φ′
· 2αex
log2(n)
≤ 2|L|αex
log2(n)
Similarly, note that κ(E(L,R)) ≤ κ(Efull) ≤ |Efull|/φ′, so doing out the same algebra as above
we have
|Pfull| ≤ |Efull|/φ ≤ |L|αex
log2(n)
.
Combining the equations above we have
|P∗| ≥ αex|L|/2− |Pfull| − |PS | = Ω(|L|αex)− o(|L|αex)− o(|L|αex) = Ω(|L|αex)
This completes the proof, as P∗ ⊆ Pcrit, where Pcrit is the path set in the lemma statement.
Back to Proof of Property 2 of Lemma 5.26 Let c be the cost function corresponding to κ and
c′ to κ′: so c(e) = log(dκ(e)) and c′(e) = log(dκ′(e)). Let P ′ be the min-cost embedding such that
c′(P ′) = Π(G,κ′). Note that since P ′ is a valid embedding into G, we have that Π(G,κ) ≤ c(P ′).
Now, observe that c(e) = c′(e)− 1 for all e ∈ E∗ and c(e) = c′(e) for all other edges. By the second
property of Claim 5.27 we know that P ′ contains at least |L|αex paths that go through E∗. We
also know from Lemma 5.17 that |L| ≥ nǫwit. We thus have that the desired:
Π(G,κ′) = c′(P ′) ≥ c(P ′) + nαexǫwit ≥ Π(G,κ) + nαexǫwit ≥ Π(G,κ) + n1−o(1)
Corollary 5.28. In any execution of Algorithm Robust-Witness, the total number of times that
Embed-Witness in Line 10 returns a cut is Ô(1/φ).
Proof. First we argue that whenever Embed-Witness(G,κ, ...) is called, Π(G,κ) is finite. Firstly,
note that κ only affects the magnitude of Π(G,κ), not whether it is finite or infinite. Thus, if
Π(G,κ) is finite the first time Embed-Witness is called in a phase, it will be finite every time
Embed-Witness is called in that phase. Now, before running Embed-Witness for the first time
in a phase we always call Certify-Witness in Line 7, and by Observation 5.23, if Π(G,κ) were
infinite, then Certify-Witness would return a sparse cut and terminate the entire algorithm.
Thus, every time Embed-Witness(G,κ, ...) is called, Π(G,κ) is finite, and by Lemma 5.26, it
increases by at least no(1). This completes the proof when combined with the fact that the potential
starts at 0 and never decreases (Observation 5.22), and that if finite the potential is always Ô(n/φ)
(Lemma 5.24).
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Corollary 5.29. Throughout the execution of Algorithm Robust-Witness we have κ(E0) =
Ô(n/φ). Note that Lemma 5.17 requires this of the input capacity function κ, so this corollary
ensures this input assumption is always valid. (Recall from Definition 5.25 that the upper bound
counts κ(e) for all edges e ∈ E0, including those that were deleted from G.)
Proof. κ only changes in Line 13, so the corollary follows directly from Property 1 of Lemma 5.26
and Corollary 5.28.
Lemma 5.30. The total number of phases is at most Ô(1/φ)
Proof. Recall that E0 is the original edge set of the graph. At any given time during the execution
of the algorithm, let Edel contain all edges that were deleted from E0 by the adversary. Note that
if e ∈ Edel, then the algorithm will never increase it’s capacity, so κ(e) is the capacity of the edge
right before it was deleted.
Consider potential function Φdel =
∑
e∈Edel κ(e). Clearly Φ
del starts at time 0 and can only
increase. By Corollary 5.29, Φdel is always Ô(n/φ). We now complete the proof by showing that
every phase that does not terminate the algorithm increases Φdel by Ω̂(n).
Consider any phase, and let W0 be the witness returned by Embed-Matching in that phase
(Line 14) before any deletions have been processed in this phase, and let w be the edge-weight
function for W0. The witness W0 is then pruned as edges in G are deleted. (Although pruning
is technically done through the intermediary of unweighted graph Wu, we will conceive of it as
applying directly to the weighted version, as the two are equivalent.) Let K be the total capacity
of all edges deleted from G by the adversary in this phase. By Property 2a of Lemma 5.17, the
total weight of edges in E∗ that are deleted from W0 (Line 21) is at most O(K log(n)). All these
edges are then inputted as adversarial deletions to the pruning algorithm. Let P be the final set of
vertices pruned from W0 before the phase ends. By Theorem 6.1, we have
volW0(P ) = w(EW0(P, V )) = K · log(n) · no(1) = Ô(K).
Since P was the pruned set when the phase ended, we must have volW0(P ) ≤ n/50 (see 25).
Combining with the above equation we get n = Ô(K), so [increase in Φdel] = K = Ωˆ(n), as
desired.
Correctness Analysis of Algorithm Robust-Witness We now prove that the algorithm
satisfies all the properties of Theorem 4.3. Recall that the algorithm maintains a witness until at
some point it terminates and returns a cut. A cut is only returned by Certify-Witness (Line 7)
and by Lemma 5.15, this cut is φno(1)-vertex-sparse and (1/no(1))-vertex-balanced, as desired.
The algorithm only returns a witness via subroutine Embed-Witness (Line 10). Let W0 be
the witness returned, before deletions are processed in this phase. By Lemma 5.17, W0 clearly
satisfies all the properties of Theorem 4.3. W0 then undergoes pruning (Theorem 6.1) in Lines
20-27. Let W denote the pruned witness. All the relevant properties of W remain the same under
pruning except the expansion factor, the size of V (W ), and the weighted degrees in W . Corollary
6.2 guarantees that the expansion factor of W remains 1/no(1). Letting P be the pruned set before
termination, we know that volW0(P ) ≤ n/50 (Line 25). We know that W0 had n − no(1) vertices
of weighted degree ≥ 3/4 before pruning (Properties 2b and 2d of Lemma 5.17), so it is easy to
see that after n/50 volume is pruned away, there are still at least 9n/10 vertices in W and at most
2n/25 ≤ |V (W )|/10 of them have degree ≤ 1/2, so W is a large φ witness, as desired.
Theorem 6.1 also requires that the witness is decremental within each phase, which is clearly
true because within a phase the witness changes only via pruning. Finally, Lemma 5.30 shows that
the total number phases is Ô(n/φ), as desired.
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Running Time Analysis of Algorithm Robust-Witness We now show that Algorithm
3 has running time Ô(n/φ2), as required by Theorem 4.3. Since φ′ = φ/no(1), the subrou-
tines Embed-Matching and Certify-Witness both require Ô(m/φ) time. Since Lemma 5.16
guarantees that the witness returned in Line 14 has expansion 1/no(1), Corollary 6.2 guarantees
that the total run-time of pruning within a single phase is Ô(m). Each phase thus requires
Ô(m/φ) time, plus another Ô(m/φ) time for every call to Embed-Matching that returns a
cut (since this can happen multiple times within a single phase). The total running time is
thus Ô(m/φ) · ([# of phases] + [# of invocations to Embed-Matching that return a cut]). By
Lemma 5.30 and Corollary 5.28, both of those terms are Ô(1/φ), so the total running time is
Ô((m/φ) · (1/φ)) = Ô(m/φ2), as desired.
6 Directed Expander Pruning
In this section, we present the implementation and analysis of an pruning procedure for directed
graphs. Our main result of the section is summarized in the theorem below.
Theorem 6.1 (Directed Expander Pruning). There is a deterministic algorithm with the following
input: a directed unweighted decremental multi-graph W = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges that
is initially a φ-expander and a parameter L ≥ 1. The algorithm maintains an incremental set
P ⊆ V (W ) using O˜
(
mn1/L
γ
L
(φ)
)
total update time such that for P = V \ P , we have that W [P ] is a
γL(φ)-expander and volW (P ) ≤ O
(
tn1/L
γ
L
(φ)
)
after t updates, where γL(φ) = φ
3O(L).
To ease working with the theorem above, let us introduce the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Say that the graph given in Theorem 6.1 is initially a φ-expander for 1/φ = no(1).
Then, there exists a setting for L such that L = ω(1) and 1/γ
L
(φ) = 1/φ3
O(L)
= no(1). Note that
the running time of Theorem 6.1 is then Ô(m).
Proof of Corollary. We start by specifying the constant inside the big-O notation: say that 1/γL(φ) ≤
1/φ3
cL
for some constant c. Note that since 1/φ = no(1) we have log1/φ(n) = ω(1). Now, set L =
1
2c · log3 log1/φ(n) = ω(1). We have 3cL =
√
log1/φ(n). Thus 1/φ
3cL = 1/φ
√
logφ(n) = n1/
√
logφ(n),
which is no(1) because logφ(n) = ω(1).
The proof strategy for Theorem 6.1 follows on a high-level previous approaches (see for example
[NS17, NSW17]): we first provide a simple pruning procedure that is given an expander W and
a batch B of edges that where deleted from W and finds either a sparse cut in W \ B of size
roughly |B| or certifies that W \B′ is still an expander where |B′| ≪ |B| which can then be applied
recursively. We call this kind of procedure one-shot pruning and the algorithm and analysis of such
a procedure is the main result of Section 6.1. Using this sub-routine, we can then show how to
give a dynamic pruning procedure. This reduction is described in Section 6.2 where we also prove
Theorem 6.1.
6.1 One-Shot Pruning
Let us begin the description of one-shot pruning by defining the concept of a near out-expander
and near expander, both natural generalizations of the definition of an expander.
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Definition 6.3 (Near Out-Expander). Let G = (V,E) be a directed weighted graph. We say that
A ⊆ V is a near φ-out-expander in G if
∀S ⊂ A, volG(S) ≤ volG(A)/2 : δoutG (S) ≥ φvolG(S).
Definition 6.4 (Near Expander). Let G = (V,E) be a directed weighted graph. We say that
A ⊆ V is a near φ-expander in G if A is a near φ-out-expander in G and G(rev).
Given Definition 6.4, we can now state the guarantees of our one-shot pruning procedure.
Lemma 6.5 (Large Sparse Cut or Almost Expander). Given an unweighted multi-graph W =
(V,E), a boundary P ⊆ V , and a core P = V \P where we let the boundary edges be edges between
boundary and core denoted by B = EW (P,P ) ∪ EW (P ,P ) and have that E = E(W [P ]) ∪ B, i.e.
the graph W consists of edges between vertices in the core and boundary edges. Further, given some
conductance parameter φ ∈ (1/n2, 1) such that P is a near φ-expander in W and the set of boundary
edges B has size at most φm/100.
Then, there exists a deterministic algorithm that takes an integer z, and returns either
1. a set B′ ⊆ B of size at most 2z such that P is a near φ224 -expander in the graph W \ (B \B′),
or
2. a set P ′ ⊆ P where φz/16 < volW (P ′) ≤ volW (P )/2 and
min{δout
W [P ]
(P ′), δin
W [P ]
(P ′)} ≤ φ · volW (P ′).
The algorithm has running time O
(
|B| logn
φ
)
.
Let us give such a deterministic algorithm that satisfies the guarantees stated above. We
therefore start by setting up a flow problem Πout = (∆out, Tout, cout) such that if the flow is feasible,
we have that P is a near φ
2
24 -out-expander inW as defined in Definition 6.3 and otherwise we obtain
a cut P ′ as described in item 2.
Before we set up Πout, let us define a slightly modified graph W
out = (V out, Eout) of W that
is more convenient to work with. Of utmost importance in our flow problem are the edges Bout =
EW (P ,P ) that is the edges leaving P . The graph W
out differs from W in the Bout edges which are
mapped to distinct endpoints in the boundary and then reversed so that they can inject flow using
these edges.
More formally, we let P out be a set of vertices where there is a vertex associated with each edge in
Bout and let π be the bijective mapping from edges in Bout to P out. We let Rout be the set containing
for every edge (u, v) ∈ Bout, the reversed edge after the head v was mapped to π(u, v), i.e. the
vertex in P out associated with the edge (u, v). That is (u, v) ∈ Bout if and only if (π(u, v), u) ∈ Rout.
Finally, we can define the graph W out = (V out = V ∪ P out, Eout = (E \Bout) ∪ Rout).
We can then set-up the flow problem Πout = (∆out, Tout, cout) on the graph W
out by setting
∆out(u) =
{
4/φ if u ∈ P out
0 if u ∈ P
so that we have that all sources u of the flow problem are in the boundary P out contributing with
1/φ units of flow which gives in particular that ∆(V out) = 4 · δoutW (P )/φ. We let the sink function
be defined Tout(u) = degW out(u) = degW (u) for all u ∈ P and otherwise 0, and define the capacity
cout(e) = 24/φ
2 for each edge e ∈ Eout.
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We then invoke Lemma B.7 on the problem Πout with z as given, ∆ = 4/φ and h =
12·40 logn
φ . We
have that the constraint one the parameters in Lemma B.7 is satisfied since ∆(V out) = 4 ·δoutW (P )/φ
as seen earlier and by our assumption that δoutW (P ) + δ
in
W (P ) ≤ φ
2
24volW (P ).
Thus, in time O
(
|Bout|) logn
φ
)
, we obtain either
1. a pre-flow f with total excess at most z, or
2. a cut S such that φz/4 < volW out(S) ≤ |E(W out)|/2 satisfying c(EW out(S, V \S)) ≤ ∆out(S)−
T (S) − z + cout(EW out(S, V ) ∪ EW out(V, S)) · 40 lognh where we use that the total capacity is
bounded by
∑
e∈Eout cout(e) < n
4.
We now state two claims and show how they establish the lemma. We then prove these two claims.
Claim 6.6. If the algorithm ends with scenario 1, then we find a set of edges B′′ ⊆ Bout of size at
most z, such that P is a near φ
2
24 -out-expander in W \ (Bout \B′′).
Claim 6.7. If the algorithm ends with scenario 2, then we can find a set P ′ ⊆ P where φz/16 <
volW (P
′) ≤ volW (P )/2 and
δout
W [P ]
(P ′) ≤ φ · volW (P ′).
Given the two claims, we obtain Lemma 6.5 almost as a corollary.
Proof of Lemma 6.5. It is then not hard to see that if we run the above algorithm onW andW (rev),
that we either have scenario 2 for at least one of the problems and therefore by Claim 6.7 can return
a cut P ′ that satisfies the guarantees.
Otherwise, both algorithms end in scenario 1 in which case by Claim 6.6, we have that P is a
near φ
2
24 -out-expander in W \ (Bout \B′′) for some set B′′ and a near φ
2
24 -out-expander in the reverse
graph of W \ (Bin \ B′′′) for some set B′′′ where Bin = EW (P,P ). It is straight-forward to verify
that this implies that P is a near φ
2
24 -expander in W \ (B \B′) where B′ = B′′ ∪B′′′ and that B′ is
of size at most 2z, so we can return B′. This establishes the lemma.
It remains to prove the two claims. Without further due, let us give their proofs.
Claim 6.6. If the algorithm ends with scenario 1, then we find a set of edges B′′ ⊆ Bout of size at
most z, such that P is a near φ
2
24 -out-expander in W \ (Bout \B′′).
Proof. The key ingredient of this claim is a simple insight: if the at most z boundary edges Z which
induced the excess flow would not have existed, then f would be a feasible flow, certifying that P
is a near-φ
2
24 expander in the graph W \ (Bout \ Z).
Let us now prove this more formally: we have from Remark B.1 that the excess flow of the flow
problem Πout remains at the sources. Let S be the set of (source) vertices that have excess flow in
Πout and observe that S ⊆ P out by definition.
Then, let us create a new flow problem Π′ = (∆′, Tout, cout) where we set ∆
′(s) for every vertex
s in S to 0 but leave everything else as in Πout. Clearly, the flow f is now a feasible flow for Π′ by
construction. We construct B′′ = π−1(S).
Finally, we prove that P is a near φ
2
24 -out-expander in W \ (Bout \ B′′) if f ′ is feasible by
contraposition. Let us therefore assume that P is not a near φ
2
24 -expander in W \ (Bout \ B′′) for
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any set B′′ ⊆ Bout. By Definition 6.3 there exists a cut P ′ ⊆ P , such that volW\(Bout\B′′)(P ′) ≤
volW\(Bout\B′′)(P )/2 and
δoutW\(Bout\B′′)(P
′) <
φ2
24
volW\(Bout\B′′)(P
′). (4)
However, we have by assumption of the lemma, that P is a near φ-expander in W and therefore
we have by Definition 6.4 that
δoutW (P
′) ≥ φvolW (P ′). (5)
But clearly, we have∣∣∣E(P ′, (V ∪ P out) \ P ′) ∩ (Bout \B′′)∣∣∣ ≥ δoutW (P ′)− δoutW\(Bout\B′′)(P ′)
and by the inequalities 4 and 5, we obtain
δoutW (P
′)− δoutW\(Bout\B′′)(P ′) > φvolW (P ′)−
φ2
24
volW\(Bout\B′′)(P
′)
≥ (1− φ
24
)φvolW (P
′) > φ · volW (P ′)/2.
But since for each edge e in E(P ′, (V ∪P out) \ P ′)∩ (Bout \B′′), there is a vertex π(e) ∈ P out that
induces 4/φ units of flow into P ′ in the flow problem Π′, the total amount of flow that enters P ′ is
more than 2 · volW (P ′). However, the total sink capacity is volW (P ′) and the amount of flow that
can be routed out of P ′ in Π′ is bounded by∑
e∈E(P ′,(V ∪P out)\P ′)∩(Bout\B′′)
cout(e) = δ
out
W\(Bout\B′′)(P
′) · 24/φ2 < volW (P ′)
where we use equation 4 in the last step. Thus, we derived a contradiction since the flow f cannot
route all flow entering P ′ to sinks in the flow problem Π′, but then f cannot be feasible.
It remains to prove the second claim.
Claim 6.7. If the algorithm ends with scenario 2, then we can find a set P ′ ⊆ P where φz/16 <
volW (P
′) ≤ volW (P )/2 and
δout
W [P ]
(P ′) ≤ φ · volW (P ′).
Proof. Recall that the flow algorithm returns a cut S, with φz/4 ≤ volW out(S) ≤ |E(W out)|/2,
such that
c(EW out(S, V \ S)) ≤ ∆out(S)− z + cout(EW out(S, V ) ∪EW out(V, S)) ·
40 log n
h
. (6)
We let P ′ = S ∩ P . Then,
δW [P ](P
′) = |EW [P ](P ′, P \ P ′)| ≤ |EW out(S, V \ S)|
where the inequality follows since P ′ ⊆ S,P \P ′ ⊆ V \S and the fact that W and W out only differ
in the boundary edges. Further, by the setup of the flow problem Πout and equation 6,
|EW out(S, V \ S)| =
φ2
24
c(EW out(S, V \ S))
≤ φ
2
24
(
∆out(S) + cout(EW out(S, V ) ∪ EW out(V, S)) ·
40 log n
h
)
. (7)
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Further,
∆out(S) =
∑
s∈S∩P out
4/φ ≤ 4/φ · volW out(S) (8)
and we have
cout(EW out(S, V ) ∪EW out(V, S)) ≤ 24/φ2 · volW out(S). (9)
Using 8 and 9 in equation 7, we obtain that
|EW out(S, V \ S)| ≤
φ2
24
(
4/φ · volW out(S) + 24/φ2 · volW out(S) ·
40 log n
h
)
= φvolW out(S)/4.
This implies that a (1 − φ)-fraction of the edges incident to S are not in the cut (S, V \ S) and
therefore for P ′ = S ∩ P , we have volW out(P ′) ≥ 1−φ2 volW out(S) ≥ volW out(S)/4 since each edge
internal to S has at least one endpoint in P and therefore in P ′. On closer inspection, it is not
hard to verify that volW (P
′) ≥ volW out(P ′) since edges in the core are not changed, and no edges
are added in W out to the boundary but only some edges are reversed. Combined, we obtain the
desired inequality
δW [P ](P
′) ≤ volW (P ′).
Since we have by the guarantees of the flow algorithm that φz/4 ≤ volW out(S), we further have
that volW out(P
′) > φz/16.
6.2 Dynamic Expander Pruning
Using the sub-routine from last section, we can now give a straight-forward prove of Theorem 6.1
which is restated for convenience.
Theorem 6.1 (Directed Expander Pruning). There is a deterministic algorithm with the following
input: a directed unweighted decremental multi-graph W = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges that
is initially a φ-expander and a parameter L ≥ 1. The algorithm maintains an incremental set
P ⊆ V (W ) using O˜
(
mn1/L
γ
L
(φ)
)
total update time such that for P = V \ P , we have that W [P ] is a
γ
L
(φ)-expander and volW (P ) ≤ O
(
tn1/L
γ
L
(φ)
)
after t updates, where γ
L
(φ) = φ3
O(L)
.
To prove the above theorem, let us start by giving an algorithm. In our algorithm, we have
2L + 3 levels, and for each level ℓ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2L + 2 = Lmax, we maintain a set Pℓ ⊆ V and
sets Bℓ,Dℓ ⊆ E0 (where E0 is the set of edges of W at stage 0). Each of these sets is initially
empty. We also have a conductance parameter φℓ associated with each level ℓ which we define
φℓ = (φ/96)
3Lmax−ℓ . For convenience, let us denote by X≥ℓ the union
⋃
j≥ℓXj where X can be P ,
B or D and similarly for >,≤ and <. We further assume for the rest of the section that n1/L is an
integer.
Algorithm. Now, let us give a formal description. At every stage t where an edge (u, v) is deleted
from W , we invoke the procedure DeletePruning(e = (u, v), t) given in Line 4. In the algorithm,
we first add the edge (u, v) to the set Dℓ for every ℓ ≥ 0. We then find j, to be the largest index such
that t is divisible by nj/L. We then add for all ℓ < j, Pℓ to Pj and then set every Pℓ = Dℓ = ∅. We
then want to do one-shot pruning to reduce the number of edges in Bℓ ∪Dℓ significantly. However,
Lemma 6.5 requires that the graph one-shot pruning is executed upon has all edges that are due
to removal have to be in the boundary, we use a simple trick: we add a special vertex s to the
graph and split every edge (u, v) in Bℓ ∪ Dℓ into two edges (u, s) and (s, v). We use function π
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Algorithm 4: DeletePruning(e, t)
Input: The tth update to W , i.e. e is the edge that was deleted from W t−1 to derive W t.
Output: Recomputes the sets Pℓ to produce a new version of vertices that when pruned,
leave an expander.
1 for ℓ ≥ 0 do Add e to Dℓ.
2 Let j be the largest integer such that t is divisible by n(j−1)/L.
3 for ℓ < j do
4 Pj ← Pj ∪ Pℓ
5 Bj ← Bj ∪Bℓ
6 Pℓ ← ∅; Bℓ ← ∅; Dℓ ← ∅;
7 for ℓ = j down to 1 do
8 repeat
9 Wℓ ← ((V \ P≥ℓ) ∪ {s}, E(W [V \ P≥ℓ]) ∪ πout(s,Bℓ ∪Dℓ) ∪ πin(s,Bℓ ∪Dℓ)).
10 Run the algorithm from Lemma 6.5 on Wℓ with P = {s} and
z = max{0, n(ℓ−1)/L − 1} and φℓ.
11 if the algorithm returns a cut P ′ then
12 if δoutW [V \P≥ℓ](P
′) ≤ φℓ · volW [V \P≥ℓ](P ′) then // If P ′ is out-sparse.
13 Bℓ ← Bℓ ∪ EW [V \P≥ℓ](P ′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′)
14 else // If P ′ is in-sparse.
15 Bℓ ← Bℓ ∪ EW [V \P≥ℓ]((V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′, P ′)
16 Pℓ ← Pℓ ∪ P ′
17 until the algorithm returned a set B′ of edges
18 Set Bℓ−1 to the set of edges in B
′ after the edges with tail in s where mapped by (πin)−1
and the edges with head in s where mapped by (πout)−1
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to denote this transform on a set of edges, i.e. πout(s,E′) = {(u, s)|(u, v) ∈ E′} and analogously
πin(s,E′) = {(s, v)|(u, v) ∈ E′}. This gives us the special graph Wℓ of interest, defined by
Wℓ =
(
(V \ P≥ℓ) ∪ {s}, E(W [V \ P≥ℓ]) ∪ πout(s,Bℓ ∪Dℓ) ∪ πin(s,Bℓ ∪Dℓ)
)
.
We then invoke the algorithm in Lemma 6.5 on Wℓ with boundary {s}, φℓ−1 and z = nℓ/L/8 − 1.
The algorithm then returns either a cut P ′ in which case we add P ′ to Pℓ and EW (P≥ℓ, V \ P≥ℓ)
and in EW (V \P≥ℓ, P≥ℓ) to Bℓ, update the graph Wℓ accordingly and rerun the pruning algorithm.
When the algorithm returns a set of edges B′, we set Bℓ−1 to B
′ and return.
Throughout the algorithm, we maintain P = P≥0.
Analysis. We start the analysis by proving the following claim that establishes correctness of our
algorithm.
Claim 6.8. For every ℓ ≥ 0, at any stage t, after the for-loop starting in Line 7 finishes iteration
ℓ+1, the set V \ P>ℓ is a near φ
2
ℓ+1
24 -expander in W [V \ P>ℓ]∪Bℓ ∪Dℓ and remains so for the rest
of the stage. Further, every invocation of the algorithm described in Lemma 6.5 in Line 10 occurs
with valid parameters.
Proof. Initially, we have that W is a φ-expander and since every set Pℓ is empty, we have that the
invariant is certainly satisfied after the initial stage.
Let us now take the inductive step. We first observe that letting W t be the graph at the current
stage t, and W t−1 be the graph from the previous stage, then it is clear that since we added e to
every Dℓ that the invariant is still true after Line 1.
Let j be as chosen in Line 4, then we have that for all levels ℓ > j, that the sets Pℓ remain
unaffected by the algorithm. Additionally, for every ℓ ≥ j, Bℓ is monotonically increasing during
the stage (in fact for ℓ > j it remains unchanged). It is not hard to see that thus the invariant for
every level ℓ ≥ j remains true. We also observe that for the first iteration of the for-loop in Line 7,
we always correctly invoke the described in Lemma 6.5 with valid parameters since the invariant
remains true for j.
For levels 0 ≤ ℓ < j, observe that the relevant sets Pℓ, Bℓ and Dℓ are set to the empty set in the
for-loop starting in Line 3. Then, for each such level ℓ, there is a loop iteration ℓ + 1, where the
repeat-loop leaves after certifying that V \P≥ℓ+1 is a near φℓ-expander in W [V \ P≥ℓ+1]∪B′. The
algorithm then enters the if-case in Line 18 and sets Bℓ = B
′ thus the above invariant is certainly
satisfied for level ℓ. The for-loop iteration for ℓ again only adds edges to Bℓ so the claim remains
true for the rest of the algorithm and in particular every time the Line 10 is entered, thus the
algorithm described in Lemma 6.5 is invoked with valid parameters.
In order to establish efficient running time, it is crucial to show that the sets Pℓ for every level
ℓ are sparse cuts. We therefore first prove this invariant which roughly establishes that no vertex
in Pℓ is strongly-connected to a vertex that is outside the set.
Invariant 6.9. For any i ≥ 0, at the end of any stage t and after any for and repeat-loop iteration
in Line 4, we have that
1. Pi ⊆ (V \ P>i), and
2. Bi is a subset of the edges incident to at least one vertex in Pi, and
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3. there exists a partition of Pi into sets P
out
i and P
in
i such that
EW [V \P>i]\Bi(P
out
i , V \ (P>i ∪ P outi )) = EW [V \P>i]\Bi(V \ (P>i ∪ P ini ), P ini ) = ∅
Additionally, after every iteration for index i of the for-loop starting in Line 3, we have that the
sets Pi and Bi for ℓ ≤ i < j are empty.
Proof. Properies 1 and 2, are straight-forward to verify from the algorithm. Let us therefore focus
on Property 3, which we prove by induction on the repeat-loop iterations.
In the base case, i.e. before the first execution of algorithm DeletePruning(e, t), we have
that sets Pℓ are initialized to the empty sets, so Invariant 6.9 is vacuously true after stage 0.
Let us now take the inductive step. Let us start by analyzing the for-loop starting in Line 3.
Let us focus on the loop iteration for ℓ = i. Here, we have that since Invariant 6.9 was satisfied at
the start of the loop, we can partition Pj into P
out
j and P
in
j with the properties described above.
Similarly, we can do the same for Pi which is partitioned into P
out
i and P
in
i . Now, let us prove that
Property 3 holds for P out = P outj ∪P outi and P in = P inj ∪ P ini in the graph W [V \ P>j ] \ (Bj ∪Bi).
Now, for the sake of contradiction, let us assume that there is some edge leaving P out in the
graph. We certainly have that the edge cannot leave a vertex in P outj , since P
out
j has no out-going
edges in the graph W [V \P>j ] \Bj ⊇W [V \P>j ] \ (Bj ∪Bi). Thus, the vertex with a leaving edge
has to be in P outi . But there are no edges leaving P
out
i in W [V \P>i] \Bi ⊆W [V \P>i] \ (Bj ∪Bi).
But since Pi′ are empty for i < i
′ < j, we have that the edge must enter a vertex in Pj , and in order
to be in the cut, it can only be in P inj . But we have that EW [V \P>j ]\Bj (V \ (P>j ∪ P inj ), P inj ) = ∅,
thus we derive a contradiction. A similar argument establishes the claim for P in. Thus, at the end
of the for-loop, Pj and Bj satisfy the invariant.
To prove the second statement, we simply observe that the sets Pi′ and Bi′ where not touched
for indices i < i′ < j and the sets for ℓ = i are explicitly set to the empty set in the loop iteration.
For the for-loop starting in Line 7, let us consider an iteration ℓ and take the inductive step. We
have by our claim that after every repeat-loop ends, the Invariant 6.9 holds at that step. Further,
we know by the first statement of the claim, that Bℓ−1 is empty before the for-loop enters the if
statement in Line 18 and adding edges to Bℓ−1 can not violate the Invariant.
For the repeat-loop starting in Line 8, we have that every time the algorithm Lemma 6.5
computes a cut P ′, we either add all out-edges or in-edges of P ′ in W [V \P≥ℓ] to Bℓ so reusing the
argument an almost identical argument as for the for-loop starting in Line 3, we can again obtain
that the Invariant remains satisfied, even though we add P ′ to Pℓ. This completes the proof.
Next, let us prove a simple claim, that holds a useful corollary.
Claim 6.10. Whenever the algorithm enters Line 13 then
Bℓ ∪ EW [V \P≥ℓ](P ′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′) ⊆ Bℓ ∪ EWℓ[V \P≥ℓ](P ′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′).
An analogous claim holds for Line 15.
Proof. The cut EWℓ[V \P≥ℓ](P
′, (V \P≥ℓ)\P ′) clearly contains all edges in the cut EW [V \P≥ℓ](P ′, (V \
P≥ℓ)\P ′) but for the edges whose endpoints where mapped to s by the functions πout and πin since
the vertex s is excluded in the induced graphs considered above. But this implies that
Bℓ ∪Dℓ ⊆
(
EW [V \P≥ℓ](P
′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′)
)
\
(
EWℓ[V \P≥ℓ](P
′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′)
)
.
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Further, since W refers to the current graph, and Dℓ is a subset of edge deletions to the graph W
up to the current stage, we have that we have in fact
Bℓ ⊆
(
EW [V \P≥ℓ](P
′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′)
)
\
(
EWℓ[V \P≥ℓ](P
′, (V \ P≥ℓ) \ P ′)
)
.
But since we consider the sets including the union with Bℓ, the claim follows.
Corollary 6.11. We augment the set Bℓ in Line 13 and Line 15 by at most φℓ · volW [V \P≥ℓ](P ′)
edges.
Proof. This follows straight-forwardly from the guarantee of the algorithm of Lemma 6.5 combined
with the insight that a selected cut in the graph W is even smaller than in the graph Wℓ that the
algorithm was invoked upon by Claim 6.10.
Next, let us argue about the size of the sets Bi and Di. We establish the following invariant.
Invariant 6.12. At the end of any stage t, for any i ≥ 0, we have t′ = t mod ni/L and t′′ =
⌊t′/n(i−1)/L⌋, we have that
|Di| ≤ t′
|Bi| ≤ 6i
(
ni/L − 1 + t′′ · n(i−1)/L
)
+ φivolW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi).
In particular, we have, |Di| < ni/L and |Bi| < 6i(3ni/L) + φi+1volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi).
Proof. Let us prove the invariant by induction on the stage t.
• Base case t = 0: Observe that the invariant is initially satsified since all sets Di and Bi are
initialized to the empty set.
• Inductive step t− 1 7→ t, t > 0: Let us conduct a case analysis for the sets Di and Bi for a
level i. We distinguish by the following cases:
– t is not divisible by n(i−1)/L: Then, we have that j < i in Line 4. The algorithm therefore
simply increases the set Di by a single edge in Line 1 and no further affects any of the
sets. Observe that when t is not divisible by n(i−1)/L then, t′′ did not change since the
last stage, and therefore all remaining bounds still hold.
– t is divisible by n(i−1)/L but not by ni/L: In this case, we have that j = i is chosen in
Line 4. Observe that in this case t′ increases by one and as before we add a single edge
to Di and leave Di untouched for the rest of the algorithm. However, t
′′ is increased by
one from the last stage, so we have at the beginning of the stage
|Bi| ≤ 6i
(
ni/L − 1 + (t′′ − 1) · n(i−1)/L
)
+ φivolW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi)
by the induction hypothesis.
Next observe that in the for-loop starting in Line 3, we add all Bℓ for ℓ < j = i, to Bi.
However, by the induction hypothesis on the last stage and the insight that the sets Bℓ
remain unchanged until this point in the algorithm, we conclude that Bi is increased by
at most ∑
ℓ<i
|Bℓ| =
∑
ℓ<i
6ℓ(3nℓ/L) + φℓvolW [V \P>ℓ]∪Dℓ(Pℓ)
< 6i(n(i−1)/L) +
∑
ℓ<i
φivolW [V \P>ℓ]∪Dℓ(Pℓ))
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and since all Pℓ are disjoint from Pi and pairwise disjoint, we have that after the for-loop
terminates, we have that
|Bi| ≤ 6i
(
ni/L − 1 + t′′ · n(i−1)/L
)
+ φivolW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi)
i.e. the invariant is satisfied.
Finally, for the rest of the algorithm, Bi is only changed in the first iteration of the for-
loop starting in Line 7 where whenever some edges are added to Bi, by Corollary 6.11,
Pi increases significantly so that the right-hand side of the equation remains larger
throughout.
– t is divisible by ni/L: In this case, we have that since t = ni/L, that we choose j > i in
Line 4. Thus, we enter the for-loop starting in Line 3 with ℓ = i, and set Di, Bi and Pi to
the empty set. Since the algorithm does not revisit the set Di afterwards, the invariant
follows for Di. For the remaining two sets, two iterations of the for-loop starting in
Line 7 are relevant: the iteration where ℓ = i + 1 and the iteration where ℓ = i. In
the former iteration, the algorithm invokes repeatedly the algorithm from Lemma 6.5
and only leaves the repeat-loop once it finds a set of size B′ of size at most 2z where
z = max{0, n(i−1)/L − 1}. It is not hard to verify that the invariant is thus satisfied at
this point. The for loop with ℓ = i ensures by Corollary 6.11 that the invariant remains
enforced.
This exhausts all cases, and thereby concludes the proof.
Using this invariant, we can further derive a straight-forward upper bound on the size of Pi.
Claim 6.13. Throughout the algorithm, for any level i, we have
volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi) ≤ 6i+2
ni/L − 1
φi
.
Proof. Let us assume that, for the sake of contradiction, at some point of the algorithm, during
some stage t, for some i ≥ 0, we have
volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi) > 6
i+2 (n
i/L − 1)
φi
.
We observe first that Pi is increased in size only in Line 16 and after the violation has occurred,
the set Pi is only further increased while the sets Bi and Di remain unchanged.
By Invariant 6.9, at the end of the stage, we thus have that we can find P outi and P
in
i to form
a partition of Pi such that
EW [V \P>i]\Bi(P
out
i , V \ (P>i ∪ P outi )) = ∅. (10)
Now, let us assume that volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P
out
i ) ≥ volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P ini ). And further, let us observe
that, at the end of each stage, by Claim 6.8, the set V \P>i is a near φ
2
i+1
24 -expander in W [V \P>i]∪
Bi ∪Di. Thus, by Definition 6.4, we have that
|EW [V \P>i]∪Bi∪Di(P outi , V \ (P>i ∪ P outi ))| ≥
φ2i+1
24
· volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P outi ) (11)
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But equations 10 and 11 imply that Bi ∪Di is of size at least φ
2
i+1
24 · volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P outi ).
However, by Invariant 6.12, we have for i = 0, that Bi∪Di is of size 0 which gives a contradiction
and for i > 0, that at the end of the stage, the size is bounded by
|Bi ∪Di| ≤ 6i3ni/L + φivolW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi) ≤
φi
2
volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi)
where we use in the last inequality that volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi) ≥ 6i+1 n
i/L
φi
.
But, since φi < φ
2
i+1/96, we have that
|Bi ∪Di| ≤ φi
2
volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi) <
φ2i+1
48
· volW [V \P>i]∪Di(Pi) ≤
φ2i+1
24
· volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P outi )
Thus, we have derived a contradiction on the size of the setBi∪Di. The case where volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P outi ) <
volW [V \P>i]∪Di(P
in
i ) can be established analogously.
Finally, we can prove Theorem 6.1 which is restated below for convenience.
Theorem 6.1 (Directed Expander Pruning). There is a deterministic algorithm with the following
input: a directed unweighted decremental multi-graph W = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges that
is initially a φ-expander and a parameter L ≥ 1. The algorithm maintains an incremental set
P ⊆ V (W ) using O˜
(
mn1/L
γ
L
(φ)
)
total update time such that for P = V \ P , we have that W [P ] is a
γ
L
(φ)-expander and volW (P ) ≤ O
(
tn1/L
γ
L
(φ)
)
after t updates, where γ
L
(φ) = φ3
O(L)
.
Proof. We have correctness of the algorithm, following from Claim 6.8 and Invariant 6.12, where
the former states that after each stage V \P>ℓ is a near φ
2
ℓ+1
24 -expander in W [V \P>ℓ]∪Bℓ ∪Dℓ. So
in particular, for ℓ = 0, we have V \ P>0 is a near φ
2
1
24 -expander in W [V \ P>0]∪B0 ∪D0 where the
latter states that B0 and D0 are empty sets. Thus, W [V \ P>0] is a φ
2
ℓ+1
24 -expander and therefore
certainly a φ0-expander.
For the running time, we observe that the invocations of the algorithm from Lemma 6.5 dominate
the costs of the for-loop starting in Line 7. This follows since we can constructWℓ straight-forwardly
from W using the same running time as the algorithm from Lemma 6.5 and afterwards, updating
sets Pℓ, Bℓ and Bℓ−1 can easily be done in the time that the algorithm requires to output these sets.
The running time outside of the for-loop can be at most factor Lmax larger than the time spent in
the loop (plus m) since we move every item in a set Pℓ, Bℓ eventually to a higher level. But there
are at most Lmax levels.
Therefore, let us bound the running time of the for-loop iterations. Let us fix a level ℓ and focus
on the total time spend in the for-loop on iterations ℓ.
We observe that the sets Pℓ is monotonically increasing between stages that are divisible by n
ℓ/L
but bounded in size by Claim 6.13. But every time the algorithm from Lemma 6.5 runs and finds a
cut P ′, we add Ω(φℓn
(ℓ−1)/L) to the volume of Pℓ. Thus, there can be at mostm/n
ℓ/L· 6ℓ+2nℓ/L/φℓ
Ω(φℓn(ℓ−1)/L)
=
O( m
φ2
ℓ
n(ℓ−1)/L
) invocations of the algorithm where a cut P ′ is reported. On the other hand, since we
enter the for-loop for ℓ only every n(ℓ−1)/L) iterations, there can also only be a total of O(m/n(ℓ−1)/L)
invocations ending in a set of edges B′ since we leave the repeat-loop once such a set is obtained.
We further observe that every invocation of the algorithm runs in time O(|Bℓ ∪Dℓ|/φℓ) since
there are at most two boundary edges for every edge in |Bi ∪ Di|. But by Invariant 6.12 and
Claim 6.13, we have that Bℓ ∪Dℓ never exceeds size O(6ℓ nℓ/Lφℓ ). Thus, each invocation runs in time
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O(mn
1/L
φ4
ℓ
6ℓ). The total running time follows now straight-forwardly by summing over the levels,
multiplying by factor Lmax and setting φℓ.
Finally, to prove the claim on the volume of P , let j′ be the smallest index such that t < n(j
′−1)/L.
Then, we observe that in algorithm Line 4, we have never chosen j ≥ j′ in the previous or current
stage. But this implies that every set Pj′′ for j
′′ ≥ j′ has not been changed since initialization of
the algorithm. Thus, the total size of P = P≥0 can be upper bound by this insight and Claim 6.13
by ∑
j<j′
6j+2
nj/L − 1
φj
≤ O(6j′ n
j′/L
φ0
) = O(6O(L)
t · nO(1/L)
φ0
)
by summing over the levels ℓ along with the upper bound provided by Claim 6.13.
7 Directed Cut-matching Game
Consider the following process between the cut player and the matching player. The process starts
with an empty directed graphW = (V, ∅) with n vertices. In round i starting from 1, the cut player
chooses two disjoint sets Ai, Bi ⊂ V where |Ai| = |Bi| ≥ n/4, then the matching player chooses two
directed (fractional) perfect matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i that match vertices from Ai to Bi and back.
Then, we set W ← W ∪−→M i∪←−M i and proceed with round i+1. We call this process a cut-matching
game.
For any number d ≥ 1, we say that an edge is 1/d-integral if its weight is a non-negative multiple
of 1/d. A fractional matching or a graph is 1/d-integral if it consists of only 1/d-integral edges.
Theorem 7.1 (Deterministic Cut-matching Game for Directed Graphs). Suppose that, for every
i,
−→
M i and
←−
M i are 1/d-integral for some integer d ≥ 1. There is a deterministic algorithm for
the cut player that takes Ô(nd) time to output each (Ai, Bi) in the cut-matching game such that
after R = O(log n) rounds W = (
−→
M1 ∪←−M1) ∪ · · · ∪ (−→MR ∪ ←−MR) must be a αcmg-expander, where
αcmg = 1/n
o(1) is a parameter we will refer to it other parts of the paper. Moreover, the weighted
in-degree and out-degree of each vertex in W is at least 1.
Theorem 7.1 is proved by extending the fast deterministic cut-matching game in undirected
graphs by Chuzhoy et. al [CGL+20]. The proof is not too hard because the most technique in
[CGL+20] can be generalized to directed graphs. The only crucial new ingredient is in the analysis
about entropy function.
We review the previous work on the cut-matching game below. The framework was first intro-
duced by Khandekar, Rao and Vazirani [KRV09] and has been used in numerous algorithms for com-
puting sparse cuts [KRV09, NS17, SW19, GLN+] and beyond (e.g. [CC13, RST14, CC16, CL16]).
There is also a line of works which focuses on the quality of the cut-matching game itself (i.e. the
guarantee of the cut player) and describe our contribution. For simplicity, we assume that d = 1.
• (Undirected Matching Player, Randomized Cut Player): The first work is by Khan-
dekar, Rao and Vazirani [KRV09]. They require the matching player to choose an undirected
perfect matching Mi at each round i. Then, they show a randomized algorithm for the cut
player that takes O(n log2 n) time in each round i to output (Ai, Bi) and guarantees that
after R = O(log2 n) rounds, Ψ(W ) ≥ Ω(1) and so Φ(W ) ≥ Ω(1/ log2 n). Then, Orecchia
et. al [OSVV08] show a slower randomized algorithm which takes O˜(n) time per round but
after R = O(log2 n) rounds, they improve the sparsity guarantee to Ψ(W ) ≥ Ω(log n).
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• (Directed Matching Player, Randomized Cut Player): Louis [Lou10] generalizes the
result by [KRV09] and shows that even when the matching players give two directed perfect
matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i, there is a randomized algorithm for the cut player with same guarantee
as in [KRV09]. As every undirected matching Mi can be thought as two directed matchings−→
M i and
←−
M i such that (u, v) ∈ −→M i iff (v, u) ∈ ←−M i, this setting of directed matchings is a strict
generalization.
• (Undirected Matching Player, Deterministic Cut Player): In the attempt to reduce
the number of O(log2 n) rounds, Khandekar et. al [KKOV07] show that, when the matching
player chooses an undirected perfect matching Mi at each round i, there is a deterministic
exponential-time algorithm for the cut player (by simply finding a sparsest cut in Wi−1).
Then, after R = O(log n) rounds, they guarantee Ψ(W ) ≥ Ω(1). The novel component of this
work is the potential analysis based on entropy. Later, it is observed in [GLN+] that finding
approximate sparsest cuts also works: they show a deterministic O˜(n2)-time algorithm for
the cut player where Ψ(W ) ≥ 1/ logO(1) n after R = O(log n) rounds. Finally, Chuzhoy et. al
[CGL+20] give a deterministic Ô(n)-time algorithm for the cut player where Ψ(W ) ≥ 1/no(1)
after R = O(log n) rounds. This in turns imply a wide range of applications in undirected
graphs. We note that both [GLN+, CGL+20] use the same potential analysis based on entropy.
We can see that, in contrast to Theorem 7.1, all previous cut-player algorithms either are random-
ized, or require undirected matchings, or both. We describe our cut-player algorithm in Section 7.1.
The idea for proving Theorem 7.1 is by generalizing two components of the previous works, and
then combining the two.
First, we generalize the deterministic Ô(n)-time implementation of Chuzhoy et. al [CGL+20]
for the cut player to work in directed graphs. Although the result in [CGL+20] was stated for
undirected graphs, most of the tools from [CGL+20] readily generalizes to directed graphs. We
sketch how to do this in Section 7.3.
Second, we generalize the potential analysis based on entropy by Khandekar et. al [KKOV07]
to work with directed matchings. Although the idea is similar, our analysis is more involved. At a
very high level, the reason is that, while each undirected matching Mi can be viewed as a collection
of directed cycles of length 2 (and hence a directed calculation by hand is possible), the union two
directed matchings of
−→
M i ∪←−M i can be a collection of directed cycles of arbitrary length. The detail
of our analysis is shown in Section 7.2.
Preliminaries about Sparsity of Cuts. In this section, it is more convenient to work with the
notion of sparsity instead of conductance. Sparsity measures expansion of a cut like conductance
but, for sparsity, we compare the cut size to the number of vertices in the cut.
Definition 7.2 (Sparsity). A directed weighted graph G = (V,E) has sparsity Ψ(G) ≥ ψ if, for
any set S ⊂ V where |S| ≤ |V \S|, min{δin(S), δout(S)} ≥ ψ|S|. The sparsity of a cut (S, V \S) is
ΨG(S) = min{δin(S), δout(S)}/min{|S|, |V \ S|}.
Note that, in the graph with maximum weighted degree d, we have Φ(G) ≤ Ψ(G) ≤ d · Φ(G).
Also, Ψ(H) ≤ Ψ(G) for any subgraph H of G.
7.1 The Cut Player Algorithm
To describe the algorithm of the cut player for Theorem 7.1, we need the following subroutine:
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Theorem 7.3. There is a deterministic algorithm, that we call CutOrCertify, that, given a
directed n-vertex 1/d-integral graph G = (V,E) and maximum weighted degree O(log n), returns
one of the following:
• either a cut (A,B) in G such that |A|, |B| ≥ n/10 and w(EG(A,B)) ≤ n/100; or
• a subset S ⊂ V of at least n/2 vertices and Ψ(G[S]) ≥ 1/γ.
The running time of the algorithm is O (ndγ) where γ = no(1).
As this subroutine is the generalization of Theorem 1.5 of [CGL+20] to directed weighted graphs
and almost all tools are readily generalized, we only sketch the proof for completeness in Section 7.3.
Now, we describe the algorithm of the cut player for Theorem 7.1 which is a generalization of the
algorithm in [KKOV07] to directed graphs. Initialize W0 = ∅ as an n-vertex empty graph. Starting
from i = 1. While the algorithm CutOrCertify running on Wi−1 returns the cut (A,B) where
w(EWi−1(A,B)) ≤ n/100 and |A|, |B| ≥ n/10, we do the following. Let Ai and Bi be arbitrary
subsets where |Ai| = |Bi| ≥ n/4 and (Ai, Bi) does not cross (A,B) (i.e. either A ⊆ Ai or B ⊆ Bi).
Then, the matching player gives us two directed 1/d-integral perfect matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i that
matches vertices from Ai to Bi and back. Then, Wi ←Wi−1 ∪−→M i ∪←−M i. This finishes the round i.
Then, we set i← i+ 1.
Otherwise, CutOrCertify returns a subset S ⊆ V of at least n/2 vertices, such that Ψ(Wi−1[S]) ≥
1/γ. Now, we call the last round. Let T ⊆ V \ S be an arbitrary set where |T | = |S|. The cut
player chooses Ai and Bi by setting (Ai, Bi) ← (S, T ). Then, the matching player again gives us
the perfect matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i. Finally, set Wi ←Wi−1 ∪−→M i∪←−M i and terminate. Let W =Wi
denote the graph after the last iteration.
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 7.1. First, we bound the number of rounds:
Lemma 7.4. There are at most O(log n) rounds in the above process.
The proof of Lemma 7.4 is the main contribution of this section and is shown later in Section 7.2.
Next, we claim that after the process is terminated, then Ψ(W ) ≥ Ω(1/γ). This follows because
Ψ(W ) ≥ Ψ(Wi−1[S]∪−→M i ∪←−M i) ≥ Ω(1/γ) where the last inequality is by the following observation
(which is a generalization of Observation 2.3 in [CGL+20]):
Proposition 7.5. Let G = (V,E) be an n-vertex (weighted) graph where Ψ(G) ≥ ψ, and let G′ be
another graph that is obtained from G by adding to it a new set V ′ of at most n vertices, and two
perfect (fractional) matching
−→
M and
←−
M , matching vertices from V ′ to another set V ′′ ⊆ V and vice
versa where |V ′′| = |V ′|. Then Ψ(G′) = Ω(ψ).
As the weighted degree of each vertex in W is at most O(log n), we have that Φ(W ) ≥
Ψ(W )/O(log n) ≥ Ω(1/γ log n) = 1/no(1). Observe further that the weighted in-degree and out-
degree of each vertex in W is at least 1. To see this, consider Wi−1 before the last round. Observe
that weighted in-degree and out-degree of each vertex is integral, becauseWi−1 is a union of perfect
matchings. However, if a vertex u has either zero in-degree or out-degree in Wi−1, then u can not
be in the set S where Ψ(Wi−1[S]) ≥ 1/γ. But, the perfect matching −→M i and ←−M i in the last round
must contribute exactly 1 to both the weighted in-degree and out-degree of u.
Therefore, we conclude that, in each round, the cut player takes O (ndγ) = Ô(nd) time. After
O(log n) rounds,W is a 1/no(1)-expander and each vertex inW has weighted in-degree or out-degree
at least 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.
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7.2 Bounding the Number of Rounds
We prove Lemma 7.4 in this section. Consider the following process. Initially, each vertex u has a
unit of mass initialized at u itself.
At round i, we are given the 1/d-integral perfect matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i. Observe that
−→
M i is
the average of exactly d integral perfect matching
−→
M i,1, . . . ,
−→
M i,d. Similarly,
←−
M i is the average of←−
M i,1, . . . ,
←−
M i,d. Let Di be a uniformly random number from {1, . . . , d}. The mass on each vertex
is distributed as follows:
• For each u ∈ A ∪ B, 1/2-fraction of the mass at u stays at u and 1/2-fraction of the mass
from u is sent to v where (u, v) the unique outgoing edge of u in
−→
M i,Di ∪
←−
M i,Di .
• For each u ∈ V \ (A ∪B), all of the mass at u stays at u.
Observe that, at round i, the mass is moved only between Ai and Bi and there are exactly 1
unit of mass on every vertex after each round. Let pi(u, v) denote the expected mass that starts
from u and ends at v after the i-th round. From the above process, we have that p0(u, u) = 1
for all u ∈ V and p0(u, v) = 0 for all u 6= v. Observe that 0 ≤ pi(u, v) ≤ 1 for all u, v, i, and∑
v∈V pi(u, v) = 1,
∑
u∈V pi(u, v) = 1.
Let
−→
P i(u) denote the random variable where Pr[
−→
P i(u) = v] = pi(u, v) for all v ∈ V , i.e., the
distribution of
−→
P i(u) is the distribution of mass starting from u after the i-th round. Similarly,
let
←−
P i(v) denote the random variable where Pr[
←−
P i(v) = u] = pi(u, v) for all v ∈ V . That is,
the distribution of
←−
P i(v) is the distribution of mass of each vertex that ends at v after the i-th
round. For any distribution X = (x1, . . . , xn) where p(x) = Pr[X = x], the entropy of X is
H(X) =
∑
x p(x) log
1
p(x) .
The potential after round i is defined as
Φi =
∑
u∈V
H(
−→
P i(u)) +H(
←−
P i(u)).
From the definition of entropy, observe the following simple fact:
Proposition 7.6. Φ0 = 0 and Φi ≤ O(n log n) for all i.
Our main goal is to show that after each round i, we have Φi ≥ Φi−1 + Ω(n). So there can be
only O(log n) rounds. We will show that this is true even if Di is fixed. We formalize this below.
Let Z be a random variable. The entropy of X conditioned on the value of Z = z is defined as
H(X | Z = z) = ∑x p(x | z) log 1p(x|z) . It is well-known that fixing some random variable never
increases the entropy:
Fact 7.7. H(X | Z = z) ≤ H(X)
Let Φi,z =
∑
u∈V H(
−→
P i(u) | Di = z) + H(←−P i(u) | Di = z). As Φi,z ≤ Φi by the above fact,
we can bound the number of rounds to be O(log n), proving Lemma 7.4, once we can prove the
following:
Lemma 7.8. Φi,z ≥ Φi−1 +Ω(n) for any z ∈ [d].
As our goal is to lower bound Φi,z for every z, from now on, we will assume that Di = z is fixed
for some z. For notational convenience, below we will assume
−→
M i =
−→
M i,z and
←−
M i =
←−
M i,z and avoid
writing “given Di = z” in the expressions. As i will be fixed below, we also write pi−i,
−→
P i−1,
←−
P i−1
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as p,
−→
P ,
←−
P respectively, and write pi,
−→
P i,
←−
P i as p
′,
−→
P ′,
←−
P ′ respectively. For any sets S, T ⊆ V , we
define p(S, T ) =
∑
u∈S,v∈T p(u, v) and p
′(S, T ) is similarly defined.
As
−→
M i and
←−
M i are now assumed to be integral,
−→
M i∪←−M i forms a collection C of disjoint directed
cycles that partition Ai ∪ Bi. Indices of vertices in each cycle C = (c1, . . . , c|C|) ∈ C are such that
c1, c3, c5, . . . , c|C|−1 ∈ Ai and c2, c4, c4, . . . , c|C| ∈ Bi. In particular, |C| is even. How the mass moves
in at round i can be described as follows: for every C = (c1, . . . , c|C|) ∈ C, u ∈ V , and 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|
p′(u, cj) =
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
2
where we define c0 = c|C|. Observe that p
′(u,C) = p(u,C). First, we show the entropy never
decreases.
Lemma 7.9. For all u ∈ V , H(−→P ′(u)) ≥ H(−→P (u)) and H(←−P ′(u)) ≥ H(←−P (u)).
Proof. We will prove that H(
−→
P ′(u)) ≥ H(−→P (u)) for all u. The proof for H(←−P ′(u)) ≥ H(←−P (u)) is
symmetric.
Fix u from now. For each cycle C ∈ C, let HC(−→P (u)) =
∑
v∈C p(u, v) log
1
p(u,v) be the sum of the
terms inH(
−→
P (u)) restricted to only vertices in C. Similarly, we letHC(
−→
P ′(u)) =
∑
v∈C p
′(u, v) log 1p′(u,v) .
It suffices to show that HC(
−→
P ′(u)) ≥ HC(−→P (u)) for each C ∈ C. Fix C from now. Recall the bi-
nary entropy function h(x) = x log 1x + (1 − x) log 1(1−x) where h : [0, 1] → [0, 1]. Let us verify the
following equality:
Claim 7.10. HC(
−→
P ′(u)) +
∑|C|
j=1 p
′(u, cj) · h( p(u,cj)p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)) = HC(
−→
P (u)) + p(u,C)
Proof. We have
HC(
−→
P ′(u)) +
|C|∑
j=1
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
2
· h( p(u, cj)
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
)
=HC(
−→
P ′(u)) +
|C|∑
j=1
(
p(u, cj)
2
log
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
p(u, cj)
+
p(u, cj−1)
2
log
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
p(u, cj)
)
=
|C|∑
j=1
p(u, cj)
2
log
2
p(u, cj)
+
|C|∑
j=1
p(u, cj−1)
2
log
2
p(u, cj−1)
=
|C|∑
j=1
p(u, cj)(log
1
p(u, cj)
+ 1)
=HC(
−→
P (u)) + p(u,C)
So, it remains to show that
∑|C|
j=1 p
′(u, cj) · h( p(u,cj)p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)) ≤ p(u,C). To show this, let Y be
random variable where
Pr[Y =
p(u, cj)
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
] = p′(u, cj)/p
′(u,C)
Observe that E(h(Y )) =
∑|C|
j=1
p′(u,cj)
p′(u,C) ·h(
p(u,cj)
p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)
) andE(Y ) =
∑|C|
j=1
p′(u,cj)
p′(u,C) ·
p(u,cj)
p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)
=
1/2. By Jensen’s inequality, we have E(h(Y )) ≤ h(E(Y )) = h(1/2) = 1. So ∑|C|j=1 p′(u, cj) ·
h(
p(u,cj)
p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)
) ≤ p′(u,C) = p(u,C) as desired. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.9.
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Lemma 7.9 already implies that Φi,z ≥ Φi−1. Next, to show that the potential increase is Ω(n),
we need to exploit the fact that the cut (A,B) is a sparse cut. More precisely, let (A,B) be a cut
of Wi−1 returned by Theorem 7.3 where w(EWi−1(A,B)) ≤ n/100 and |A|, |B| ≥ n/10. Recall that
we choose Ai and Bi where |Ai| = |Bi| ≥ n/4 and (Ai, Bi) does not cross (A,B).
Suppose that |A| ≤ |B|. We will show that ∑u∈V H(−→P i(u)) ≥ ∑u∈V H(−→P i−1(u)) + Ω(n). If
|A| ≥ |B|, we can show that ∑u∈V H(←−P i(u)) ≥ ∑u∈V H(←−P i−1(u)) + Ω(n) by symmetry. So we
will assume |A| ≤ |B| from now.
As |A| ≤ |B|, we can choose (Ai, Bi) such that A ⊆ Ai and Bi ⊆ B. Observe that each 1/d-
integral edge e ∈ Wi−1 has mass going through it exactly once with amount 1/2d = w(e)/2. As
w(EWi−1(A,B)) ≤ n/100, we have p(A,B) ≤ n/200. As Bi ⊆ B, we have p(A,Bi) ≤ n/200 ≤
|A|/20. By averaging argument, there at least |A|/2 ≥ n/20 vertices u ∈ A such that p(u,Bi) ≤ 1/10
(otherwise, p(A,Bi) >
|A|
2 · 110 which is a contradiction). We call these vertices in A interesting
vertices. Note that, for each interesting u ∈ A, we have p(u,Ai) = p(u, V )− p(u,Bi) > 9/10.
Fix an interesting vertex u. Consider the collection C of cycles forming by −→M i ∪ ←−M i. We say
that a cycle C ∈ C is good (w.r.t. u) if p(u,Ai ∩ C) ≥ 2p(u,Bi ∩ C). Observe the following:
Proposition 7.11. For every interesting vertex u ∈ A, ∑C:good p(u,Ai ∩ C) ≥ 1/2.
Proof. For each v ∈ Ai, there is a unique cycle from C containing v. So ∑C∈C p(u,Ai ∩ C) =
p(u,Ai) > 9/10. Assume for contradiction that
∑
C:good p(u,Ai ∩ C) < 1/2. Then, we have
p(u,Bi) ≥
∑
C:bad
p(u,Bi ∩C)
>
∑
C:bad
p(u,Ai ∩ C)/2
> (9/10 − 1/2)/2 = 2/10.
But u is interesting, so p(u,Bi) ≤ 1/10, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 7.12. For every interesting vertex u ∈ A and good cycle C w.r.t. u, HC(−→P ′(u)) ≥
HC(
−→
P (u)) + Ω(p(u,C)).
Proof. The proof is the extension of Lemma 7.9. Let C = (c1, . . . , c|C|). Recall that HC(
−→
P ′(u)) +∑|C|
j=1 p
′(u, cj) · h( p(u,cj)p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)) = HC(
−→
P (u)) + p(u,C). It suffices to prove that
∑|C|
j=1 p
′(u, cj) ·
h(
p(u,cj)
p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)
) ≤ (1− Ω(1))p(u,C).
Let Z be random variable that is similarly defined as the random variable Y from Lemma 7.9.
For odd 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|, we set
Pr[Z =
p(u, cj)
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
] = p′(u, cj)/p
′(u,C)
and, for even 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|, we set
Pr[Z =
p(u, cj−1)
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
] = p′(u, cj)/p
′(u,C).
Observe that E(Z) =
∑
j:odd p(u, cj)/p
′(u,C) = p(u,Ai ∩ C)/p(u,C) ≥ 2/3 because C is good.
Recall from Lemma 7.9 that 1p(u,C)
∑|C|
j=1 p
′(u, cj) · h( p(u,cj)p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)) = E(h(Y )). However, as
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h(
p(u,cj)
p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)
) = h(
p(u,cj)
p(u,cj)+p(u,cj−1)
) for any j, so we have that E(h(Y )) = E(h(Z)). By Jensen’s
inequality, we have E(h(Z)) ≤ h(E(Z)) ≤ h(2/3) ≤ 1− Ω(1). Therefore, we conclude that
1
p(u,C)
|C|∑
j=1
p′(u, cj) · h( p(u, cj)
p(u, cj) + p(u, cj−1)
) ≤ 1− Ω(1).
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.12.
Finally, we summarize the argument above and prove Lemma 7.8. Recall that we assume that
the cut (A,B) on Wi−1 found by Theorem 7.3 is such that |A| ≤ |B|. Then, we have shown that
there are n/20 interesting vertices. For each interesting vertex u ∈ A, combining Proposition 7.11
and Lemma 7.12, we have
H(
−→
P ′(u)) ≥ H(−→P (u)) +
∑
C:good
Ω(p(u,C)) = H(
−→
P (u)) + Ω(1).
As H(
−→
P ′(u)) ≥ H(−→P (u)) and H(←−P ′(u)) ≥ H(←−P (u)) for all u ∈ V by Lemma 7.9. We have
Φi,z ≥ Φi−1 + n20 · Ω(1).
If |A| ≥ |B|, the proof is symmetric. We choose (Ai, Bi) such that Ai ⊆ A and so p(Ai, B) ≤
n/200 ≤ |B|/20. We say that a vertex u ∈ B is interesting if p(Ai, u) ≤ 1/10. There must be
at least |B|/2 ≥ n/20 interesting vertices using the same agrument. We say that a cycle C ∈ C
is good (w.r.t. u) if p(Bi ∩ C, u) ≥ 2p(Ai ∩ C, u) and can prove that ∑C:good p(Bi ∩ C, u) ≥ 1/2
for every interesting u. We also have HC(
←−
P ′(u)) ≥ HC(←−P (u)) + Ω(p(C, u)). All these imply that
Φi,z ≥ Φi−1 + n20 · Ω(1) as well. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.8, which in turn proves
Lemma 7.4.
7.3 Implementation of CutOrCertify in Directed Graphs
In this section, we sketch the proof of Theorem 7.3. First, we state the version of Theorem 7.3 for
only unweighted graphs.
Theorem 7.13. There is a deterministic algorithm that, given a directed n-vertex unweighted graph
G = (V,E) and maximum weighted degree O(log n), returns one of the following:
• either a cut (A,B) in G such that |A|, |B| ≥ n/4 and |EG(A,B)| ≤ n/1000; or
• a subset S ⊂ V of at least n/2 vertices and Ψ(G[S]) ≥ 1/γ.
The running time of the algorithm is O (nγ) where γ = no(1).
Theorem 7.3 follows from Theorem 7.13. Given Theorem 7.13 above, the proof of The-
orem 7.3 is quite straightforward. There are two steps: (1) making the graph unweighted, (2)
reducing the maximum degree.
For the first step, as the input graph G of Theorem 7.3 is 1/d-integral, we can scale up all
1/d-integral edges to unweighted edges. Let G′ denote the resulting graph. As the weighted min-
imum and maximum in-degree/out-degree in G is 1 and O(log n) respectively, G′ has O(nd log n)
unweighted edges and has minimum and maximum in-degree/out-degree d and O(d log n) respec-
tively.
For the second step, we apply the standard “degree reduction” technique. (See Section 5.2
of [CGL+20]) to G′ and obtain G′′. The idea to obtain G′′ is to replace each vertex in G by a
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constant-degree expander with O(d log n) vertices. It is easy to show that, when we compute call
Theorem 7.13 on G′′, we can obtain a corresponding cut in G′ as an output of Theorem 7.3 with
the same balanced and sparsity in linear time. This argument is formally shown in Lemma 5.4
of [CGL+20]. Although the proof was for undirected graphs, the proof generalizes seamlessly to
directed graphs.
Proof of Theorem 7.13. Theorem 7.13 is exactly the directed-graph version of Theorem 1.5
from [CGL+20]. The proof of Theorem 1.5 of [CGL+20] only needs the techniques from Section3
and 4 in [CGL+20], and not any other sections. Below, we sketch the idea how to modify such
ideas from [CGL+20] in Sections 3 and 4. The modification is as follows:
• Section 3 of [CGL+20] describes algorithms that, given a set of vertices A1, . . . Ak and
B1, . . . Bk where |Ai| = |Bi|, either compute an embedding of matchings between Ai and
Bi for all i with some small number of fake edges, or return a balanced sparse cut. Their first
algorithm is based on Even-Shiloach tree and their second algorithm is based on push-relabel
flow algorithm. As both algorithms readily work on directed graphs, the statement of their
result in Section 3 can be generalized to directed graphs without technical modification.
• Section 4 of [CGL+20] describes a recursive algorithm for the undirected version of Theo-
rem 7.13. We need three simple modifications. First, they employ the undirected expander
pruning from [SW19] to identify the large vertex set S where Ψ(G[S]) ≥ 1/no(1). We can
replace this subroutine in a black-box manner with our directed expander pruning from Theo-
rem 6.1 (when all the edge deletions are even given in one batch). As the quality and running
time of Theorem 6.1 directed graphs is only no(1) factor worse than the algorithm of [SW19]
for undirected, this only affects our final guarantee in Theorem 7.13 by no(1) factor. The
second modification is the following. The algorithm in Section 4 of [CGL+20] use a simple
observation that a union of sparse cuts is also sparse. While this is true for undirected graphs,
this is not true in directed graphs because a sparse cut can be sparse either because of few
out-going edges or because of few in-coming edges. Fortunately, we can show that there is a
large subset of the union whose sparsity is at most twice. This is formally stated and proved
below in Proposition 7.14. Lastly, the recursive algorithm in Section 4 of [CGL+20] needs the
cut-matching game of Khandekar et. al [KKOV07] which works for only undirected graphs
(i.e. the matching player inserts undirected matchings). But we have generalized the analysis
of this cut-matching game to work even when the matching players inserts directed match-
ings in Section 7.2. With these three technical modification, we can prove Theorem 7.13 by
following the same steps of the algorithm shown in Section 4 of [CGL+20].
Proposition 7.14. Let G1, G2, . . . , Gk be a sequence of weighted directed graphs obtained by the
following process. For each i, there is a set Si ⊂ V (Gi) such that Gi+1 = Gi[V (Gi) \ Si], |Si| ≤
|V (Gi|/2, and ΨGi(Si) ≤ ψ. Suppose |
⋃
i Si| ≤ |V (G1)|/2. Then, there is a set S ⊆
⋃
i Si where
|S| ≥ |⋃i Si|/2 such that ΨG1(S) ≤ 3ψ.
Proof. For each i, we say that Si is out-sparse if w (E (Si, V (Gi) \ Si))) ≤ ψ|Si| and Si is in-sparse
if w (E (V (Gi) \ Si), Si)) ≤ ψ|Si|. Let Sout and Sin be the union of out-sparse sets Si and the union
of in-sparse sets Si respectively. We assume w.l.o.g. that |Sout| ≥ |Sin|, otherwise the proof is
symmetric. Note that |Sout| ≥ |⋃i Si|/2 and Sout ⊆ ⋃i Si.
First, we claim that w
(
E
(
Sout, Sin
)) ≤ ψ(|Sout| + |Sin|). To see this, suppose that S1 is
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out-sparse. Then, we have
w
(
E
(
Sout, Sin
))
≤ w
(
E
(
S1, S
in
))
+ w
(
E
(
Sout \ S1, Sin
))
≤ w (E (S1, V (G1) \ S1)) + w
(
E
(
Sout \ S1, Sin
))
≤ ψ|S1|+ ψ(|Sout \ S1|+ |Sin|)
where the last inequality is because S1 is out-sparse and because we can continue the same argument
on S2 and w
(
E
(
Sout \ S1, Sin
))
. If S1 is in-sparse the argument is the symmetric. Next, observe
that w
(
E
(
Sout, V (G1) \ (Sout ∪ Sin)
)) ≤ ψ|Sout|. To see this, we write Sout = Sj1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sjk′
where, for each i, Sji is an out-sparse cut and ji < ji+1. Then, we have
w
(
E
(
Sout, V (G1) \ (Sout ∪ Sin)
))
≤
∑
i
w (E (Sji , V (Gji) \ Sji)) ≤ ψ
∑
i
|Sji | = ψ|Sout|.
Therefore, we have
w
(
E
(
Sout, V (G1) \ Sout
))
≤ w
(
E
(
Sout, V (G1) \ (Sout ∪ Sin)
))
+ w
(
E(Sout, Sin)
)
≤ ψ|Sout|+ ψ(|Sout|+ |Sin|)
≤ 3ψ|Sout|.
As |Sout| ≤ |⋃i Si| ≤ |V (G1)|/2, so ΨG1(Sout) ≤ 3ψ.
8 Achieving Almost Path-Length Query-Time
In this section, we show how our decremental SCC Algorithm (Algorithm 1) responds to queries.
By Proposition 4.1, we only need to show how to answer SCC path-queries in G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ]. Since
the algorithm explicitly maintains the connected components of G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ] (these are precisely the
sets in C), the query can easily determine in O(1) time whether two vertices belong to the same
SCC in G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ]. All that remains is to show that if u and v belong to the same SCC G in
G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ], then the agorithm can efficiently return a simple path from u to v in G. (A path in the
other direction can be returned using an analogous argument.)
Since G = (V,E) is an SCC in G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ], we know that the algorithm makes some call
SCC-Helper(G). Let W be the large witness maintained in line 5. Since the algorithm also
maintains data structure Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗) (Line 7), we can in O(log(n)) time
find vertices w, w′ in W such that u is contained in an in-directed tree T rooted at w and v is
contained in an out-directed tree T ′ rooted at w′ (see guarantees of Theorem 4.4). Finally, we can
find use Path-Inside-Expander(W ), maintained in Line 6, to find a path PW from w to w
′ in
E(W ), where |PW | = no(1). Note that the path PW uses the edges of witness W , NOT the edges
of G. The total time spent up to this point is only no(1).
For convenience, we relabel vertices a bit. Let u = v1. Let v2, . . . , vk−1 be the edges in W on
PW ; so v2 = w and vk−1 = w
′. Let vk = v. Since |PW | = no(1), we also have k = no(1).
We first consider a naive procedure query, and show that while it successfully returns a path, it
is not efficient enough. We can use T and T ′ to find paths Pu and Pv in G, which are respectively
from u to w and from w′ to v. Now, let P be the embedding of W into G, which is explicitly
maintained by the call to Robust-Witness in Line 5 of the algorithm. We can use P to convert
the path PW = (v2, ..., vk−1) into a path in G. Each edge (vi, vi+1) ∈ PW ⊆ E(W ) corresponds to
some path v2 ֌ v3 in P, so concatenating these yields a path PG ⊂ E(G) from v2 to vk−1. We
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then return the u − v path P = Pu ◦ PG ◦ Pv. Note that Pu and Pv, as well as the paths in P,
can be as long Ô(1/φ∗) = Ô(n1/3), so P can be quite long. At first glance this does not seem to
be a problem, because it is not hard to check that the time spent to find P is O(|P |). The issue
is that the path P might not be simple. Say, for example, that the first edge of Pu is (u, z) and
the before-last edge of Pv is (y, z). Then almost all of P consists of a long cycle from z to z. Of
course, we can always extract a simple path P ′ ⊆ P , but in the example above P ′ will be the path
(u, z) ◦ (z, v). We thus spent as much as Ô(n1/3) returning a path of length 2.
In order to achieve almost path-length query time, we thus need a more clever query procedure.
We start with some notation. Let P1 and Pk−1 be the paths described above from v1 to v2 and
from vk−1 to vk; these paths are both contained in acyclic trees, so they are simple. Similarly, for
2 ≤ i ≤ k− 2, let Pi be the path in P from vi to vi+1; these are all simple because they correspond
to paths in P, which form the path decomposition of a flow (see Remark B.1). In this terminology,
the naive query procedure is to look at all of the edges in all of the Pi, and concatenate them. We
now show a different method that allows us to effectively throw away long cycles without having
to look at all the edges on the cycle.
8.1 Improved Query Procedure
Minor additions to the data structures used by Algorithm 1 Recall that the paths
P1, . . . , Pk all come from Forest-From-Witness and Robust-Witness. Our query procedure
requires these two algorithms to construct slightly more powerful data structures. Both the ad-
ditions are light-weight, and will only increase the total update time of these algorithms by a
O(log(n)) factor, which is subsumed in the Ô-notation.
Recall that Robust-Witness (Theorem 4.3) explicitly constructs all the flow paths in embed-
ding P. These paths can be stored as doubly linked lists. For the query procedure to work, we also
have Robust-Witness build a simple data structure on each path P : build a balanced binary
search tree on the vertices in P , and let each node in the tree have a pointer to the corresponding
node in list P . This can clearly be done in O(|P | log(n)) time. Note that we do not need to main-
tain these data structures dynamically, because within each phase of Robust-Witness, individual
paths in the embedding never change; the embedding changes only via deleting entire paths. Every
time Robust-Witness enter a new phase, it computes a new embedding from scratch, at which
point we can again construct our data structure on each path P with only O(log(n)) overhead.
Recall that Forest-From-Witness (Theorem 4.4) maintains a forest of trees. Firstly, for each
vertex x ∈ V , we maintain a pointer to the corresponding node in the tree that contains x, and
vice versa: these pointers never change, only incur O(1) overhead. We also maintain a top tree on
each tree in the forest: see e.g. the paper by Alstrup et al. for a nice overview [AHdLT05]. These
trees can perform link and cut operations in O(log(n)) time, maintaining them incurs at most a
O(log(n)) multiplicated overhead in the update time. (In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.4 in Section
D already uses link-cut trees, so in our case using top-trees incurs no additional overhead.) The
key operation we need from top trees is that given any vertices x, y ∈ V , we can 1) Given any
x, y ∈ V , determine whether they are in the same tree. This is done by using the pointers to the
respective nodes of x and y in the forest and checking if they have the same root. 2) check if y
is on the path between x and the root. Letting r be the root vertex, this is done by checking if
dist(x, y) + dist(y, r) = dist(x, r); see Lemma 5 of [AHdLT05] for details on how the top-trees can
be used to return distances in the tree.
The above data structures lead to the following claim
Claim 8.1. Let T1 and Tk be the trees maintained for v1 and vk by Forest-From-Witness, say
that paths P2, . . . , Pk−1 are stored as doubly linked lists, and say that we also have the augmented
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data structures described above. Then, given any vertex x ∈ V and any index i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, it
is possible to answer the following query Vertex-In-Path(x, i) in O(log(n)) time:
1. If x /∈ Pi return False
2. If x ∈ Pi, returns True and also returns a pointer to the node corresponding to x in the path
Pi: for P2, . . . , Pk−1 this means the node in the doubly linked list Pi, and for P1, Pk this means
the node in the corresponding tree T1, Tk.
Proof. The claim follows directly from the augmented data structures. If 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, then the
binary search tree on Pi allows us to search for x in O(log(|Pi|)) = O(log(n)) time; if the node is
found, then we follow the pointer from the binary search tree to the path.
Say i = 1; the case i = k is analogous. As mentioned above, the top tree on T1 allows us to
check if x is in T1, and if yes, to determine is x is on path P1 by checking if it is ancestor for v1.
The pointer to the node x in the tree comes from the fact that we store pointers to and from every
vertex in G and the corresponding nodes in the forest.
The Algorithm: Say that the first edge on P1 is (v1, z). To avoid exploring a long cycle through
z (see example above), before continuing from z the algorithm checks if z is on one of the other
paths Pi. If not, it can safely continue. If yes, let Pj be the path that contains z with maximum j.
Then, instead of continuing the search from P1, the algorithm continues from Pj. This guarantees
that there can be no cycle through j, because Pj is simple, and no later path contains z.
The pseudocode in Algorithm 5 formalizes the intuition above.
Algorithm 5: Finding a path from v1 to vk. Recall the paths P1, . . . , Pk defined above.
1 Initialize CurVertex← v1
2 Initialize CurPath← 1
3 Initialize CurPointer to point to v1 in P1 // always points to CurVertex in PCurPath
4 Initialize P ∗ ← ∅ // P ∗ is returned at the end, and will always be simple
5 Repeat Until CurVertex = vk
6 Do Vertex-In-Path(CurVertex, i) for all i > CurPath
7 if none of the Vertex-In-Path return True then // no cycle through CurVertex
8 Let z be the vertex after CurVertex on path PCurPath (can find z by following
CurPointer and then taking the next edge in the path/tree)
9 Add edge (CurVertex, z) to P ∗
10 CurVertex← z; adjust CurPointer to point to z
11 else
12 Let i be the largest index such that Vertex-In-Path(CurVertex, i) returns True
13 CurPath← i
14 Set CurPointer to be pointer returned by Vertex-In-Path
15 Return P ∗
Analysis Firstly, note that when we execute the main loop in Line 5, we cannot land in the else
statement twice in a row, since the else statement always switches to the highest-indexed path that
contains CurVertex. So for every two iterations of the loop, we execute the if statement at least
once, and hence add an edge to P ∗.
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Consider the (possibly non-simple) path P = P1 ◦ P2 ◦ . . . ◦ Pk. It is easy to see that in every
iteration of the main loop, the algorithm jumps forward in P : it either goes forward one vertex in
some path Pi (the if statement), or it jumps from CurVertex to another copy of CurVertex on a
later path (the else statement). In other words, the vertices of P∗ for a subsequence of the vertices
in P . Thus, the algorithm eventually reaches vk and terminates.
We now argue that the returned path P∗ is simple. Consider any vertex x ∈ P∗ and consider
the first time we added x to P∗; say that at this time CurPath = i. We argue that x will never be
reached again. The first case is that Vertex-In-Path(x, j) returns False for all j > i. In this case
P∗ will never again reach x, because as argued in the above paragraph, P∗ only moves forward
along P ; it cannot reach x a second time in Pi because each Pi is simple and x is not contained in
any of the later Pj . The second case is that x ∈ Pj for some j ≥ i. Let j be the largest index such
that j ≥ i. Then the else-statement of the main loop switches to Pj without adding any vertices
to P∗ and in the next iteration we are the first case, so there is no cycle through x.
For the running time analysis, note that each iteration of the main loop executes k = no(1)
instances of Vertex-In-Path, each of which takes O(log(n)) time, so the running time is Ô(#
iterations of main loop). We argued above that for every two iterations of the while loop at least
one vertex is added to P∗. We thus have a running time of Ô(P ∗), as desired.
9 Deterministic SSSP in Decremental Graphs
In this section, we prove one of our main results: Theorem 1.2. Recall that our decremental
SSR/SCC result combines our new expander-based framework with earlier techniques for decre-
mental SCC in [Lac11, CHI+16]. Our decremental SSSP results uses the new framework in a
similar way, but now combines it with earlier tools for decremental SSSP in [GW20, BGW20]. In
particular, we start with the following proposition, which essentially combined Proposition 4.1 and
Theorem 4.4.
Proposition 9.1. Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted decremental graph, and s ∈ V a fixed source. Let
A be a data structure given some integer d > 0, that processes edge deletions to E and after every
edge deletion ensures that 1) G is strongly-connected and has diameter at most d and 2) supports
path queries between any two vertices in G that returns a path of length Ô(d) in almost-path-length
query time and runs in total update time T (m,n, d) (here we assume T (m1, n1, d1)+T (m2, n2, d2) ≤
T (m,n, d) for all choices m,n, d and m1,m2, n1, n2, d1, d2 such that m = m1 +m2, n = n1 + n2
and d = d1 + d2). At any time the data structure may perform the following operation: it finds
and outputs a Ô(1/d)-sparse cut (L,S,R) where |L| ≤ |R| and replaces G with G[R]; here we only
require the algorithm to output L and S explicitly. (This sparse-cut operation is not an adversarial
update, but is rather something the data structure can do of its own accord at ay time.)
Then, there exists a deterministic data structure B that can report (1+ ǫ)-approximate distance
estimates and corresponding paths from s to any vertex v ∈ V in the graph G in almost-path-length
query time and has total update time Ô((T (m,n, δ)+n3/δ+n2δ+mn2/3) logW/ǫ) for any choice of
δ, ǫ > 0. (Note that the data structure can cause V (G) to shrink over time via sparse-cut operations,
so it only has to answer queries for vertices u, v in the current graph.)
It is straight-forward to obtain Theorem 1.2 from the proposition, and Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We now show how to implement the data structure A required by the setup
of Proposition 9.1, with T (m,n, δ) = Ô(mδ2) as follows. Given the graph G, we can invoke the
algorithm described in Theorem 4.3 with parameter φ = Θˆ(1/δ), such that the algorithm maintains
a φ-short-witness W that restarts up to Ô(1/φ) = Ô(δ) times. Whenever W starts a new phase,
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we use the data structures from Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 on G and W until the phase ends.
We forward the sparse cuts (L,S,R) found in the algorithm from Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.3
and update G accordingly. Thus after the algorithm from Theorem 4.3 terminates, the graph G
contains only a constant fraction of the vertices that the algorithm in Theorem 4.3 was initialized
upon. We then repeat the above construction and note that after at most O(log n) times, the graph
G is the empty graph.
We note that to obtain a path between any two vertices in the current graph G, we can query
the data structures from Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 as we described in Section 4 to obtain such
a path of length Ô(δ) in almost-path-length time. We further observe that if we set φ to 1
δno(1)
,
for a large enough subpolynomial factor no(1), then we can ensure that vertices in G \W are at
all times at most δ/3 away from some vertex in W by Theorem 4.4, have that any two vertices in
W are at distance at most δ/3 to each other in G by Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.3, and again,
that there exists a path to every vertex in G \W to a vertex in W of length at most δ/3. But this
implies that any two vertices in G are at all times at distance at most δ and therefore the diameter
of G is upper bounded by δ, as required.
The total update time of the data structure A is at most Ô(m/φ2) = Ô(mδ2) by adding the
running time of Theorem 4.3 with the running time induced by the algorithms in Theorem 4.4 and
Theorem 4.5 which are restarted in Ô(δ) phases.
We thus derive an algorithm B as specified in Proposition 9.1, where we use the above data
structure A and where we set δ = n1/3 which gives total update time
Ô((T (m,n, δ) + n3/δ + n2δ +mn2/3) logW/ǫ) = n2+2/3+o(1) logW/ǫ.
The rest of this section is dedicated to prove Proposition 9.1. We therefore introduce necessary
notation in the next subsection, then introduce the abstraction of an approximate topological order
which we reduce the problem to and finally prove that an approximate topological order can be
maintained efficiently.
9.1 Additional Preliminaries
Given two partitions A and B of a universe V , we say A is a refinement of B if and only if for every
set A ∈ A there exists a set B ∈ B such that A ⊆ B.
Throughout the section, we let u G v denote that u reaches v in G, and u⇄G v that u and v
are strongly-connected, i.e. that u reaches v and v reaches u. We call the tuple (V, τ) the generalized
topological order of G, if V is the set of SCCs in G and τ : V → [1, n] is a function that maps each
SCC X in V to a number τ(X) such that no other Y ∈ V has τ(Y ) ∈ [τ(X), τ(X)+ |X|−1]. Thus,
τ establishes a one-to-one correspondence between SCCs in X and intervals of size |X| in [1, n]. In
a decremental graph G, we have that a generalized topological order has the property that each V
is a refinement of its earlier versions, since SCCs decompose over time.
We say that (V, τ) has the nesting property, if for any set X ∈ V and a set Y ⊆ X that was in V
at an earlier stage, that τ(X) ∈ [τ(Y ), τ(Y )+ |Y | − |X|]. Thus, the interval [τ(X), τ(X) + |X| − 1]
associated with X is contained in the interval [τ(Y ), τ(Y ) + |Y | − 1] associated with Y .
Given a partition V of V , we let G/V denote the multi-graph of G after contracting vertices
that are in the same set X ∈ V, where we keep all edges, i.e. also self-loops and parallel edges.
Abusing notation slightly, we refer to V as the node set of the graph G/V.
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For convenience, we define T (X,Y, (V, τ)) to be the function that takes as parameters two SCCs
X,Y ∈ V and a generalized topological order (V, τ) of G, and define the function
T (X,Y, (V, τ)) =
{
τ(Y )− (τ(X) + |X| − 1) if τ(X) < τ(Y )
T (Y,X) otherwise
For any path P in G, we let T (P, (V, τ)) denote the total topological distance traversed by P in
the topological order (V, τ). Formally,
T (P, (V, τ)) =
∑
(X,Y )∈P/V
T (X,Y, (V, τ)).
9.2 SSSP via Approximate Topological Orders
We now introduce the concept of an approximate topological order which we define similar to
[BGW20] and which we implement similar to [GW20]. The main idea of an approximate topological
order is as follow: consider the generalized topological order (V, τ) of a graph G. Then G/V is
a directed acyclic graph by definition. But this implies that for any (shortest) s-to-t path πs,t in
G we have that every edge (X,Y ) on πs,t/V in G/V has τ(X) < τ(Y ). Since further τ maps to
numbers between 1 and n, we have thus that summing along the topological difference of the edges
of πs,t/V, we that T (πs,t, (V, τ)) is at most n.
Next, let us assume that the sum of diameters of all SCCs in V is at most ǫδ, then for any
shortest path πs,t, we can upper bound the difference in weight between πs,t/G path in G/V as
opposed to πs,t in G by an additive term of ǫδ. So, if πs,t is of weight at least δ, the additive term
can be subsumed in a multiplicative error of (1± ǫ).
Now, the gist of this set-up is that given this upper bound on T (πs,t, (V, τ)), we can implement
a fast SSSP data structure as follows. We know that on a path of length δ in G/V there are at most
δ/2i edges that have topological order difference more than 2in/δ by the pigeonhole principle for
any i. But this implies that adding an additive error of ǫ2i on each such edge would only amount
to an (1+ ǫ) multiplicative error of a shortest path of length δ. But this allowance for a significant
additive error can be exploited to speed-up the SSSP data structure significantly because it allows
for vertices to consider the neighbors that are close in topological order difference more closely
while being more lenient when passing updates to vertices that are far in terms of topological order
difference.
Before we state a data structure from [BGW20] that exploits this very efficiently, let us now
state more formally the construct of an approximate topological order. Here, we point out one last
issue: we cannot assume that SCCs in G have small diameter in general. Therefore we maintain the
generalized topological order on a graph G′ initialized to G where we, additionally to adversarial
edge updates to G, also take vertex separators S such that edges incident to S are deleted from G′.
This ensures that all SCCs in G′ have small diameter. Relating back to G (where no separator was
deleted) we have that T (πs,t, (V, τ)) might be increased by this operation since some edge (X,Y )
on πs,t/V with X or Y containing a separator vertex S, such that (X,Y ) might now go ”backwards”
in the topological order, i.e. have τ(X) > τ(Y ). This increases T (πs,t, (V, τ)) by up to 2n − 2 for
every separator vertex since we might move along (X,Y ) all the way back in the topological order
and then forward again. However, by choosing small separators, we can still bound T (P, (V, τ)) by
a non-trivial upper bound.
Without further due, let us give the formal definition of an approximate topological order.
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Definition 9.2. Given a decremental weighted digraph G = (V,E,w) and parameter η ≤ n and
ν ≤W , we say a dynamic tuple (V, τ) where V partitions V , and τ : V → [1, n], is an AT O(G, η, ν)
if at each stage
1. V forms a refinement of all earlier versions of V and τ is a nesting function, i.e. τ initially
assigns each set in X in the initial version of V a number τ(X), such that no other set Y in
V has τ(Y ) in the interval [τ(X), τ(X) + |X| − 1]. If some set Y ∈ V is split at some stage
into disjoint subsets Y1, Y2, .., Yl, then we let τ(Y1) = τ(Y ) and τ(Yi+1) = τ(Yi) + |Yi|. We
then return a pointer to each new subset Yi such that all vertices in Yi can be accessed in
time O(|Yi|). The value τ(X) for each X ∈ V can be read in constant time.
2. each set X in V has weak diameter diam(X,G) ≤ |X|ηνn , and
3. At each stage, for any vertices s, t ∈ V , the shortest-path πs,t in G satisfies T (πs,t, (V, τ)) =
Ô
(
n2
η + n · distG(s,t)ν
)
.
Here, we captured in Property 1, that the vertex sets in V decompose over time, that τ is
nesting and that all sets are easily accessible. In Property 2, we capture that the sum of diameters
of the vertex sets in V is small. It is not hard to see that by summing the upper bound on the
diameter of all such sets X in V, we get that the sum of diameters is bounded by ην. Finally, we
give an upper bound for the topological order difference for any shortest-path in G.
The main result of the next section, shows that we can maintain an AT O using data structure
A from Proposition 9.1.
Lemma 9.3. Given a decremental weighted digraph G = (V,E,w), parameters η ≤ n, ν ≤ W ,
and a data structure A as described in Proposition 9.1 that can for each SCC X in V at any point
return a path between any two vertices u, v ∈ X of length Ô( |X|ηνn ) in near-linear time. Then, we
can deterministically maintain a AT O(G, η, ν) in total update time Ô(T (m,n, η) +mn2/3).
From [BGW20], we now obtain the following theorem. Note that we slightly modified the
theorem from [BGW20] to adapt it to the simplified definition of an AT O that we use for this
paper. However, the adaption is obtained straight-forwardly and we refer the reader to [BGW20]
to verify.
Theorem 9.4 (see [BGW20], Theorem 5.1). Given G = (V,E,w), a decremental weighted digraph,
a source r ∈ V , an approximation parameter ǫ > 0, and access to (V, τ) an AT O(G, η, ν).
Then, there exists a deterministic data structure that maintains a distance estimate d˜ist(r, v)
for every vertex v ∈ V such that at each stage of G, distG(r, v) ≤ d˜ist(r, v) and if distG(r, v) ∈
[ην/ǫ, 2ην/ǫ), then
d˜ist(r, v) ≤ (1 + ǫ)distG(r, v)
and the algorithm can for each such vertex v, report a path of length (1+ ǫ)distG(r, v) in the graph
G/V in almost-path-length time. The total time required by this structure is
Ô
(
n3
ηǫ
+ ·n
2η
ǫ
)
.
We can now prove Proposition 9.1.
Proof of Proposition 9.1. For every 0 ≤ i ≤ lgW , where W is the aspect ration of G = (V,E,w),
we maintain at level i, an AT O(G, δ, 2i) using Lemma 9.3, and then running Theorem 9.4 on G
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and the AT O(G, δ, 2i) from our source vertex s to depth δ · 2i. Thus, each such data structure
maintains for every vertex v at distance [δ ·2i/ǫ′, δ ·2i+1/ǫ′) from s an (1+ ǫ′)-approximate distance
estimate. We can therefore find for every vertex v at distances larger than δ/ǫ′ from s a distance
estimate in some of these data structures that gives the right approximation, and since all data
structures overestimate the distance, we can find the right distance estimate by comparing all
distance estimates d˜ist(s, v). Finally, we can maintain a simple ES-tree in time O(mδ/ǫ′) to obtain
exact distances from s to every vertex at distance at most δ.
It is not hard to verify that the total update time of all data structures is
∑
0≤i≤lgW
(
Ô
(
n3
δǫ′
+ ·n
2δ
ǫ′
)
+ Ô(T (m,n, δ) +mn2/3)
)
= Ô((T (m,n, δ) + n3/δ + n2δ +mn2/3) logW/ǫ′).
for ǫ′ to be set ǫ′ = ǫ/no(1) which is again subsumed in the Ô-notation.
To answer path queries for a s-to-v path πs,v, we query the corresponding shortest path data
structure where we found a (1 + ǫ′)-approximation. This gives us the path π˜s,v in G/V for some
AT O (V, τ). We then identify for every vertex x on π˜s,v the corresponding SCC in V and the two
endpoints inG of the incident edges on π˜s,v. We can then query for a path between these two vertices
in the AT O data structure. Summing over all exposed paths, by Lemma 9.3, we can extend the
path π˜s,v to a path in G of length (1+ ǫ
′)distG(s, v)+ Ô(ην). But we have that distG(s, v) ≥ δ/ǫ′.
Thus, setting ǫ′ to ǫ/2 divided by the subpolynomial factor hidden in Ô(ην), we obtain a path of
length (1+ ǫ)distG(s, v). Since each piece on the path can be obtained in almost-path-length time,
we can also construct the extension of path π˜s,v to a path in G in almost-path-length time. This
completes the proof.
9.3 A Deterministic Algorithm to Maintain an Approximate Topological Order
Finally, let us prove the main ingredient to achieve our result.
Lemma 9.3. Given a decremental weighted digraph G = (V,E,w), parameters η ≤ n, ν ≤ W ,
and a data structure A as described in Proposition 9.1 that can for each SCC X in V at any point
return a path between any two vertices u, v ∈ X of length Ô( |X|ηνn ) in near-linear time. Then, we
can deterministically maintain a AT O(G, η, ν) in total update time Ô(T (m,n, η) +mn2/3).
Proof. We start the proof by partitioning the edge set E of the initial graph G into edge set Eheavy
and Elight. We assign every edge e ∈ E to Eheavy if its weight w(e) is larger than ν, and to Elight
if w(e) ≤ ν.
We now describe our algorithm where we focus on the graph G where the edge set Eheavy is
removed. As we will see later, there can only be few edges from Eheavy on any shortest path. Let
us start the proof by giving an overview and then a precise implementation. We finally analyze
correctness and running time.
Algorithm. Our goal is subsequently to maintain an incremental set Sˆ ⊆ V such that every SCC
X in G′ = G \ E(Sˆ) \ Eheavy has unweighted diameter at most |X|ηn . Since each edge weight is at
most ν this will imply that every SCC X in the weighted version of G′ has diameter at most |X|ηνn .
We then maintain (V, τ) as the generalized topological order of G′ using the data structure
described in the theorem below which is a straight-forward extension of Theorem 1.1 using internally
the algorithm by Tarjan [Tar72] as described in [GW20, BGW20].
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Theorem 9.5. Given a decremental digraph G = (V,E), there exists a deterministic algorithm that
can maintain the SCCs V of G. The algorithm can further be extended to maintain the generalized
topological order (V, τ) of G where τ has the nesting property. The algorithm is deterministic and
runs in total update time mn2/3+o(1).
To maintain G′, we initialize a data structure A on every SCC X in the initial set V on the
graph G′[X] with parameter d = |X|η2n . Then, whenever such a data structure A that currently
operates on some graph G′[Y ], announces a sparse cut (L,S,R) and sets its graph to G′[R], we add
S to Sˆ and then initialize a new data structure A′ on G′[L] with parameter d = |L|η2n . Further, if the
data structure A was initialized on a graph with vertex set at least twice as large as R, we delete
A, and initialize a new data structure A′′ on G′[R] with d = |R|η2n . This completes the description
of the algorithm.
Correctness of the Algorithm. We prove each property of the theorem individually:
• Property 1: It is straight-forward to see that since (V, τ) is the generalized topological order
of G′ ⊆ G and since it is maintained to satisfy the nesting property, that Property 1 follows
immediately.
• Property 2: Observe that V is the set of SCCs in G′. Further, observe that we maintain
the data structures A1,A2, . . . such that vertex set of all graphs that they run on spans all
vertices in V \ S. For the vertices in S we have that each s ∈ Sˆ forms a trivial SCC and
therefore certainly satisfies the constraint. For each set X that some data structure A runs
upon, we have that the unweighted diameter is at most the d that A was initialized with.
Observe that we delete data structures if the size of the initial vertex set Y is decreased by
factor 2. Thus, we have that the data structure A was initialized for some d = |Y |η2n ≤ |X|ηn .
Since the largest edge weight in G′ is ν, we thus have that for each SCC X in V, we have
diam(X,G′) ≤ |X|ηνn . Adding edges in E(Sˆ) and Eheavy can further only decrease the weak
diameter and therefore we finally obtain that,
diam(X,G) ≤ |X|ην
n
.
• Property 3: In order to establish the last property, let us partition the set Sˆ into sets
S1, S2, . . . , Slgn where a vertex s is in Si if it joined Sˆ after a data structure A announced
it that was initialized on a graph G′[Y ] where Y was of size [n/2i+1, n/2i). Since we delete
data structures after their initial vertex set has halved in size, we have that are such data
structure that added vertices to a set Si ran with d ≥ (n/2
i+1)η
2n =
nη
2i+2
. Since each such set
of vertices S that was added to Si is Ô(1/d)-sparse and we then only compute sparse cuts on
the induced subgraphs of the cut, we further have that there are at most Ô(n/d) = Ô(2i/η)
vertices in Si at the end of the algorithm. Further, we observe that every edge (u, v) that
was contained in the subgraph G′[Y ] when A was initialized has both endpoints in Y and
therefore by property 1, we have |τ(u)− τ(v)| < |Y | ≤ n/2i−1.
Now, let us fix any shortest path πs,t in G (in the current version). Instead of analyzing
T (πs,t, (V, τ)), let us analyze
T ′(πs,t, (V, τ)) def=
∑
(u,v)∈πs,t
max{0, τ(u) − τ(v)}.
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which only considers the edges on the path that go ”backwards” in the topological order.
However, it can be seen that for every path T (πs,t, (V, τ)) ≤ 2T ′(πs,t, (V, τ)) + n.
For edges on πs,t in E
heavy , we observe that each such edge (u, v) can contribute to T ′(πs,t, (V, τ))
at most n since τ(u) − τ(v) ≤ n (trivially since both numbers are taken from the interval
[1, n]). Further, since each such edge adds weight at least ν to the shortest path, there are at
most dist(s,t)ν such edges. Thus, the total contribution by all these edges is at most n
dist(s,t)
ν .
For the edges on πs,t in E
light, we observe that each edge (u, v) that contributes to T ′(πs,t, (V, τ))
is not in G′ since (V, τ) is a generalized topological order of G′ and therefore directed ”for-
wards” (recall the definition in section 2). Thus, each such edge is in E(Sˆ) and therefore
incident to some vertex s in some Si. But then it adds at most n/2
i−1 to T ′(πs,t, (V, τ)) by
our previous discussion. Since a path only visits each vertex once, and by our bound on the
size of Si, we can now bound the total contribution by
T ′(πs,t, (V, τ)) ≤
∑
i
|Si|n/2i−1 = Ô(n2/η + ndist(s, t)
ν
)
Bounding the Running Time. Observe that for any vertex x ∈ V , that between any two times
that it part of a graph G′[Y ] that a data structure A is invoked upon and of graph G′[X] ⊆ G′[Y ],
the set X is of at most half the size of Y . This follows by the definition of data structure A which
whenever a sparse cut (L,S,R) is output, continues on the graph G′[R] where R is larger than L
while no data structure is thereafter initialized on a graph containing any vertex in S.
But if the SCC that some vertex x is contained in halves in size every time between two data
structures A are initialized upon x, then we have that x participates in at most lg n data structures
over the entire course of the algorithm. Since each edge (x, y) or (y, x) for any y ∈ V is only present
in the induced graph containing x, we have that no data structure that is not initialized on a graph
with vertex set contain x has (x, y) or (y, x) in its graph. Thus, every edge only participates in lgn
graphs.
Finally, we observe that the distance parameter d that each data structure A is upper bounded
by η/2. Thus, by the (super-)linear behavior of the function T (m,n, d), we have that the total
update time for all data structures in Ô(T (m,n, η)). Further, we have by Theorem 9.5 that the
data structure maintaining (V, τ) can be implemented in time Ô(mn2/3). The time required for all
remaining operations is subsumed in both bounds.
Returning the Paths. For any SCC X in V, we have that there is a data structure A on G′[X]
that allows for SCC queries. Since by our previous discussion each such data structure runs with
d at most |X|ηn and each edge on the path has weight at most ν (recall that G
′ only contains edges
of small weight), we can return the path from data structure A on query.
10 Conclusion
In this article, we provide three new algorithms for decremental graphs: 1) a deterministic algorithm
with running time mn2/3+o(1) that can answer SCC and SSR queries, 2) a deterministic algorithm
with running time n2+2/3+o(1) that maintains SSSP and 3) a randomized (but adaptive) algorithm
that maintains matchings with near optimal running time O˜(m).
Each of these algorithms is a significant improvement for the problem at hand, and especially the
former two algorithms improve on the long-standing upper bound of O(mn) by Even and Shiloach
[ES81].
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Our progress motivates the following related open questions:
• Can we find deterministic algorithms for SSR, SCC and directed SSSP that run in near-
linear time? For SSR and SCC such an algorithm is known when randomization is allowed
[BPWN19]. For directed SSSP, even obtaining a randomized (non-adaptive) algorithm with
near-linear update time is a major open question (although this goal has been achieved for
very dense graphs [BGW20]). We also point out that while a randomized near-linear update
time algorithm exists for undirected SSSP [HKN14a], even in this setting, the current best
deterministic algorithms have running time mn1/2+o(1) and O˜(n2) [BC16, BC17, GWN20,
BBG+20].
• Can we obtain deterministic algorithms for the directed decremental (1+ ǫ)-approximate All-
Pairs Shortest-Path problem with near-optimal total running time O˜(mn)? Such an algorithm
is currently only known in the randomized setting [Ber16], however, the best deterministic
algorithm runs in total update time O˜(mn2) [DI04].
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A Proofs Omitted From Main Body of Conference Submission
In this section, we fill in some of the proofs that were omitted in the main body of the paper.
A.1 Analysis of Algorithm 1
In this section, we give the complete analysis of our decremental SCC algorithm (Algorithm 1)
from Section 4. We in particular show that it satisfies the bounds of Theorem 1.1.
Correctness Analysis We need to show that after the algorithm finishes processing an update,
the sets C1, ..., Ck ∈ C are precisely the SCCs of G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ].
First we show that each G[Ci] is strongly connected inG
∗[V ∗\Sˆ]. We know that Robust-Witness
in Line 5 maintains a large witness Wi for Ci, since otherwise it would have decomposed Ci into
smaller parts (Line 10). Similarly, the fact that Forest-From-Witness(Ci,Wi, φ
∗) did not de-
compose Ci in Line 19 implies that every vertex in V (G) is strongly connected to Wi (see invariant
in Theorem 4.4). Since Wi is itself strongly connected (because it is an expander), all of Ci is
strongly connected.
We now show by induction that no pair Ci, Cj ∈ C are strongly connected. This clearly holds at
the beginning since C starts with a single element. Now, there are two lines in which C can change:
Line 10 and Line 19. In both cases, C is replaced with C ′ and C ′′, where C ′ = L and C ′′ = R for
some vertex-cut (L,S,R) in C. By definition of vertex-cut, L and R are not strongly connected
in G∗[C \ S]. Since S is added to Sˆ, it is easy to check that L and R will also be not strongly
connected in G∗[V ∗ \ Sˆ].
Finally, we show that the input conditions to each of the subroutines is satisfied. Firstly, all up-
dates to Path-Inside-Expander(W ) come from changes made toW by Robust-Witness(G,φ∗);
the latter always ensures that W is a witness, so it is always a 1/no(1)-expander, as required by
Path-Inside-Expander(W ). Secondly, Robust-Witness(G,φ∗) always maintains a large wit-
ness, so in Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗), we always obey the promise that V (W ) ≥ n/2.
Update-Time Analysis For any v ∈ V ∗, defineX(v) to be the number of calls SCC-Helper(G)
for which v ∈ V (G). The key to our analysis is to show that X(v) = no(1) ∀v ∈ V ∗. To see this, con-
sider any call SCC-Helper(G) for which v ∈ V (G), other than the initial call SCC-Helper(G∗).
This call could only have been created in Line 10 or Line 19 of an earlier call SCC-Helper(G′). It
is easy to see from the algorithm that the call SCC-Helper(G′) must have terminated as soon as
SCC-Helper(G) was created. We now complete the claim by arguing that |V (G)| ≤ (1−α)|V (G′)|,
for some parameter α = 1/no(1). To see this consider two cases. The first is that SCC-Helper(G)
was created in Line 10 of SCC-Helper(G′). In this case G is equal to G′[L] or G′[R] for some
vertex cut (L,S,R) in G′. Theorem 4.3 guarantees that this vertex-cut is (1/no(1))-balanced, so
we have the desired |V (G)| ≤ (1− 1/no(1))|V (G′)|. The second case is that SCC-Helper(G) was
create in Line 19 of SCC-Helper(G′). In this case G = G′[L] for some vertex cut (L,S,R) in G′;
by definition of vertex-cut, we have |L| ≤ |V (G′)|/2, as desired.
Now consider the total running time of the three subroutines in SCC-Helper(G): Robust-Witness(G,φ∗),
Path-Inside-Expander(W ) and Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗). The first subroutine has a
total update time of Ô(|E(G)|/(φ∗)2) = Ô(|E(G)| · n2/3), where n = V ∗. The second has total
update time Ô(|E(G)|) (Theorem 4.5), but it must be reset every time Robust-Witness(G,φ∗)
enters a new phase (Line 14): since the total number of phases is Ô(1/φ∗) (Theorem 4.3), the
total update time for Path-Inside-Expander in the call to SCC-Helper(G) is Ô(|E(G)|/φ∗) =
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Ô(|E(G)|n1/3). Finally, Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗) has total update time Ô|E(G)|/φ∗
(Theorem 4.4); multiplying by Ô(1/φ∗) phases yields total update time Ô(|E(G)| · n2/3).
The total update time for a single call SCC-Helper(G) is thus Ô(|E(G)| · n2/3). This can
clearly be upper bounded by Ô(n2/3
∑
v∈V (G) deg(v)), where deg(v) is the degree of v in the main
graphG∗ at time zero (before any deletions). It is thus easy to check that the total update time of all
SCC-Helper(G) is at most Ô(n2/3
∑
v∈V ∗ deg(v) ·X(v)). Since we showed at the beginning of the
proof that X(v) = no(1), we have a total update time of Ô(n2/3 ·no(1) ·∑v∈V ∗ deg(v)) = Ô(mn2/3),
as desired.
The final component of the total update time is the quantity O(m|Sˆ|) from Proposition 4.1,
where |Sˆ| refers to the largest size that Sˆ ever reaches. We complete the proof by showing that we
always have |Sˆ| = Ô(n2/3). To see this, not that SCC-Helper(G) only adds to Sˆ in lines 10 or 19.
In either case, it adds the set S from a vertex cut (L,S,R) and in either case the vertices in L join
a new call SCC-Helper(G[L]). Moreover, the vertex cut is always Ô(φ∗)-sparse (by Theorems 4.3
and 4.4), so we have |S| = Ô(|L|φ∗). Thus, if we give a vertex a token every time in participates
in some new SCC-Helper(G), then we can charge every vertex in Sˆ to Ω̂(1/φ∗) tokens. Since
we have X(v) = no(1) for all v ∈ V ∗, we can conclude that the total number of tokens is Ô(n), so
|Sˆ| = Ô(nφ∗) = n2/3.
Query-Time Analysis By Proposition 4.1, all we need to show is that each SCC-Helper(G)
has almost path-length query time. Say that the query is from u to v in some G ∈ (C). LetW be the
witness maintained by Robust-Witness(G,φ∗) in Line 5. We use Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ∗)
to find paths PuW = u→ w1 and PWv = w2 → v for some w1, w2 ∈W (if u or v are inW , the corre-
sponding path is empty.) We then use Path-Inside-Expander(W ) to find a path PW = w1 → w2
in E(w); using the embedding of W into G, PW can easily be transformed into a path PG in E(G).
We then return the path P = PuW ◦PG ◦PWv. It is not hard to show that the resulting query time
is Ô(|P |). The issue that the path P might not be simple. We can always find a simple path P ′
inside P , but if |P ′| << |P |, then the time we spent is not proportional to P ′.
To guarantee that we return a simple path in almost path-length query-time, we need a more
clever query procedure. The details are in Section 8.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, we show that our main theorem for decremental matching (Theorem 1.3) follows
easily from Algorithm Robust-Matching (Lemma 5.1).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We start with a deterministic algorithm that maintains a fractional match-
ing. The algorithm is as follows. Initialize µ∗ = n. The algorithm runs Robust-Matching(G,µ∗)
to maintain the matching M . When Robust-Matching terminates, multiply µ∗ by (1 − ǫ) and
again run Robust-Matching(G,µ∗). Terminate when µ∗ < 1.
The algorithm runsRobust-Matching(G,µ∗)O(log(n)/ǫ) times, which yields the desired total
update time of O(m log3(n)/ǫ4). IfM is the matching maintained by some Robust-Matching(G,µ∗),
then by Lemma 5.1, val(M) ≥ µ∗(1−5ǫ). If µ∗ = n, we clearly have a (1−5ǫ)-approximate match-
ing. Else, since µ∗ < n, we know that Robust-Matching(G,µ∗/(1 − ǫ)) already terminated, so
µ(G) ≤ µ∗, so M is a (1− 6ǫ) approximate matching.
Finally, to obtain an integral matching, we plug in the above result to the black-box result of
Wajc [Waj20] for converting dynamic fractional matching into dynamic integral matching. Consider
Theorem 3.7 [Waj20]. We have just showed an algorithm with Tf (n,m) = O(log(n)/ǫ
4). We
set γ = 3; As indicated in Section 2 of [Waj20], we then have Tc(n,m) = O(1) using a simple
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randomized algorithm for 3δ edge-coloring that works against an adaptive adversary. Finally, we
set d = O(log(1/ǫ)/ǫ) as in Lemma 4.5 of [Waj20]. By Theorem 3.7 of [Waj20], the update time of
the resulting algorithm is then O(Tf (n,m) ·Tc(n,m)+ log(n/ǫ) ·γ ·d/ǫ3 = O(log3(n)/ǫ4+log(n/ǫ) ·
log(1/ǫ)/ǫ4. Since we always set ǫ = Ω(1/n), our amortized update time for integral matching is
the same as for fractional matching: O(log3(n)/ǫ4).
Note that as a result of this conversion the algorithm becomes randomized, but still works
against an adaptive adversary.
B Implementation of Flow Subroutines
Throughout this paper, we use several flow subroutines for various contexts (e.g. expander pruning,
embedding robust witness, finding approximate matching, etc.). All these flow algorithms are
based on the same techniques which is the bounded height variant of push-relabel and blocking
flow algorithms. This idea was used explicitly many times before (e.g. [LR04, OA14, HRW17,
SW19]). Our contribution in this section is only to show a uniform presentation that all of our flow
subroutines can be implemented using the same framework, and to give proofs for completeness.
We start with introducing notations in Appendix B.1, then we describe the guarantee of the
bounded height variant of push-relabel and blocking flow algorithms in Appendix B.2. All the flow
subroutines share the same framework which is described in Appendix B.3. Using this framework,
we instantiate the flow subroutines that we need throughout the paper in Appendix B.4.
B.1 Flow Notations
The notation below is slight adjusted from [SW19] because we work with directed graphs instead
of undirected graph.
A flow problem Π on a directed graph G = (V,E) is specified by a source function ∆ : V → R≥0,
a sink capacity function T : V → R≥0, and edge capacities c : E → R≥0. We say that Π is integral
if ∆ : V → Z≥0, T : V → Z≥0, and c : E → Z≥0. More generally, for any number d ≥ 1, we say
that Π is 1/d-integral if ∆ : V → 1dZ≥0, T : V → 1dZ≥0, and c : E → 1dZ≥0. We use mass to refer
to the substance being routed. For a vertex v, ∆(v) specifies the amount of mass initially placed
on v, and T (v) specifies the capacity of v as a sink. For an edge e, c(e) bounds how much mass can
be routed along the edge.
A routing (or flow) f : E → R≥0 is 1/d-integral if f : E → 1dZ≥0. f(u, v) > 0 means that mass
is routed in the direction from u to v. If f(u, v) = c(u, v), then we say (u, v) is saturated. Given ∆,
we also treat f as a function on vertices, where f(v) = ∆(v) +
∑
u f(u, v) is the amount of mass
ending at v after the routing f . If f(v) ≥ T (v), then we say v’s sink is saturated. For A,B ⊂ V ,
let f(A,B) =
∑
(u,v)∈E∩(A×B) f(u, v) be the total mass routing directly from A to B.
We say that f is a feasible routing/flow for Π if f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) for each edge e = (u, v)
(i.e. obey edge capacities),
∑
u f(v, u) ≤ ∆(v) for each v (i.e. the net amount of mass routed away
from a vertex can be at most the amount of its initial mass), and f(v) ≤ T (v) for each v (i.e. no
excess flow on each vertex).
Given a flow problem Π = (∆, T, c), a pre-flow f is a feasible routing for Π except the condition
∀v : f(v) ≤ T (v) may not be satisfied. As pre-flow may not obey sink capacity on vertices, we
define the absorbed mass on a vertex v as abf (v) = min(f(v), T (v)). We have abf (v) = T (v) iff v’s
sink is saturated. The excess on v is exf (v) = f(v)− abf (v). From the definition, when there is no
excess, ∀v : exf (v) = 0, then f is a feasible flow for Π. Intuitively, we think of ∆(v)−T (v) as initial
excess at v, and exf (v) is the excess at v after routing f . Similarly, we think of min{∆(v), T (v)}
as initial absorbed mass at v and abf (v) is the absorbed mass at v after routing f . For any S ⊆ V ,
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we usually write x(S) =
∑
v∈S x(v) where x can be from {∆, T, exf , abf} (e.g. ∆(S), abf (S)). We
omit the subscript whenever it is clear.
For any directed path P , let |P | denote the number of edges in P . A path-decomposition of
a pre-flow f is a collection Pf of directed paths with value val(P ) > 0 associated with each path
P ∈ Pf and
∑
P∈Pf |P∋e
val(P ) = f(e) for all e ∈ E.
B.2 Bounded Height Push-Relabel and Blocking Flow
The following proposition is the key algorithmic component for the whole section.
Proposition B.1. There is an algorithm that, given a directed n-vertex m-edge graph G = (V,E),
a height parameter h ≥ 1, and a flow problem Π = (∆, T, c), returns a preflow f together with labels
on vertices l : V → {0, . . . , h} such that:
1. If l(u) > l(v) + 1 and (u, v) ∈ E, then the mass on (u, v) is saturated, i.e., f(u, v) = c(u, v).
2. If l(u) > l(v) + 1 and (v, u) ∈ E, then the mass on (v, u) is empty, i.e., f(v, u) = 0.
3. If l(v) < h, then v has no excess, i.e. exf (v) = 0.
4. If l(v) > 0, then v’s sink is saturated, i.e. abf (v) = T (v).
5. After routing f , excess does not increase and absorbed mass never decreases, i.e. exf (v) ≤
max{∆(v)− T (v), 0} and abf (v) ≥ min{∆(v), T (v)} for all v.
The algorithm takes at most O(mh logm) time. If Π is 1/d-integral for some number d ≥ 1, then
so is f . If Π is integral, T (v) ≥ deg(v) for all v ∈ V , and the algorithm can access the adjacency
list of every vertex, then the running time can be reduced to O(∆(V )h).
Proof. The statement simply summarizes the output that one can obtain from performing blocking
flow computations for ≈ h rounds (instead of ≈ n rounds as when we want to solve the exact max
flow problem).
We explain this idea in more detail. Let us create a graph G′ from the graph G by adding a
super source vertex s and a super sink vertex t. For each u ∈ V , we add an edge (s, u) with capacity
∆(u). For each u ∈ V , we add an edge (u, t) with capacity T (u). Then, we run blocking flow for
at most h+ 2 rounds until the (unweighted) distance between s and t in the residual graph G′f of
G′ is at least h + 2. Each blocking flow computation takes O(m logm) time (even when the flow
problem Π is fractional). This running time is possible by using the link-cut tree data structure.
(See the detail in Section 6 of [ST83], Page 387-389.) So the total running time is O(mh logm).
This completes the running time analysis.
Let f be the flow in G′ obtained after the blocking flow computations. We can define the vertex
labeling l : V ∪ {s, t} → {0, . . . , h} as follows. For 0 ≤ i ≤ h, we set l(u) = h − i + 1 where i is
the (unweighted) distance between s and u in G′f . For all vertices u whose distance from s is more
than h, we set l(u) = 0. By definition, l(s) = h + 1. Also, as the distance from s to t in G′f is
h + 2, for each label i ∈ {0, . . . , h}, there must exist a vertex with label i. Observe that, for any
edge (u, v) where |l(u)− l(v)| > 1, the residual capacity in G′f must be cf (u, v) = 0. So this implies
Item 1 and Item 2.
Note that we can view f as a preflow on G by restricting f to only edges of G. Observe that
the flow value on (u, t) in G′ corresponds to the absorbed flow at u in G, i.e. f(u, t) = abf (u).
Also, the residual capacity cf (s, u) of (s, u) in G
′
f corresponds to the excess at u after routing f ,
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i.e. cf (s, u) = ∆(u)− f(s, u) = exf (u). So if l(u) < h, then cf (s, u) = 0 and so exf (u) = 0. Also, if
l(u) > 0, then cf (u, t) = 0 and so abf (u) = T (u). This implies Item 3 and Item 4.
In fact, our algorithm will do some simple preprocessing. For each u, we will assume that we start
with the initial flow that go through (s, u) and (u, t) with value min{∆(u), T (u)}. So initially there
are min{∆(u), T (u)} unit of mass absorbed at u and the initial excess at u is max{∆(u)−T (u), 0}.
As the blocking flow computations have a property that flow value incident to s and t never
decreases. This implies Item 5. This completes the correctness of the algorithm with running
time O(mh logm). Note that the implementation of blocking flow using link-cut tree also have the
guarantee that flow value on each edge is 1/d-integral if the given flow problem Π is 1/d-integral.
Lastly, we need to show if Π is integral, T (v) ≥ deg(v) for all v ∈ V , and the algorithm
can access the adjacency list of every vertex, then the running time is O(∆(V )h). However, the
proposition here is simply the summary of the output by the Unit Flow algorithm by Henzinger Rao
and Wang [HRW17] (see also [SW19]) where Unit Flow is a bounded height variant of push-relabel
algorithms.
Lemma B.2. Given a preflow f from the algorithm from Proposition B.1, any path decomposition
Pf of f satisfies
∑
P∈Pf
val(P )|P | ≤ ∆(V )h. Moreover, if the flow problem Π is 1/d-integral, then
a decomposition Pf can be computed in time O(
∑
P∈Pf
|P |) = O(d∆(V )h).
Proof. By the definition of path decomposition, we have
∑
P∈Pf |P∋e
val(P ) = f(e) for all e ∈ E.
So ∑
P∈Pf
val(P )|P | =
∑
e∈E
∑
P∈Pf |P∋e
val(P ) =
∑
e∈E
f(e).
Now, we want to show that
∑
e∈E f(e) ≤ ∆(V )h. Consider the bounded height blocking-flow
algorithm or push-relabel algorithm. The algorithm always sends the flow along a path of length at
most h in the residual graph. So even the total flow value over all edges “without flow cancellation”
must be at most ∆(V )h. As
∑
e∈E f(e) is the total flow value over all edges “after flow cancellation”,
we conclude that
∑
e∈E f(e) ≤ ∆(V )h.
We can find a path decomposition Pf of a flow f in time O(
∑
P∈Pf
|P |) as follows. As the flow
problem Π is 1/d-integral, the flow value of each edge f(e) is also 1/d-integral by Proposition B.1.
Let H be a graph induced by edges e where positive flow value f(e) > 0. We make H unweighted
by scaling up all edges in H by a factor of d. Then, we add a dummy source to H and performing
the depth-first search on H from the dummy source. Whenever a search reaches a sink u (i.e.
abf (u) > 0) or the search cannot proceed from u (i.e. exf (u) > 0), we backtrack and output the
corresponding path P excluding the dummy source. Note that P is a directed simple path in H
and corresponds to a flow path of value 1/d. We remove the path P from H and repeat.
Observe that each edge in H is read at most twice and so the total time is subsumed by the
total time for outputting all paths which is O(
∑
P∈Pf
|P |). As val(P ) ≥ 1/d, so O(∑P∈Pf |P |) ≤
O(
∑
P∈Pf
d · val(P )|P |) = O(d∆(V )h).
For convenience, we will use the following notation throughout this section.
Definition B.3. Given a vertex labeling l : V → {0, . . . , h}, let Vi = {u | l(u) = i} for each i.
Also, we define V≥i = {u | l(u) ≥ i} and V>i, V≤i, V<i are defined similarly.
When the input graph to Proposition B.1 is bipartite and all source/sink vertices are only on
the left/right respectively, we can additionally guarantee that the vertices from each level alternate
between the left and right side of the bipartite graph G.
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Lemma B.4. If the input graph from Proposition B.1 is a bipartite graph G = (L,R,E) where R
has no initial mass (∆(R) = 0), and L cannot absorb mass (T (L) = 0), then the vertex labeling l
from Proposition B.1 has additional property that Vh, Vh−2, Vh−4, · · · ⊆ L and Vh−1, Vh−3, Vh−5, · · · ⊆
R.
Proof. This guarantee follows immediately when we use blocking-flow-based algorithms. For Unit
Flow (push-relabel-based algorithm), we can guarantee this using very simple modification: we
initialize by assigning all all vertices in L a label 1 and all vertices in R a label 0, and when ever
we relabel a vertex l(u) ← l(u) + 1, we instead set l(u) ← l(u) + 2. All the invariants of the
push-relabel-based algorithm will still be maintained because the graph is bipartite.
B.3 The Common Framework
Given a flow problem Π = (∆, T, c) for a graph G = (V,E), all the algorithms in Appendix B.4
starts by calling Proposition B.1 with parameter h and obtain a preflow f and a vertex labeling
l : V → {0, . . . h}.
If the total excess after routing f is at most z, then the algorithm just returns f and we are
done
. Otherwise, the algorithm will return one of the level-i cuts (V≥i, V<i) for some 0 < i ≤ h. The
only main task we need to prove in each algorithm is to show that there exists an index i such that
the level-i cut satisfies the requirement of the lemma.
There are two common arguments that will be used by all flow algorithms in Appendix B.4.
The first one will be used to lower bound the “size” of both Vh and V0 by the total excess. In our
algorithm, the outputted cut S will be such that S ⊃ Vh and S ∩ V0 = ∅, so the proposition below
will be useful to prove the balance of (S, V \ S).
Proposition B.5. If ∆(V ) ≤ T (V ), then ∆(Vh) ≥ exf (V ) and T (V0) ≥ exf (V ).
Proof. First, note that exf (V ) = exf (Vh) because all vertices with level below h has no excess
by Item 3 of Proposition B.1. Also, exf (Vh) ≤ ∆(Vh) − T (Vh) because excess does not increase
(Item 5 of Proposition B.1). So exf (V ) ≤ ∆(Vh). Similarly, First, note that T (V0) − abf (V0) =
T (V )−abf (V ) because all vertices with level above 0 are fully absorbed by Item 4 of Proposition B.1.
Also, we have T (V ) − abf (V ) ≥ ∆(V ) − abf (V ) = exf (V ) by the assumption that T (V ) ≥ ∆(V )
and by the definition of exf (V ). So exf (V ) ≤ T (V0).
The next common argument is for upper bounding the total capacity of the level cut (V≥i, V<i).
The argument used for bounding capacity of “consecutive-level” edges from E(Vi, Vi−1) will be
different in each algorithm. But, the argument for bounding total capacity of edges that are not
from E(Vi, Vi−1) will be the same and is stated as follow:
Proposition B.6. c(E(V≥i, V<i) \ E(Vi, Vi−1)) ≤ ∆(V≥i) + f(Vi−i, Vi)− abf (V≥i)− exf (V≥i).
Proof. First, note that each (u, v) ∈ E(V≥i, V<i)\E(Vi, Vi−1) is “skipping levels”, i.e. l(u)−l(v) > 1.
So, by Item 1 of Proposition B.1, we have f(u, v) = c(u, v). So the total capacity c(E(V≥i, V<i) \
E(Vi, Vi−1)) is at most the total mass going out of V≥i. Observe that the total mass in-coming into
V≥i is f(Vi−i, Vi) because any other edges (u, v) ∈ E(V<i, V≥i) \E(Vi−i, Vi) is “skipping levels” and
so f(u, v) = 0 by Item 2 of Proposition B.1. Therefore, the total mass going out of V≥i is at most
∆(V≥i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
initial mass
+ f(Vi−i, Vi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
incoming mass
− abf (V≥i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
absorbed mass
− exf (V≥i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
excess
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B.4 Flow Subroutines
In this section, we state the flow subroutines that will be used by several places throughout our
paper. To state some lemmas below, we also define degree and volume w.r.t. capacity function c.
Given a graphG = (V,E) with edge capacity c, for u ∈ V , let degc(u) =∑(u,v) c(u, v)+∑(v,u) c(v, u)
denote the weighted degree w.r.t. c. For S ⊂ V , let volc(S) = ∑u∈S degc(u) be the volume of S
w.r.t. c.
The following remark will be used repeatedly.
Remark B.1. Let f be a preflow returned by any of the algorithms below in this section. Note
that every algorithm below starts by calling the algorithm from Proposition B.1 with parameter
h on some graph. Note that any vertex exf (v) > 0 with positive excess must have positive initial
excess, i.e. ∆(v) − T (v) > 0. This follows from Item 5 of Proposition B.1. By simply scanning
vertices with initial excess and removing excess after routing f , we obtain a feasible flow f ′ of value
∆(V ) − exf (v) from f . The time to remove these excess is obviously subsumed by the algorithm
because the algorithm at least need to read all vertices with initial excess. Moreover, we can obtain
a path decomposition of f in additional time O(d∆(V )h) if the flow problem is 1/d-integral by
Lemma B.2.
B.4.1 Local Flow
The algorithm below either sends most of the flow or finds a balanced sparse cut in local time. We
need that the given flow problem is integral and each vertex can absorb mass at least by its degree.
Lemma B.7 (Local Flow). There is a deterministic algorithm that, given access to the adjacency
list of every vertex of a directed m-edge graph G = (V,E), parameters z ≥ 0 and h ≥ 1, and an
integral flow problem Π = (∆, T, c) with total capacity C =
∑
e∈E c(e) where
1. ∀v,∆(v) ≤ ∆deg(v) and T (v) ≥ deg(v) where deg(v) denote an unweighted degree of v in G.
in O(∆(V ) · h) time either
• returns a preflow f with total excess exf (V ) ≤ z, or
• returns a set S where z/∆ < vol(S) ≤ ∆(V ) and c(E(S, V \S)) ≤ ∆(S)−T (S)−z+volc(S) ·
10 logC
h .
Proof. We call Proposition B.1 with parameter h. By the assumption of the lemma, the running
time is O(∆(V )h). Suppose that exf (V ) > z otherwise we are done. By Proposition B.5, we know
vol(Vh)∆ ≥ ∆(Vh) > z because ∀v ∈ V,∆(v) ≤ ∆deg(v). So vol(Vh) > z/∆. Also, observe that
vol(V≥1) ≤ ∆(V ). This is because all vertices in V≥1 are fully absorbed by Item 4 of Proposition B.1,
so T (V≥1) ≤ abf (V≥1) ≤ ∆(V ), and because T (V≥1) ≥ vol(V≥1) as T (v) ≥ deg(v) for all v.
By the ball growing argument, there is an index 0 < i ≤ h such that c(E(Vi, Vi−1)∪E(Vi−1, Vi)) ≤
min{volc(V≥i), volc(V<i)} · 10 logCh . Otherwise, volc(V≥1) ≥ (1 + 10 logCh )h > 2C which is a contra-
diction. We fix such i. Set S = V≥i. As 0 < i ≤ h, so we have z/∆ < vol(S) ≤ ∆(V ). We have, by
Proposition B.6, that
c(E(S, V \ S)) = c(E(Vi, Vi−1)) + c(E(V≥i, V<i) \ E(Vi, Vi−1))
≤ c(E(Vi, Vi−1)) + ∆(V≥i) + f(Vi−i, Vi)− abf (V≥i)− exf (V≥i)
< ∆(S)− T (S)− z + c(E(Vi, Vi−1) ∪ E(Vi−1, Vi)).
By the choice of i, we are done.
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B.4.2 Global Flow
The algorithm below either sends most of the flow or finds a balanced sparse cut when the flow
problem is fractional. This is needed because the capacity of edges will be fractional when we
maintain the robust witness.
Lemma B.8 (Global Flow). There is a deterministic algorithm that, given a directed m-edge graph
G = (V,E), excess parameter z ≥ 0, a height parameter h ≥ 1, and a flow problem Π = (∆, T, c)
with total capacity C =
∑
e∈E c(e) where
1. ∆(V ) ≤ T (V ),
2. ∀v ∈ V,∆(v), T (v) ≤ 1,
in O(mh logm) time, either
• returns a preflow f with total excess exf (V ) ≤ z, or
• returns a set S ⊂ V where |S|, |V \ S| > z and c(E(S, V \ S)) ≤ ∆(S) − T (S) − z +
min{volc(S), volc(V \ S)} · 10 logCh .
Proof. We call Proposition B.1 with parameter h in O(mh logm). Suppose that exf (V ) > z. By
Proposition B.5, we know |Vh| ≥ ∆(Vh) > z and |V0| ≥ T (V0) > z because ∀v ∈ V,∆(v), T (v) ≤ 1.
By the ball growing argument applying in two directions, there is an index 0 < i ≤ h such
that c(E(Vi, Vi−1) ∪ E(Vi−1, Vi)) ≤ min{volc(V≥i), volc(V<i)} · 10 logCh . Otherwise, volc(V≥h/2) ≥
(1 + 10 logCh )
h/2 > 2C which is a contradiction. We fix such i. Set S = V≥i. As 0 < i ≤ h, so we
have |S|, |V \ S| > z. We have, by Proposition B.6, that
c(E(S, V \ S)) = c(E(Vi, Vi−1)) + c(E(V≥i, V<i) \ E(Vi, Vi−1))
≤ c(E(Vi, Vi−1)) + ∆(V≥i) + f(Vi−i, Vi)− abf (V≥i)− exf (V≥i)
< ∆(S)− T (S)− z + c(E(Vi, Vi−1) ∪ E(Vi−1, Vi)).
By the choice of i, we are done.
B.4.3 Flow for Matching
The algorithm below is for computing approximate bipartite matching. That is why the graph
G = (L,R,E) is bipartite and only has edges from L to R. The algorithm either send at least
∆(V )− z flow (i.e. large fractional matching) or find a cut S such that the residual capacity is at
most 2∆(V )−zh . So this gives a 2/h-approximation algorithm for bipartite matching.
Lemma B.9 (Global Flow for Matchings). There is a deterministic algorithm that, given a directed
bipartite m-edge graph G = (V = (L,R), E) where E ⊆ L×R, an excess parameter z ≥ 0, a height
parameter h ≥ 1, and a flow problem Π = (∆, T, c) and the following holds
1. ∆(R) = 0, T (L) = 0, ∆(L) ≤ T (R),
2. ∀v ∈ V,∆(v), T (v) ≤ 1,
in O(mh logm) time, either
• returns a preflow f with total excess exf (L ∪R) ≤ z, or
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• returns a set S ⊂ V (G) where |S|, |V \S| > z and c(E(S, V \S)) ≤ ∆(S)−T (S)−z+2·∆(V )−zh .
Proof. We call Proposition B.1 with parameter h in O(mh logm). Suppose that exf (V ) > z
otherwise we are done. By Proposition B.5, we know |Vh| ≥ ∆(Vh) > z and |V0| ≥ T (V0) >
z because ∀v ∈ V,∆(v), T (v) ≤ 1. By Lemma B.4, Vh, Vh−2, Vh−4, . . . are subsets of L and
Vh−1, Vh−3, Vh−5, . . . are subsets of R. So
∑
i≥1 f(Vh−2i, Vh−2i+1) ≤ f(L,R) ≤ ∆(V ) − z. So
there is 1 ≤ i ≤ h/2 such that f(Vh−2i, Vh−2i+1) ≤ 2(∆(V )− z)/h. Fix such i and set S = V>h−2i.
As S ⊇ Vh and S ∩ V0 = ∅ we have that |S|, |V \ S| > z. We have, by Proposition B.6, that
c(E(S, V \ S)) = c(E(Vh−2i+1, Vh−2i)) + c(E(V>h−2i, V≤h−2i) \E(Vh−2i+1, Vh−2i))
≤ ∆(V>h−2i) + f(Vh−2i, Vh−2i+1)− abf (V>h−2i)− exf (V>h−2i)
< ∆(S)− T (S)− z + 2(∆(V )− z)
h
where the first inequality is because E(Vh−2i+1, Vh−2i) = ∅ as Vh−2i+1 ⊂ R and Vh−2i ⊂ L and the
second inequality is by the choice of i.
This immediately implies the subroutine that we need in Section 5.1. We simply plug in the
parameters correctly.
Lemma 5.2. There exists an algorithm Matching-Or-Cut(G,κ, µ, ǫ). The input is a graph
G = (L ∪ R,E) with |E| = m and |L| = n, a positive edge-capacity function κ, and parameters
µ ∈ [1, n] and ǫ ∈ (0, 1). In O(m log(n)/ǫ) time the algorithm returns one of the following:
1. A fractional matching M of size µ(1− ǫ) such that ∀ e ∈ E, val(e) ≤ κ(e).
2. Sets SL ∈ L and SR ∈ R such that κ(SL, R \ SR) + |SR| ≤ µ+ |SL| − n.
Proof. W.l.o.g. we can assume that |L| ≤ |R| and then we treat edges in G are directed edges from
L to R. Let h = 2/ǫ and z = n − µ(1 − ǫ). For each v ∈ L, let ∆(v) = 1 and T (v) = 0. For each
v ∈ R, let ∆(v) = 0 and T (v) = 1. Let Π = (∆, T, κ). We call the algorithm from Lemma B.9 with
(G, z, h,Π) as input. Observe that the input satisfies all the conditions of Lemma B.9.
If Lemma B.9 returns a preflow f with excess at most z, then this means that we obtain a
flow of size at least ∆(V ) − z = µ(1 − ǫ) by Remark B.1. Obliviously, f(e) ≤ κ(e) for all e. If
Lemma B.9 returns a set S ⊂ V (G) such that κ(E(S, V \ S)) ≤ ∆(S)− T (S)− z +2 · ∆(V )−zh . Let
SL = S ∩L and SR = S ∩R. Note that ∆(S) = |SL|, T (S) = |SR|, κ(E(S, V \S)) = κ(SL, R \SR),
and 2∆(V )−zh − z = ǫµ(1− ǫ)− (n− µ(1− ǫ)) = µ(1− ǫ2)− n. So we have
κ(SL, R \ SR) ≤ |SL| − |SR|+ µ− n
as desired.
B.4.4 Flow for Vertex Cuts
The algorithm below is for finding sparse vertex cuts.
Lemma 5.14. There is a deterministic algorithm Vertex-Congested-Matching(G,A,B, φ, ǫ)
that, given a directed n-vertex graph G = (V,E), two disjoint terminal sets A,B ⊂ V where
n/4 ≤ |A| ≤ |B|, φ ∈ (0, 1), and ǫ ∈ (0, 1) , in O˜(m/φ) time, either
• returns a O(φ log n)-vertex-sparse Ω(ǫ)-vertex-balanced vertex cut (L,S,R), or
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• a directed (integral) matching M of size at least (1− ǫ)|A| from A to B such that there is an
embedding P that embeds M into G with vertex congestion 1/φ.
Proof. For notational convenience, let us rename a graph that we want to find a vertex cut as
Gv = (V v, Ev) where A,B ⊂ V v. We use the standard reduction that splits each vertex into two
vertices. More precisely, we construct a bipartite graph G = (V = (L,R), E) as follows. For each
vertex v ∈ V v, we create vL ∈ L and vR ∈ R and add a directed edge (vL, vR) with capacity ⌊1/φ⌋.
For each each (u, v), we add a directed edge (uR, vL) with capacity∞. For v ∈ A, we let ∆(vL) = 1.
Set ∆(v) = 0 for all other vertices in G. For each v ∈ B, we let T (vR) = 1. Set T (v) = 0 for all
other vertices in G. Let c : E → R denote the edge capacity of edges in G.
Let Π be the integral flow problem on G defined by (∆, T, c). We call Proposition B.1 with
parameter h = 100 log(n/φ)φ in O(mh logm) and obtain a preflow f in G. Set z = ǫ|A|. There are
two cases whether exf (V ) ≤ z or not.
If exf (V ) ≤ z, then by Remark B.1, we can obtain a feasible flow fˆ in G with value at least
∆(V )−z = (1−ǫ)|A|. Moreover we can obtain a path decomposition Pfˆ of fˆ in O(∆(V )h) = O(nh)
time. By reading the endpoint of paths in Pfˆ , we obtain an integral matching M of size at least
(1− ǫ)|A| from A to B, such that M can be embedded into Gv with vertex congestion ⌊1/φ⌋. This
is because fˆ corresponds to a flow in Gv with vertex connection at most ⌊1/φ⌋ by the construction
of G.
If exf (V ) > z, then by Proposition B.5, we know |Vh| ≥ ∆(Vh) > z and |V0| ≥ T (V0) >
z because ∀v ∈ V,∆(v), T (v) ≤ 1. By Lemma B.4, Vh, Vh−2, Vh−4, . . . are subsets of L and
Vh−1, Vh−3, Vh−5, . . . are subsets of R. Let c
′ be an edge capacity function where c0(e) = c(e)
for all e ∈ E(L,R) and c0(e) = 0 otherwise. Let C = ∑e∈E c0(e) = n ⌊1/φ⌋. By the ball grow-
ing argument applying in two directions, there is an index 0 ≤ i < h/2 such that volc0(Vh−2i) ≤
min{volc0(V≥h−2i), volc0(V<h−2i)} · 20 logCh . Otherwise, volc0(V≥h/2) ≥ (1 + 20 logCh )h/2 > 2C =
volc0(V ) which is a contradiction. Fix such i and let S = V≥h−2i. Now, we bound the cut size of S:
Claim B.10. c(E(S, V \S)) ≤ ∆(S)−T (S)+2volc0(Vh−2i). In particular, c(E(S, V \S)) is finite.
Proof. First, observe that the total mass from Vh−2i−1 to Vh−2i is at most the total capacity
of outgoing edges from Vh−2i plus the sink capacity of of Vh−2i. That is, f(Vh−2i−1, Vh−2i) ≤
c(E(Vh−2i, V ))+T (Vh−2i−1) = c(E(Vh−2i, V )) where T (Vh−2i) = 0 as Vh−2i ⊆ L. Now, we have the
following:
c(E(S, V \ S)) = c(E(Vh−2i, Vh−2i−1)) + c(E(S, V \ S) \ E(Vh−2i+1, Vh−2i))
≤ c(E(Vh−2i, Vh−2i−1)) + ∆(S) + f(Vh−2i−1, Vh−2i)− abf (S)− exf (S)
< ∆(S)− T (S)− z + 2c(E(Vh−2i, V ))
≤ ∆(S)− T (S) + 2volc0(Vh−2i)
where the first inequality is by Proposition B.6. The last inequality follows because Vh−2i ⊆ L and
so c(E(Vh−2i, V )) = c(E(Vh−2i, R)) = c0(E(Vh−2i, R)) = vol
c0(Vh−2i).
Let (X,Y,Z, F ) be a partition of vertices V v in Gv defined as follow: If vL, vR ∈ S, then v ∈ X.
If vL ∈ S and vR /∈ S, then v ∈ Y . If vL, vR /∈ S, then v ∈ Z. If vL /∈ S and vR ∈ S, then v ∈ F .
Claim B.11. For any U ⊆ V v, let outv(U) = {v /∈ U | ∃(u, v) ∈ Ev where u ∈ U} and inv(U) =
{v /∈ U | ∃(v, u) ∈ Ev where u ∈ U} denote the set of out-neighbors and in-neighbors of U
respectively. We have outv(X) ⊆ Y , inv(Z) ⊆ Y , outv(F ) ⊆ X ∪ Y , and inv(F ) ⊆ Z ∪ Y .
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Proof. Otherwise, there exists an edge e ∈ E(R ∩ S,L \ S), which is impossible because c(e) =∞
but c(E(S, V \ S)) is finite.
Now, we can define a vertex cut in Gv that we will output. Partition F into two halves Fx, Fz .
Our output is (X ∪ Fx, Y, Z ∪ Fz). From Claim B.11, observe that (X ∪ Fx, Y, Z ∪ Fz) is a vertex
cut in Gv because Ev(X ∪ Fx, Z ∪ Fz) = ∅. As both |Fx|, |Fz | ≥ |F |/3, the following claim implies
that (X ∪ Fx, Y, Z ∪ Fz) is O(φ)-vertex-sparse:
Claim B.12. |Y | ≤ O(φ) ·min{|X ∪ F |, |Z ∪ F |}.
Proof. Recall that volc0(Vh−2i) ≤ min{volc0(V≥h−2i), volc0(V<h−2i)}· 20 logCh by the choice of i. Now,
observe that volc0(V≥h−2i) = vol
c0(S) = (2|X|+|Y |+|F |)·⌊1/φ⌋, and volc0(V<h−2i) = volc0(V \S) =
(2|Z|+ |Y |+ |F |) ·⌊1/φ⌋. Also, c(E(S, V \S)) = |Y | ·⌊1/φ⌋, ∆(S) = |X|+ |Y | and T (S) = |X|+ |F |.
Recall that h = 100 log(n/φ)φ , so we have the following by Claim B.10:
|Y | · ⌊1/φ⌋ ≤ (|X| + |Y |)− (|X|+ |F |) + min{2|X| + |Y |+ |F |, 2|Z| + |Y |+ |F |} ·
2 · ⌊1/φ⌋ · 20 log(n/φ)
(100 log(n/φ)φ )

≤ |Y |+min{|X| + |Y |+ |F |, |Z|+ |Y |+ |F |}.
So |Y |(⌊1/φ⌋ − 2) ≤ min{|X ∪ F |, |Z ∪ F |} and so |Y | ≤ O(φ) ·min{|X ∪ F |, |Z ∪ F |}.
It remain so show that (X ∪Fx, Y, Z ∪Fz) is Ω(ǫ)-vertex-balanced. Observe that |X ∪Y ∪F | ≥
|S| > z and |Z ∪ Y ∪ F | ≥ |V \ S| > z. As we have |Y | ≤ O(φ) · min{|X ∪ F |, |Z ∪ F |}, so
|X ∪ Fx|, |Z ∪ Fz| = Ω(z) = Ω(ǫn) by assuming that φ is smaller than a constant.
C Proof of Proposition 4.1
We prove Proposition 4.1 in this section. For convenience, we restate the proposition below.
Proposition 4.1 (see [Lac11, CHI+16]). Let G = (V,E) be a decremental graph. Let A be a data
structure that 1) maintains a monotonically growing set S ⊆ V and after every adversarial update
reports any additions made to S and 2) maintains the SCCs in G\S explicitly in total update time
T (m,n) and supports SCC path queries in G \ S in almost-path-length query time.
Then, there exists a data structure B that maintains the SCCs of G explicitly and supports
SCC path-queries in G (in almost-path-length query time). The total update time is O(T (m,n) +
m|S| log n), where |S| refers to the final size of the set S.
Proof. In order to prove the proposition, let us first define the following notion.
Definition C.1. For any graph H, where the SCCs of H are the sets C1, C2, . . . , Ck, we say that
the condensation Cond(H) of the graph H is the graph of H after contracting vertices in each
SCC Ci into a supervertex, i.e. the graph H/{C1, C2, . . . , Ck}.
We then use the following claim that extends a condensation of the subgraph G \ X to a
condensation of G \ (X \ {x}) where x ∈ X. This is the key ingredient in our data structure. We
defer the proof to the end of the section.
Claim C.2. There exists a data structure C that given a decremental graph G and an increasing set
X ⊆ V , a (dynamic) condensation of the graph Cond(G\X) and a vertex x ∈ X, can maintain the
condensation Cond(G \ (X \ {x}) in total update time O(m log n). The data structure can return
a path in the condensation Cond(G \X) from or to x for every vertex y in the same SCC in time
linear in the number of edges. The path is strictly contained in the SCC of x.
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Now, throughout the algorithm, we maintain the data structure A on G to monitor the SCCs
in the graph G \ S which allows us to maintain the condensation Cond(G \ S).
We then, arbitrarily order the vertices s1, s2, . . . , sk in S, and for i = 1, 2 . . . k, we take the vertex
si and build a data structure as described in Claim C.2 to run on the condensation Cond(G \ (S \
{s1, s2, . . . , si−1})) for vertex si to maintain the condensation Cond(G\(S\{s1, s2, . . . , si})). Thus,
the condensation that is maintained by the data structure at the final vertex sk is the condensation
of G that has a supernode for every SCC with the same underlying vertex set.
To maintain this data structure, we pass edge deletions to G, to the data structures at the
vertices in S in their order which allows updates to percolate up and to enforce that the final data
structure again maintains the condensation of G.
Whenever a vertex y is added to S by A, we prepend y to the vertices s1, s2, . . . , st, build a new
data structure as described in Claim C.2 from y on the condensation G \ S and is now responsible
to maintain the condensation of G \ (S \ {y}) and to communicate changes to s1. It is not hard to
see that s1 thus runs on the condensation of the same underlying graph as before.
The total update time is dominated by the time to maintain the condensation at each vertex
s ∈ S. Since each such data structure runs in total update time O(m log n) and since we only run
a single instance of A, we derive total update time O(T (m,n) + |S|m log n), as desired.
To compute a path between any two vertices x, y in the same SCC in G, we can locate straight-
forwardly the condensation where they are first contained in the same supernode (for example by
using a least-common ancestor data structure). If this condensation was derived by data structure
A, we directly queryA. Otherwise, there is some vertex si ∈ S associated with the condensation and
we can query its data structure. Whilst this only returns a path in Cond(G\(S\{s1, s2, . . . , si−1}))
by Claim C.2, we can then check each the returned path and if two endpoints at the same supernode
differ, we can recursively find a path between these endpoints. Since we find the paths strictly in
the induced SCCs on lower levels, we have that no endpoint on the final path is visited more than
once, thus we can return a simple path between the vertices x, y in time almost-linear in the number
of edges.
Finally, we prove Claim C.2.
Claim C.2. There exists a data structure C that given a decremental graph G and an increasing set
X ⊆ V , a (dynamic) condensation of the graph Cond(G\X) and a vertex x ∈ X, can maintain the
condensation Cond(G \ (X \ {x}) in total update time O(m log n). The data structure can return
a path in the condensation Cond(G \X) from or to x for every vertex y in the same SCC in time
linear in the number of edges. The path is strictly contained in the SCC of x.
Proof. Given Cond(G \X) of a decremental graph G \X for a set X ⊆ V , and a vertex x ∈ X.
Then, for every vertex v ∈ V \ X we monitor the in-degree of v in the graph H ′ initialized to
Cond(G \ X) ∪ E(x, V \ X) and if the in-degree of one such vertex drops to 0, we remove v
and its out-going edges from H ′. This might cause additional vertices to have their in-degree
drop to 0. Similarly, we monitor for every vertex v the out-degree in the graph H ′′ initialized to
Cond(G \X) ∪ E(V \X,x) and remove v and its out-going edges from H ′′ once a vertex has no
longer any in-coming edges. If a vertex y is added to X throughout the algorithm, then we simply
remove y with all incident edges from H ′,H ′′ and H ′′′.
The condensation Cond(G \ (X \ {x})) is then derived by contracting all vertices in the con-
densation that have non-zero in- and out-degree in H ′ and H ′′ together with vertex x into a new
SCC supervertex.
To see that this correctly maintains Cond(G\ (X \{x})), observe that the graph Cond(G\X)
is a DAG and therefore every SCC in the graph H ′′′ = Cond(G \X) ∪ E(x, V \X) ∪E(V \X,x)
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has to contain x, since every cycle has to go through x. Further, it is not hard to establish by
induction that a vertex v is only removed from H ′ if and only if there is no path from x to v in H ′′′
and similarly v is removed only from H ′′ iff there is no path from v to x in H ′′′. Thus, v remains
in the graphs H ′ and H ′′ if and only if it is strongly-connected to x. This establishes correctness.
To obtain an upper bound on the running time of O(m log n) observe that H ′′′ is a multigraph
where vertices slowly decompose since G is decremental and therefore the underlying condensation
Cond(G \ X) has an increasing supervertex set. However, every time a supervertex is split into
multiple vertices, the operation can be done in time linear in the number of edges incident to the
new supernodes that only contain at most half the number of vertices than the previous supernode
that they were part of. Copying these edges can thus by done in O(m log n) time since an edge is
copied to a new supervertex when the vertex halves in size which happens at most O(log n) times.
Further after every edge deletion to G, we have to check the in and out-degree of the supernodes
in which the endpoints are contained in and every edge might be deleted at some point. But this
can be implemented straight-forwardly in at most O(m) total update time which is subsumed in
the total update time of O(m log n).
To return a path from x to any other vertex y in the same SCC as x in Cond(G \X), we can
maintain a dynamic tree where we add an in-edge from every vertex rooted at x that is still in H ′.
It is not hard to see that this dynamic tree is indeed a spanning tree since the graph H ′ is a DAG.
Thus, the root to y path is a path in Cond(G \ X) that can be extracted in time linear in the
number of edges. Since every edge might be added once to the dynamic tree at some stage until it
is deleted in G, the total number of insertions and deletions to the dynamic tree is at most O(m).
Since a dynamic tree can be implemented with O(log n) operations for insertions and deletions, the
total running time is again subsumed by O(m log n).
D Proof of Theorem 4.4
For the sake of convenience, we restate the theorem proved in this section.
Theorem 4.4. There is a data structure Forest-From-Witness(G,W,φ) that takes as input
an n-vertex m-edge graph G = (V,E), a set W ⊆ V with |W | ≥ |V |/2 and a parameter φ > 0.
The algorithm must process two kinds of updates. The first deletes any edge e from E; the second
removes a vertex from W (but the vertex remains in V ), while always obeying the promise that
|W | ≥ |V |/2. The data structure must maintain a forest of trees Fout such that every tree T ∈ Fout
has the following properties: all edges of T are in E(G); T is rooted at a vertex of W ; every edge
in T is directed away from the root; and T has depth Ô(1/φ). The data structure also maintains a
forest Fin with the same properties, except each edge in T is directed towards the root.
At any time, the data structure may perform the following operation: it finds a Ô(φ)-sparse
vertex cut (L,S,R) with W ∩ (L ∪ S) = ∅ and replace G with G[R]. (This operation is NOT
an adversarial update, but is rather the responsibility of the data structure.) The data structure
maintains the invariant that every v ∈ V is present in exactly one tree from Fout and exactly one
from Fin; given any v, the data structure can report the roots of these trees in O(log(n)) time.
(Note that as V may shrink over time, this property only needs to hold for vertex v in the current
set V .) The total time spent processing updates and performing sparse-cut operations is Ô(m/φ).
Proof. To implement the data structure Robust-Witness(G,φ), we use the following data struc-
ture internally.
Theorem D.1 (ES-tree, see [ES81, HK99]). Given a directed decremental graph G = (V,E), a
fixed vertex s ∈ V , and a depth threshold δ ≥ 1. There exists a deterministic data structure that
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maintains explicitly the shortest path tree from s in G truncated at distance δ (that is the shortest
path tree in the graph induced by vertices at distance at most δ from s), in total time O(mδ).
Instead of running it on G directly, we introduce a new graph Gs that is initialized to G and
an additional node s along with an edge to and from s to every vertex w in W (i.e. there are the
anti-parallel edges (s,w) and (w, s) in Gs). Throughout the algorithm, we update Gs with edge and
vertex deletions (i.e. Gs is a decremental graph), such that Gs[V ] remains at all stages a subgraph
of G.
Throughout, we run an ES-tree E from s on Gs to depth ⌈1/φ⌉ + 1 and an ES-tree E(rev) from
s on G
(rev)
s to depth ⌈1/φ⌉+1. We let the corresponding truncated shortest-path trees be denoted
by T and T (rev).
Now, to update Gs, we pass edge deletions to G directly to Gs and whenever a vertex w is
deleted from the set W , we remove the edges (s,w) and (w, s) from Gs. Additionally, whenever
a vertex r ∈ V , is no longer present in the tree T or T (rev), we run a separator procedure, that
prunes out a part of the graph containing r using a vertex-sparse separator. A static procedure to
compute such a separator is stated below.
Lemma D.2 (Balanced Separator, see Lemma 6.1 in [BPWN19]). Given a graph G = (V,E), a
vertex r ∈ V and d a positive integer such that the ball BGs(r, d) = {v ∈ V | distGs(r, v) ≤ d}
contains at most n/2 vertices. Then, there exists a deterministic algorithm that outputs two disjoint
vertex sets SSep, VSep ⊆ V with r ∈ VSep such that
1. ∀v ∈ VSep ∪ Ssep, we have distG(r, v) ≤ d,
2. the cut (VSep, SSep, V \ (VSep ∪ SSep) is a Ô(1/d)-vertex-sparse cut.
The running time of the procedure is bounded by O(|E(VSep)|).
Given this separator procedure, whenever a vertex r is removed from a tree T by data structure
E , we have that its distance from s exceeds ⌈1/φ⌉+ 1 and since every vertex in W is at distance 1
from s, we have that the distance from r to any vertex w inW is at least ⌈1/φ⌉+1. We then invoke
the separator procedure from Lemma D.2 on Gs from r with depth parameter d = ⌈1/φ⌉. Since
this ensures that no vertex in W is in BGs(r, d) = {v ∈ V | distGs(r, v) ≤ d}, the ball contains
at most |V (Gs) \W | ≤ n/2 vertices and therefore our parameters are sound. We thus get vertex
sets SSep, VSep such that (VSep, SSep, V \ (VSep ∪ SSep) is a Ô(φ)-vertex-sparse cut which we output
(to efficiently output, we only write VSep and SSep) and then remove the vertices SSep ∪ VSep with
all incident edges from Gs which leaves the graph G[V \ (VSep ∪ SSep] as specified by the theorem.
Since this only removes vertices not in W , this satisfies the requirement of the theorem regarding
the subgraph that is worked upon.
Analogously, whenever a vertex r is removed from a tree T (rev) by data structure E(rev), we find
a separator using the procedure from Lemma D.2 on graph G
(rev)
s from r to depth d = ⌈1/φ⌉. The
same line of reasoning applies regarding the soundness of parameters.
Finally, let us describe how to maintain the forest Fout (the maintenance of Fin is analogous).
Therefore, we observe that since the shortest path tree T is maintained explicitly by the ES-tree
algorithms, we have at most Ô(m/φ) edge changes to the trees. We can thus maintain Fout to
consist of the edges of the shortest-path tree T without the vertex s and incident edges to s in
Ô(m/φ) time. Clearly, each such tree T ∈ Fout is rooted at a vertex w ∈W since s only has edges
to vertices W . Further, it is clear that Fout spans exactly the vertices in V (Gs)\{s} = V (G). Using
a dynamic cut-link tree data structure to implement the trees, we can further straight-forwardly
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answer queries for every vertex u ∈ V (G), on which vertex w in W is the root of its tree in time
O(log n). This completes the proof.
E Short-path Oracles on Expanders
In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. There is a deterministic data structure Path-Inside-Expander(W ) that takes as
input an n-vertex m-edge 1/no(1)-expander W subject to decremental updates. Each update can
delete an arbitrary batch of vertices and edges from W , but must obey the promise that the resulting
graph remains a φ-expander. Given any query u, v ∈ V (W ), the algorithm returns in no(1) time
a directed simple path Puv from u to v and a directed simple path Pvu of v to u, both of length at
most no(1). The total update time of the data structure is Ô(m).
The idea from this section is completely identical to the analogous subroutine for undirected
graphs by Chuzhoy and Saranurak [CS20]. In particular, Appendix E.2 is copied from that pa-
per with small changes to make it work in directed graphs. As we only translate their ideas to
our setting, and plug in our primitives for directed expanders instead of using the primitives for
undirected expanders, we do not claim any contribution in this part.
E.1 Embedding A Small Witness
First, we define a variant of the witness from Definition 3.5 using edge congestion instead of vertex
congestion. As we will never benefit from allowing the witness W to be a weighted graphs as we
need in Section 5 and allow some vertex to have high (unweighted) degree, we will restrict our
witness in this section to be an unweighted graph with small maximum degree. Moreover, we
requite the embedding of the witness to be short (as this is the point of this section).
Definition E.1 (Witness with Edge Congestion). We say that W is a φ-edge-witness of G if
V (W ) ⊆ V (G), W is a unweighted Ω̂(1)-(edge)-expander with maximum degree O(log |V (W )|),
and there is an embedding that embeds W into G with edge-congestion 1/φ and length O˜(1/φ).
We will show an algorithm for finding a Ω(φ)-edge-witness W on φ-expander G. In our ap-
plication, W will be “small” in the sense that |V (W )| ≪ |V (G)|. To do find a witness, we again
employ a cut-matching game from Theorem 7.1. The lemma below is needed as an algorithm for
the matching player:
Lemma E.2 (Matching Embedder on Expanders). There is an algorithm TerminalMatching(G,A,B, φ)
with following inputs: a parameter φ ∈ (0, 1), a directed unweighted φ-expander G = (V,E) with n
vertices and m edges, and terminal sets A,B ⊂ V where |A| = |B|. In O˜(m/φ) time, the algorithm
returns a perfect (integral) matching M from A to B and an embedding P that embeds M into G
with edge-congestion O(log(n)/φ) and length O(log(n)/φ).
Proof. We first define a flow problem Π = (∆, T, c) on G as follows. For all v ∈ A, ∆(v) = 1,
otherwise ∆(v) = 0. For all v ∈ B, T (v) = 1, otherwise T (v) = 0. Let c(e) = 2/φ for all e ∈ E.
Let C =
∑
e∈E c(e). Let z = 0 and h =
40 logC
φ . Now, we call Lemma B.8 with (G, z, h,Π) as input
in time O(mh logm) = O˜(m/φ).
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We claim that the algorithm cannot return a cut S. Otherwise, there is S where
c(E(S, V \ S)) = ∆(S)− T (S)− z +min{volc(S), volc(V \ S)} · 10 logC
h
.
Note that ∆(S)− T (S) = T (V \S)−∆(V \ S). As ∆(S) ≤ |S| ≤ vol(S) and T (V \ S) ≤ |V \ S| ≤
vol(V \ S), we have ∆(S)− T (S) ≤ min{vol(S), vol(V \ S)}. Also, note that
min{volc(S), volc(V \S)}·10 log C
h
= min{vol(S), vol(V \S)}· 2
φ
·10 logC
h
= min{vol(S), vol(V \S)}/2
by the choice of h. So, we have
|E(S, V \ S)| = φ
2
· c(E(S, V \ S))
≤ φ
2
· (min{vol(S), vol(V \ S)}+min{vol(S), vol(V \ S)}/2)
< φmin{vol(S), vol(V \ S)}
which contradicts the fact that G is a φ-expander.
By Remark B.1, so we obtain a feasible flow f and its path decomposition Pf in timeO(∆(V )h) =
O(m/φ). Let Psf contains all path in Pf whose length is at most 2h. As
∑
P∈Pf
val(P )|P | ≤ ∆(V )h
from Lemma B.2, |Psf | ≥ |Pf |/2 = |A|/2. By reading the endpoints of paths in Psf , we obtain an
integral matching Mˆ from Aˆ ⊆ A to Bˆ ⊆ B of size at least |A|/2 that can be embedded into G
with congestion 2/φ.
As we want a perfect matching, we set A← A \ Aˆ, B ← B \ Bˆ, M ←M ∪ Mˆ . Then repeat the
process logm time. At the end, we obtain an integral perfect matching M from A to B that can be
embedded into G with 2 log(m)/φ edge congestion and 2h length. We also obtain its corresponding
embedding.
Now, we are ready to apply the cut-matching game for finding a small Ω˜(φ)-edge-witness in a
φ-expander.
Lemma E.3 (Witness Embedder on Expanders). There is an algorithm TerminalWitness(G,T, φ)
with the following parameters: a parameter φ ∈ (0, 1), a directed unweighted φ-expander G = (V,E)
with n vertices and m edges, and terminal sets T ⊂ V . In Ô(m/φ) time, the algorithm finds a
Ω(φ/ log2(n))-edge-witness W in G where V (W ) = T and its corresponding embedding P. Let
αwit = 1/n
o(1) such that W is a αwit-expander and the running time is at most O(m/(αwitφ)) (we
will use this parameter in other lemmas).
Proof. We perform a cut matching game from Theorem 7.1 for building an expander W on T .
Starting from round i = 1 of the game, Theorem 7.1 gives us Ai, Bi ⊂ T where |Ai| = |Bi| ≥
|T |/4. Then, we call TerminalMatching(G,Ai, Bi, φ) and TerminalMatching(G,Bi, Ai, φ) to
obtain integral directed matchings
−→
M i and
←−
M i that matches Ai to Bi and back. We set W ←
W ∪−→M i ∪←−M i and proceed with round i+ 1.
After O(log |T |) rounds, W is an unweighted Ω̂(1)-expander with maximum degree O(log |T |).
As
−→
M i and
←−
M i can be embedded into G with O(log(n)/φ) edge congestion and length, W can
be embed into G with O(log2(n)/φ) edge congestion, and O(log(n)/φ) length. Therefore, W is a
Ω(φ/ log2(n))-edge-witness where V (W ) = T . Note that, we also explicitly have the embedding of
W . The total running time is O˜(m/φ) + Ô(|T |) = Ô(m/φ) by Lemma E.2 and Theorem 7.1.
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E.2 A Recursive Scheme
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.5. Let αwit = 1/n
o(1) be the conductance bound from
Lemma E.3. For any L ≥ 1, let γL(φ) = φ3O(L) be the conductance bound from Theorem 6.1.
Below, we say that a vertex set S is incremental if vertices in S can never leave S as time progresses.
Theorem E.4. For any number q ≥ 1 and L ≥ 1 where L = q2, there is a deterministic algorithm
that, given a m-edge n-vertex αwit-expander G undergoing a sequence of edge deletions of length
γL(αwit)vol(G)/n
1/L, maintains an incremental vertex set P using O(m1+2/q/γ
O(q)
L (αwit)) total
update time such that
• volG(0)(P ) = O(tn1/L/γL(αwit)) after the t-th deletion where G(0) denotes G before any dele-
tion, and
• given u, v ∈ V (G)−P , returns a u-v simple path Q in G[V (G(0))−P ] of length 1/γO(q)L (αwit)
in time 1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit).
Proof of Theorem 4.5 from Theorem E.4. Let q =
√
1
100c log3 log1/αwit(n) = ω(1). Observe
that 1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit) = n
o(1). This is because 1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit) = 1/(α
3O(L)
wit )
O(q) = (1/αwit)
3cq
2
for some
constant c. So we have 3cq
2
= 3
1
100
log3 log1/αwit(n) = (log1/αwit(n))
1/100 and so
(1/αwit)
3cq
2
= (1/αwit)
(log1/αwit (n))
1/100
= nlogn(1/αwit)·(log1/αwit(n))
1/100
= n1/(log1/αwit (n))
99/100
= no(1).
So the total update time of Theorem E.4 is Ô(m) and the query time is no(1). This implies
Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem E.4. The algorithm has q levels. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ q, we describe the
implementation of GrowTree(i), Delete(i, e), and Query(i, u, v) in Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and
Algorithm 3 respectively. The algorithm is recursive. Recall that we are given an input αwit-
expander G with m initial edges and n vertices. We let m, n, and αwit be global variables that do
not change when we recurse.
Now, we describe how we call each subroutine given an input G and an update sequence.
We initialize G
(0)
q = G and call GrowTree(q). We initialize the expander pruning algorithm from
Theorem 6.1 and maintain the set Pq ⊆ V (G(0)q ). Whenever an edge e is deleted from G(0)q , we call
Delete(q, e) and update the set Pq using Theorem 6.1. Recall that Pq only grows. Let G
(d)
q denote
G
(0)
q after d edge deletions. As d increases, we maintain Gq = G
(d)
q [V (G
(0)
q ) − Pq]. That is, Gq is
obtained from G
(0)
q after deleting all edges deleted by the adversary and deleting all vertices in Pq.
By Theorem 6.1, Gq is always a γL(αwit)-expander and Pq has volume at most O(
dn1/L
γL(αwit)
) after d
deletions. We let P = Pq be the output set of the algorithm for Theorem E.4. This satisfies the
first guarantee of the output of Theorem E.4.
Given a query u, v ∈ V (G) − P , we can return a u-v simple path in G[V (G(0)) − P ] of length
1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit) in time 1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit) by doing the following. First, we call Query(q, u, v) and return
a u-v path Q′ of length 1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit) in O(|Q′|) time (will be proved in Lemma E.6). However, Q′
might not be simple. So we extract a simple u-v path Q from Q′ in time |Q′| ≤ 1/γO(q)L (αwit). This
satisfies the second guarantee of the output of Theorem E.4.
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Algorithm 1 GrowTree(i)
Assert: Gi is a γL(αwit)-expander.
1. If i = 1, compute a shortest path tree T1 rooted at an arbitrary vertex. Then, return.
2. Build a subdivided graph G′i obtained from Gi by subdividing each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E(G) is
into (u, xe) and (xe, v).
3. Set Fi−1 to be an arbitrary set of edges in Gi of size m
(i−1)/q . Let XFi−1 = {xe ∈ V (G′i) | e ∈
Fi−1}.
4. Using Lemma E.3, compute a Ω(γL(αwit)/ log
2 n)-witness G
(0)
i−1 in G
′
i where V (G
(0)
i−1) = XFi−1
and G
(0)
i−1 is a αwit-expander. Let Pi−1 be an embedding of G(0)i−1.
5. Initialize the expander pruning algorithm from Theorem 6.1 on G
(0)
i−1 and maintain Pi−1 ⊆
V (G
(0)
i−1).
6. Let G
(d)
i−1 denote G
(0)
i−1 after d edge deletions. As d increases, maintain Gi−1 = G
(d)
i−1[V (G
(0)
i−1)−
Pi−1]. By Theorem 6.1, Gi−1 is always a γL(αwit)-expander.
7. Initialize two ES-trees T ini and T
out
i in G
′
i rooted at V (Gi−1) of depth O(log(n)/γL(αwit)).
Edges of T ini and T
out
i are directed inwards and outwards V (Gi−1) respectively.
8. Call GrowTree(i− 1).
Algorithm 2 Delete(i, e) where e ∈ E(Gi)
1. If i = 1, delete e in G1. Recompute a shortest path tree T1 in G1. Then, return.
2. Delete e from Gi. Update the vertex set Pi using Theorem 6.1.
3. Let Dnewi denote the set of edges that are just removed from Gi. That is, D
new
i contains e
and all edges incident to vertices that are newly added into Pi.
4. For each e ∈ Dnewi ,
(a) Let P(e)i−1 be a set of paths from the embedding Pi−1 of Gi−1 that contains e. Let D(e)i−1
be the set of edges in E(Gi−1) corresponds to P(e)i−1.
(b) Delete(i− 1, e′) for each e′ ∈ D(e)i−1.
5. Whenever there are more than di−1 = γL(αwit)vol(G
(0)
i−1)/n
1/L deletions to G
(0)
i−1, call
GrowTree(i).
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Algorithm 3 Query(i, u, v) where u, v ∈ V (Gi)
1. If i = 1, return a u-v path by traversing T in1 and T
out
1 .
2. Let Quu′ be the path in T
in
i from u to u
′ ∈ V (Gi−1). Let Qv′v be the path in T outi from
v′ ∈ V (Gi−1) to v.
3. Let Ru′v′ = Query(i− 1, u′, v′) be the returned u′-v′ path in Gi−1.
4. Let Qu′v′ be obtained by concatenating, over all e
′ ∈ Ru′v′ , the corresponding paths from the
embedding Pi−1 of Gi−1.
5. Return the concatenation Quv = Quu′◦Qu′v′◦Qv′v as a path inGi. (Note that Quu′ , Qu′v′ , Qv′v
are, strictly speaking, paths in G′i.)
It remains to bound the total update time in Lemma E.5 and prove the guarantee about
Query(q, u, v) in Lemma E.6.
Lemma E.5. The total update time is O(m1+2/q/γ
O(q)
L (αwit)).
Proof. Let Time(i) be the total update time that the data structure at level i takes for handling
di = γL(αwit)vol(G
(0)
i )/n
1/L edge deletions in G
(0)
i . So Time(q) is the total update time of our
algorithm. For each level i, throughout di edge deletions in G
(0)
i , the total volume of edges pruned
out by Theorem 6.1 is O(din
1/L/γL(αwit)) ≤ vol(G(0)i )/2 (by scaling di by some constant). As the
embedding of Gi−1 in Gi has congestion at most cong = O˜(1/γL(αwit)), this corresponds to at
most cong ·vol(G(0)i ) edge deletions to Gi−1. As we call GrowTree(i) only when there are more than
di−1 = γL(αwit)vol(G
(0)
i−1)/n
1/L deletions to G
(0)
i−1, the number of calls to GrowTree(i) throughout
di deletions is at most
cong · vol(G(0)i )
γL(αwit)vol(G
(0)
i−1)/n
1/L
= O˜(m1/qn1/L/γ2L(αwit)).
where we use the fact that |V (Gi)| = mi/q and vol(Gi) = O˜(|V (Gi)|) by Lemma E.3.
Consider the total work for executing GrowTree(i) and maintaining the data structure until
right before the next call of GrowTree(i). We divide the work into two parts. First, the work for
executing GrowTree(i) itself (which embeds G
(0)
i−1 into Gi). Second, the work for maintaining the
data structure at level i − 1 throughout di−1 deletions to G(0)i−1. The second part takes at most
Time(i− 1) by definition.
Now, we analyze the first part, the work for executing GrowTree(i). Consider Algorithm 1.
Embedding Gi−1 into Gi takes time O(vol(Gi)/(αwit · γL(αwit)) by Lemma E.3. Theorem 6.1 takes
O˜(vol(Gi)n
1/L
γL(αwit)
). The total time for maintaining the ES-tree Ti is also O˜(vol(Gi)/γL(αwit)). So each
call to GrowTree(i) takes at most O˜(mi/qn1/L/γ2L(αwit)) time. Therefore, we have
Time(i) =
(
O˜(mi/qn1/L/γ2L(αwit)) + Time(i− 1)
)
× O˜(m1/qn1/L/γ2L(αwit)).
Solving this recursion, we have Time(i) = O(m(i+1)/qni/L logO(i)(m)/γ2iL (αwit)). So
Time(q) = O(m1+1/qnq/L logO(q)(m)/γ
O(q)
L (αwit))
= O(m1+2/q/γ
O(q)
L (αwit))
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because L = q2 and γL(αwit)≪ 1/ logO(1)m as desired.
Lemma E.6. Given any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (G) − P , Query(q, u, v) returns a u-v (possibly
non-simple) path Q of length logO(q) n in O(|Q|) time.
Proof. Let Len(i) be the maximum length of the path in Gi returned by Query(i, u, v). As Gi is
always a γL(αwit)-expander by Theorem 6.1, we have that the diameter of Gi is O(log(n)/γL(αwit)).
So T ini and T
out
i span G
′
i. Consider Algorithm 3. Let Quu′ be the path in G
′
i from u to u
′ ∈ V (Gi−1)
and let Qv′v the path in G
′
i from v
′ ∈ V (Gi−1) to v. As T ini and T outi span G′i, Quu′ and Qv′v do
exist. Let Ru′v′ = Query(i − 1, u′, v′) where |Ru′v′ | ≤ Len(i − 1). Let Qu′v′ be obtained by
concatenating, over all e′ ∈ Ru′v′ , the corresponding paths from the embedding Pi−1 of Gi−1. We
have |Qu′v′ | ≤ ℓ · |Ru′v′ |. It is clear that the concatenation Quu′ ◦Qu′v′ ◦Qv′v is indeed a u-v path
in G′i and hence in Gi. The length of this path is at most
Len(i) = O(log(n)/γL(αwit)) + O˜(1/γL(αwit)) · Len(i− 1).
Solving the recursion gives us Len(i) = 1/γ
O(i)
L (αwit). So Query(q, u, v) returns a (possibly non-
simple) u-v path of length 1/γ
O(q)
L (αwit). Observe that the query time is proportional to the
returned path.
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